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CHAml I
IftJlODUCTIOJ
The lole ot Jlanagement Development. Uslng an analogy whlch does not
-stretch the ll1Bglnatlon undulJ, some wrlters have cOIIPared the _dern corpor.
etlon wlth a livlng organ18m. The corporate organ18m 119y be characterlzed
by two prlmary 8ctlvltles--one. because It 18 dlrected toward expanslon,
l19y be termed aggresslve and the other. because It 18 directed toward selt.
renewal and selt.perpetuat10n, 1I8y be termed protect1ve.
Protectlve, and to a lesser extent, aggresslve act1vlt1es reQulre the
presence ot a supply ot 1118nagerls1 personnel to tl11 higher Enagerlal poslt10na

8S

they 8re crested or as vacancies occur. When a corporatlon expands

It needs _re managers. IVen when lt 11 relatlvely stable, vacancles occur
trom death. retlrellent, or resignatlon.

It the corporate entltJ 18 to sur-

vlve, 1t must renew itselt bJ replaclng lost managers. Thus, in order to
cam out its prilll8ry activitles. the corporat1on must, in some way. have
access to

8

source ot managerial personnel located e1ther outside Itselt or,

a8 1s increas1ngly the case, wlth1n the corporation Itselt.
The etteotiveness ot the corporatIon ln both lts aggresstve and protectlve actlv1tle. depends upon the QualltJ ot tts present management. 'the
expanding

COap8nJ

expands partq because the lien runnlng it know how to keep

lt expanding. !he stable companJ survlve. because the men ln control know
how to protect 1t spinat cOIIPetltlon. Thus, not onlJ 18 1t ll11Portant tor
the corporatlon to have Qualltled men.•<~4J to step up to newly crested posl ..
1

2

tions or fill old ones, but it is equally important for it to take steps to
see that the performance of those presently holding managerial positions
improves as much as possible.
All of this adds up to one thing.
or another an educator.

The corporation must be in one sense

It must train men to perform their work more effec-

tivelYi it must prepare them to accept greater responsibilities; in short, it
must, as a matter of logical necessity, teach and educate.

If it does not,

it will soon perish.
The corporation has functioned in its role of teacher and educator with
varying degrees of success.

In days past, it did so, haphazardly--men were

frequently thrown into positions of greater responsibility and left there to
sink or swim.

Often this constituted the sole content of the corporation's

role as educator.

It rarely bothered to give as much serious thought to

improving the performance of the management as it did, for example, to improving the techniques of production.
However, relying entirely upon work experience as a training technique
has become pretty much a thing of the past.

After the corporation rational-

ized its productive processes, it turned its attention to management and
began to rationalize the training of management.

The result has been that

an ever increasing number of corporations have developed formal programs
specifically aimed at training management people and improving their
effectiveness.
The growth of formal management development programs has come about
rapidly.

According to one observer, the number of "in_plantlf management

development programs in 1943 were so few that one large national association

3
did not feel it worth its while to make a survey of them. l

By 1956, the

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company found that 70.2% of all American corporations conducted formal management development programs and that another
16.3% were considering initiating programs. 2 In 1960, it was estimated that
American corporations spent more than twenty million dollars on "outside"
management development programs alone. 3
Taken by itself, this might be interpreted to mean that corporations
have accepted management development programs without qualification.
are indications that this may have been true at one time.

There

Daniel Goodacre,

for example, wrote that although management expects a return from training,
it does not make anything approaching the kind of effort it makes to calcu4
late preCisely the returns from manufacturing and sales.
Raymond L.
Randall describes corporate acceptance of management development programs
as being so uncritical that they, "have tended to become a fad."

According

to him, "many companies have been sending executives to them, simply because
it is the thing to do. 1t5
Criticism

~

Management Development Programs.

Today this blind type of

acceptance is disappearing rapidly if, indeed, it ever existed.

According

IRobert C. Sampson, "Train Executives While They Work", Harvard Business
Review, XXI (November-December 1953), 42.
2nCompanies Sound Off on Executive Training," Dun's Review and Modern
Industry, LXVII (June 1956), 90.
3Raymond L. Randall, "Get More From Your Training," Nation's Business,
XLVIII (June 1960), 43.
4Daniel M. Goodacre III, "The Expu:J,mental Evaluation of Management
Training: Principles and Practice," Personnel, XXXIII (March 1957), 534.
5Randall, p. 43.

to a survey made by Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company, less than half
(46.1%) of the compan1es who reported having management development programs
said they were satisfied with them; 15.7% indicated qualified sat1sfact1on;
wh1le 38.2% showed marked d1ssatisf1cation. 6
The new, harsh

attitude~towards

management development programs uncovered

by the Mutual Benef1t survey has found its way 1nto print. John F. Chapman,
for example, quotes the pres1dent of a lead1ng corporat1on as say1ng, "We
cont1nue our program as a hedg1ng process--for 1nsurance purposes only.

We

have no evidence that it really develops executives.,,7 ~OU18 A. Allen goes
further.

He states flatly that there are few, if any accomplishments to

shOW for all the effort spent on management development programs. 8 Erwin K.
Taylor a1ms h1s criticism stra1ght at tra1n1ng d1rectors who, according to
. him, often gets by entirely on bluff and personality.

He descr1bes them thus;

One characteristic that seems to be common to the
members of this group is that they are almost all
highly articulate. In the main, they possess a great
deal of poise and are skilled in making a presentation
to top management and in addressing a small group.
Many (perhaps to bolster their own sense of inadequacy)
write 'little Jack Horner' articles for management
magazines and trade publications. 9
Even such a sympathetic observer as Melvin Anshen feels that I "we have

6"compan1es Sound Off on Execut1Ye Tra1ning," P. 90.
7John F. Chapman, "Th1nking Ahead: Trends 1n Management Development, n
Harvard Business Review, XXXII (March-Apr11 1954), 27.
8Lou1s A. Allen, "Does Management Development Develop Managers?"
Personnel, XXXIV (September 1957), 18.
""-f----

r

9Krwin K. Taylor, "Management Development at the Crossroads," Personnel,
XXXVI (March 1959), 12.

5
too little understanding of what actually goes on in executive development
programs, too little knowledge of what these programs are really accomplishing.1I

IS summarizes by saying that the pressing need of today is to learn

whether, IIpresent courses adequately or efficiently meet the need" and if
"the best use

!J.'!? being

made of the money, time, and talent invested. ttl 0

Argument Against Possib111ty of Evaluat10n.

Although there exists a

consensus about the des1rability of systematically evaluating formal management development programs, there 1s d1sagreement on a more fundamental question, viz., is it poss1ble to evaluate formal management development programs
in such a way as to ach1eve meaningful data?

At least one writer, Kenneth

Andrews, argues most persuasively that 1t 1s not.
Andrews recogn1zes the 1mportance of determ1n1ng the defic1enc1es of
management and, where appropr1ate, remedy1ng them by formal programs.

How-

ever, he states that the var1ety of needs of individual tra1nees 1s so great
and that the number of factors, both known and unknown, at work to advance or
retard general development 1s so large that it 1s imposs1ble to (1) determ1ne
when the needs of a g1ven trainee have been met and (2) 1so1ate the results
produced by formal programs from those which come from other areas of management development. ll
These conclus1ons seem to flow from a broad
of education used by Andrews.

(thDug~

unwr1tten) def1nition

Educat10n he sees fundamentally as the develop-

lOMelvin Anshen, IIExecutive Development: In-Company vs. University
Programs," Harvard Business ReView, XXXII (September-October 1954), 92.
llKenneth R. Andrews, "Is Managemen~Training Effective?, Parts I and
II", Harvard Business Review, XXXV (January-February and March-April 1957),
85-94 and 63-72, respectIvely.

paz

6
ment of the individual in all human aspects.

The educated man, as thUE

defined, does not necessarily learn individual skills useful in coping with
specific situations; rather he acquires a frame of reference which enables
him to know what to look for to cope with any type of problem.
Thus the proper objective of the educational process becomes an extremely
general one.

When it is attained, it is the outcome of not just one or a few

formal programs.

Rather, it is the culmination of the individual's entire

formal and informal educational experiences.

Inasmuch as the objective of

the educational process has not been achieved until the person undergoing
the process achieves this general adaptive frame of reference, it is impossible to say whether any particular program, given prior to that time, has
contributed anything to his development.

In fact, unless the objective is

achieved, the most that can be said for any given program is that it may not
have been responsible for the failure.

If the objective is achieved, the

most that can be said for any program is that it may have contributed to
the final success.

However, it remains impossible to go back and separate

the effect of a single program from the multitude of factors Which contributed in varying degrees to the final product of the educational process.
If Andrews' assumptions about the nature of education are accepted, his
conclusions naturally follow.

Until the educated man emerges out of the

student, it is impossible to tell whether any given program has been of use.
After the objective of education has been achieved the number of factors
involved in reaching it is so great that it is impossible to say which contributed what.

It is only possible to say that all factors, considered

together, affected the end result.

7
Argument

~Evaluation.

It may be well to argue that tae ultimate end

of education ought to be the development of ph11osopher-kings--men who have
learned to learn and to pursue and f1nd the truth 1n any situation.

This

might serve as the ult1mate criterion of success for any extended program
of education.
used. l2

The fact remains, however, that intermed1ate criteria may be

Any single course of instruction deals with a definite, limited

subject matter.

If a definite, limited, concrete, subject may be taught

(out of deference to the teaching profession it 1s assumed that it can be
taught) then those being taught should know more about the subject after
being taught than they did before being taught.

Since what they were taught

hardly approaches the infinite, it should be possible to examine them and
determine how much they learned of what they were taught.

Any instructor,

for example, knows that h1s students have learned something when they give
him information in an examination Which they did not posseas prior to beginning the course.
Since the subject matter of any given course of instruction is definite,
limited, concrete and otherwise finite, it will (or should) be applied to
definite, limited, concrete and otherwise finite situat1ons.
to such situations should produce tangible results.

Its application

Examination of tangible

results should tell the observer something about how well the program
succeeded in getting across its point.
One or two examples might serve to clarify this point.

Characteristic-

12See R. L. Thorndike, Personnel Selection: Test and Measurement Techniques (New York, N. Y., 1949), P. 358; ~here the autnor-po!nts out that
although it is almost impossible to obta1n ultimate criteria, immediate and
intermediate criter1a will yield quite satisfactory results.

8
ally, hUll8n relations prograllll have

8S

their ultimate obJectlve the ll1P1'Ove.

ment ot relotions between superlors and subord1nates. There ex1Bt oertain
well-known lndicea to the quallty ot super1or-subordinate relatlonsh1ps.
Among these are qult.rates, absentee rates, grlevance rates. sugse.tlon rate.
(where there are augseatlon syat81111), aM transfer rates. A. training direotor,
who atter conducting a closs in hWIIBn relations, tinda that the subordinatea

ot the trslned group quit, tranater, or are absent le •• trequently an4, ln
addition, tl1e tewer grlevance. and IISke 1101"8 suggestlons than tbey cUd bet01"8
thelr supervisors ve1"8 trained, can la, vithout too much tear ot belng wrong
that the program. \J88 apeciticall)' beneflcial on thea. points. .. can speak
with even greater .llurance it an untrained group ot supervisors dld not
shOW a s111l1ler lmprovolllent over the sa. perlod ot tlllle. U, on the other
hand, he tlnda lliprove_nt in so. areas aM none in othen, be wlll know
preclsel, what parts ot hla next program should recelve greater esphaals.
It 18 considerably lIOn all11ple to learn the reaulta ot less ,enerall.ed
programs. Take, tor eumple, a program designed to reduce the nUllber ot
union contract vlolatlons by su,."laor.. The degree to which the prognm
bas succeeded

118, easl1J be

4eterlll1ned b, deerea.es 1n the ntl0 of valld

grievances to all grleyances tl1ed.
fhls doea not pretend to co.. anrwbere elo.e to eXAauatlng the number ot
posslble examples. However, the two Jut olted should suttlee to show the
teas1bl1lty ot evaluat1ng the reaulta ot tormal management development programs. All that IlUBt be kept in m1nd la to stl, awa, trom general ultl.te
oriteria and a8k no IIOre ot a foral program than that 1t aobieve the apeoi•
..

.,,~,..

r

tlc and rather IIOdeat obJeotlves lt wal' 'dea1gned to acbleye.

9
Benefits of Evaluation.

Assuming, on the basis of the preceeding dis-

cussion, that some sort of objective program evaluation is possible, one
might ask what are the benefits of carefully planned evaluations.

The answer

would be much along these lines.
Evaluation is a matter of logical necessity; that is, it takes place
even if explicit plans have not been made for it.

Participants in the pro-

gram will form opinions about what it did for them; the instructor, will
also have some sort of idea about the effectiveness of the program; so will
the training director; and, most important for the ultimate fate of the program so will someone with the power to have it continued or discontinued.

If

the latter1s evaluation is based on his own impressions and hearsay, to quote
Goodacre, lithe security of training programs, training directors and training
dollars is subject to personal whims and undocumented opinions. 1I13
Moreover, if only impressionistic or hearsay evaluations are made of
training techniques, the quality of instruction. is as likely to deteriorate
as improve.

In the absence of experimental evaluations, the training director

has little to go on except intuition in deciding which methods and training
aids are best for accomplishing program objectives.
Walter R. Mahler points up this fact.

A study conducted by

According to him, in the absence of

experimental evaluations, the teaching methods and training aids used by an
organization tend to be those:
1.

The training director likes;

2.

Which have been used somewhere else and reported to be successful;
or,

13Goodacre, P. 535.
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3.

Which trainees tend to like. 14

Conversely, if the evaluation is based on objective evidence collected
in accordance with a carefully designed experimental plan, the strengths and
weaknesses of the program will become readily apparent.

Weak points then

may be strengthened; irrelevant ones eliminated and, on occasion. a new program may be substituted for one which has proved faulty.

In short. those

charged with responsibllity for the program will know IIwhat is needed; what
is happening; what is likely to happen; what actually happened; what still

•

needs to be done. and be able to act accordingly."l5
One might reasonably expect that the use of experimental evaluations
should result in more effective use of available funds.

This expectation

has borne out by a number of reports appearing in management development
and training literature.

In one instance. an experimental evaluation made

and reported by Fryer and Edgerton of six and eight week training courses
for Air Force personnel showed that the eight week training course could be
dropped inasmuch as students learned and retained no more information from
it than from the shorter course. 16

In another instance, Baxter, Taffee and

Hughes, after making a carefully planned evaluation17 of three types of

14
Walter R. Mahler. "Trends in Management Tra ining," The Development of
Executive Talent, M. Joseph Dooher. Ed., XXVIII (New York.-r952), 291.
15walter R. Mahler and Willys H. Monroe, How Management Determines The
Need ~ ~ Effectiveness ~ Training (New YorK; N. Y•• 1952), p. 151.
l600uglas H. Fryer and Harold A. Edgerton, "Research Concerning 'Off-theJob Training'," Personnel Psychology, III (Autumn 1950), 261-283.
l7It is well to note that
insurance companies stand head
organizations. This reflects,
ance personnel have in the use

as a g~~~al rule, evaluations conducted by
and shoulders above those conducted by other
perhaps, the greater experience which insurof statistical methods.

11
trslning programs for debit insurance agents, found that there were no sign1 ...

flcant differenoes 1n the results produced by the d1tferent programs. They
concluded that the more eXjleus1ve "away_from.the JGb" programs QQula be aban...
doned. lS St11l gnother such clue 13 reported by Buchanan. During the course
of evaluat1ng a tra lnlng program, he found. no relatlonahlp oetween trainee
~at1ngs

ot that part of. the program dealing w1th company polieies and

pro~

ecdures and subsequent trainee performance as evaluated by 3uPQrvlsors.

He

:laId that eons1derat1on was being given to el1ralnatln.g that portion ot the
program.
The major result of experimental ovaluation, however, i3 more than Just
effeotive use of funds.

It 1s as Anshan sucoinotly puts 1t, that it becomes

possible for one to tell whether the tra 1nlng program is "on target ."20

In this particular evaluat10n three training methods used by an lnsur.
ance cOlllp8llJ were compared. 'l'he tirst cona1ated ot a ten da1 training conterence .t a oentra1 school betore the trainees vent on the Job, tol10wed bJ
text and problem assignments tor the remainder ot the year. flle second
involved one week ot individual tra1ning b1 the dlstrlct sales manager betore
the trainee went on the Job, aU 1DOntha following text and problem assignments
r;ne week at a training conterence conducted at the central school, wlth the
lllance ot the year spent on the Job following text and. problem assignments.
The th1rd Involved one week of 1ndividual training by the local d1&tr1ct
agent prior to the time the trainees went on the Job w1th the balance ot the
year spent on the Job tollowing text and problem ass1snments.
Two matched aaaplea CQmposed of traineea were drawn trom each diatrict
and tra1ne~s were 8881aned randomly to the d1fteront programs. Atter oompletion ot program, each trainee group was evaluated on (1) knowledge. (2) Job
satisfaotlon, (}) production, (~) quit-rate and (5) supervisors' ratings.
18srent Baxter, Andrew A. 'fatfee, and Joseph P. llugh.es, "A Training
Evaluation stud.7," Personnel Psychology, VI (Autumn 195')' 40}.
19Paul C. Buchanan, "Testing the Va11d1ty ot an Evaluation Program,"
Personnel, XXXIV (loYember.Deceliber 195:rJ, }70.
20AneDen, ~eout1ve-Development:
p.

92.

In Company V8. University Programs,"
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When this is not known, a training program may be praised or blamed for
things for which it is not responsible 21 or, even worse, it may fail completely to accomplish its objectives without anyone being the wiser.

The

assumption that one can expect any training program, no matter how poorly
taught, to produce at least miniminal favorable changes in the participants
simply is unsafe to make.

In a study conducted by Mahler, no significant

changes were found in the participants of human relation classes. 22

In

other instances, programs have been shown to produce results contrary to
those they were supposed to produce.

William and Arnold Form found that

instead of "indoctrinating the trainees with pro-management attitudes,1I a
foreman tra ining program "engendered hostllity in them !!oreme!27, and stimulated even greater suspicion among the workers in the shOP.1I2 3 Fleishman
found that a human relations training program for foremen actually resulted
in foremen showing less consideration toward workers. 24

In brief, it is

2lcorning White, "How Good Is Your Training," Personnel Journal, XXIX
(June 1950),70-73.
White reports cases where evaluational studies showed that training programs were receiving praise or blame for matters they had n~ accomplished
or for which they were not responsible. In one instance, high sales resulted
in a sales training program receiving very favorable attention. When the
matter was studied further, it was found that salesmen, for the most part,
were not using techniques taught them in the training program. In another
1nstance, a training program was blamed for failure to significantly lower
the turn-over rate among sales personnel. After an evaluation was made, the
blame was placed where it belonged--on poor superv1sion and bad company policy.
22Mahler, PP. 294-295.
23W1l11am H. Form and Arnold T. Form, "Unanticipated Results of a Foreman
Training Program," Personnel Journal, XXXII (November 1953), 212.
~

~r

Edwin A. Fleishman, "Leadership Climate, Human Relations Training, and
Supervisory BehaVior," Personnel Psychology, VI (Autumn 1953), 205-222.

1,
never correct to conclude. ! priori, that any tra1ning program is beneticial
to some extent. It must be proven, not merely assumed, to be "on target."
Concluding statement. It hae been ehown that tOl"ll8l management development has become an increaslngly vital part ot today's corporate activlty.
However, in the process ot doing so, lt has been subjected to criticls. on
the grounds that lnsuttlcient ettort. are made to evaluate and improve it.
erteotlveness.
The benetite to be derlved trom sucoeestul evaluations are I118ny-.lIOre
ettective training. more econoa1.cal uses ot training resouroes. and increased
contldenoe ln tralnlng actlvltles, to mentlon a tew.

Iowever. one wrlter,

uslng an ultimate crlterlon ot development .s the standard tor measurlng
program .ucoe.e, casts doubt upon the possiblllty ot making evaluatlons wblch
will yield meanlngtul data.

In response to thia, it has been shown that

although evaluatlons may shed U.ttle light upon the development ot any glven
1ndlvldual lnto somethlng approaoblng the olassloal "educated man," they
wlll produce usetul data when the, are made ln terms ot lntermed1ate criterla
established .a obJectlves tor anJ glven tormal program.
In su_u'1, it IlU8t be conoeded that experlmental evaluations are
teaslble when .. de ln terms ot Ipec1tl0 program obJective. and that lmportant
benetits _y be derived troll evaluatlons _de ot specltlc tormal 1IBnagement
development programs.
lavlng established the relevancy (and perhaps the usetulness) ot the
study subject ot th1a paper. we sball now pass to the technlcal proble..
posed by the atudJ.

CHAPftR II

The Problem. The problem subject ot this paper is to determine the
extent to which the one hundred largest (trom the standpoint of sales) U.S.
manufacturing corporations evaluate the effeotiveneslS of torlll81 m&nagement
development progra~l conducted or participated in by them and the ettective.
ness ot teohniques used by them to evaluate programs.
A secondary problem is to determine (1) the relationsh1p between the
degree of professlonalizetlon ot management development training (the number

ot persons ln a glven management development department who hold advance
degrees in work.related tields) and the use ot evaluational techniques;
(2) the relationship between the degree ot protessionalization and tormal
program acceptance and stability; and (,) the relationship between the use
of evaluational teohniques and tormal program acceptance and stab1l1ty.
In connect10n with the secondary problem these three

~

hypothesis

my be advanced:

1.

There ls no correlation between the degree ot professionalization

in a given management development department and the ettective use ot

l.rne term DlQnagement development program was detined tor the purposes
of this .tu47. ai,
"tor_l progra_, akln to class work., designed to improve llanagerul
performanoe at present level or to prepare individuals for greater
_nagerial responslbilitles ••• other tban one leadlng to a tor_l
degree. " (see AppencU..x II. ).,,4. ,.
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evaluational techniques.
2.
In

There is no correlation between the degree ot protessionalization
iii

given 1fIInagement development departMnt and (a) the Q¢ceptance ot

torml progra_ by top tIIlnagement and (b) the financial stabUlty ot
tor.l programs.

J.

There i8 no correlation between the ettectlve use ot evaluational

teohnlques and (8) the aoceptanoe ot tor.l prograM b1 top _nage_nt
and (0)

the tinanc1al stability ot formal programs.

In the course ot this investigation, it Will be determined whether the tore.

going hypothese. a1"8 correct.
HethOdoloil. Using the Ju1)" 1961 Fortune IJl8gazine ratings, a 111t vas
prepared containing the

NU• •

ot tbe one hundred U.S. manufacturing corpora ...

tlona which ranked hlghest in tar_ ot sales.

"APP1UJl)IX 111 is a copy ot the

list.
A questionnaire and a sheet ot instructions vere drafted. 'the question.
naire waa dlvlded lnto the following sectlona:
1.

General lntor.ation about reorultment polleles ot .nagement

development departmentB smd academlc achlevement and .peoullzation
of department .tIlbe:-s.
2.

Evaluation ot ettectlveness ot "outslde" management deYelopment

programs.
:;.

Evaluation ot ettectlvenesa ot (8) "inside" Illlnagel'l8nt develop-

llent prograll8 and (b) teaching methods.
4.

Acceptanoe and t1nancial stabUli1 ot _nagement development

progra1lS.
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The sheet of instructions contalned detinitlons of terms used in the
questlonnalre, prescrlbed procedures to be used in ansverlng questions and
specUled that the person answering the questionnaire either be in chlrge of
managelant development or the l_dlate subordinate ot the person in charse
ot management development.
The questlonnalre vas presented to the author's adv1aor and other8 for
crUlcis.. Certaln clarU71ng chlnges vere made. AU1guUies vhlch could
not be resolved b7 rephrasing tbe questionnaire vere clarlfled b1 deflnltlons
_d.e in the sheet of instructlons.
Atter the questionnaire and aheet of instJl'Uctlona vere flnalued, a
cover letter val drafted and aubll1tted. for approval to 1Ir. I. H. HIllmann,
Director of Personnel for the Illinola Central Railroad.. 'fhe questionnaire,
accompanied. by the approved. cover letter written on Illinola Central letter.
head. paper over thAt 11pature ot the author,

VIIS

_11ed to the companles

seleoted for atu47. Three weeke after the questlonnaire bad been mal1ed, a
tracer

VIS

.ent to companies which hid not 7et responded. A copy of the

cover letter, the sheet of lnatructlona and the queltlonna1re are found. ln
"APPlJDIX II."
A scale vaa developed. tor the purpoae ot ratlng the ettectlveneaa of
program evaluatlonal alatems used by reapondent companies. The acale ratea
each s7ste. aeparatel7 on procedural completeness and technlcal etteclency.
It 1a not posslble to 181 _re here about the rating scale because tbe number
ot compllcatlng tlctors involved 1n construoting it 11 ao large that lt 11
necesaal'J' to make the. and the resultant scale the subJect ot separate

11
Limitations. The present sample, as samples go, ls relatlvely small.
Koreover, it 10 not representat1ve because of the type ot companies 1nvolved.
However, since the companies stwUed are arxmg the

J.ar,~est

end illO,;-,t pros-

parous 1n tbl& country, it can probably be naid, with some degree of aocuraoy,
that the average state ot evaluation tor 1ndustry. in general, 1s no higher

and alnacat oertainly lower than that found to exist 1n the sample.
Using quostionnaires aa a method to oollect intormation presents a number
ot dlfficulties. Whllf.: there 1s oontrol over selecting the sample, there is
no l!ontrol over wno wlll and w111 not respond..

It 1s not u."lllkely that oom...

panics who tal1ed to respond, did 10 tor reslons whlch, 1t known, might
affect conolusions uade by the stud7.

Moreover, lt is dU',t1clllt to dratt a

questionnaire in suoh a way as to make it understood un1,tol'mly.

This too

can be a souroe of error; however, unless serious mistakes were made in
(1r-aft1ns the questionnaire, 1t should not contribute to slstematlc bias.
Nuch ot the

il1to~tion

ojtalned by the questionnaire 1s only approxi.

mate. 'ar better ;,tesults could have been obtained bael 1t been posslble t.o
ask d0t&11ed quost1ons about trequenoleu of evaluatlono, amounts spent, and
ao torth.

Untortunately, had thls been done, t.he Queatlonnalre would bave

grown to such propOrtions that IIOlt cOllPlnlel would not bave bothered to
answer it.
rep1"esenta a
obtain.

consequently, the information procluced by the questionnaire
~olllPro1l1ae

between what 1s cleal1"8ble anc! "bat 1t 1s posalble to

Answers to the qu<tlt;lonnall"O w1l1 not. show how frequently eaoh

soparate evaluat10nal teoh.nlq,ue is used. they w111 merell ahow wtuen, ot a
nUilber ot technlquos, are used. the, vl11 not ahow what proport1on ot the
If'

tn.e ot pro,"", tbel' wl11 only

'-",~

tra1nlng budget b .ar-Illrud tor eacb

ahow whloh types ot prograaa are lnoluded ln the tra ln1n& budget. ,..,. wl11

18
not show the exact proport10n to wh1ch the tra1n1ng budget 1s cut relative
to other company expenditures; they w111 merely show 1n

I

qualitat1ve way

the approx11111te proport10n ot the reduct10n.
Conclud1ng state_nt. 'the problem subJect ot the paper 18 to dete1'1ll1ne:
The extent to wh1ch the one hundred largest U.S. anutacturlng corporations
evaluate t01'lll1 _nesement development

P1"Osra-,

the ettect1veness ot evalua-

t10nal 8yate.. ueel by thea, and the lnterrelatlonsh1ps between the degree
ot protesslonal1utlon, the use ot evaluatlons and the degree ot acceptanoe
and stabl1itr ot _nage.nt development prog1"l".
'1'he .allPle covered by the study ls neither large nor representat1ve.
Accordlngly. concluslons clrawn by the at_. w1th one exceptlon, (that the
level ot eYaluatlon tound ln the rest ot lnduat1"1 18 no hlgher tban tbat toun!
ln the sa1lP18) cannot be 881d to hold true tor allot _nutacturlng lndustry.
Returns to a questlonnalre designed bl the a"thor and sent to coapanles
in the sallple accompanled by I CoYer letter wrltten on ltatlonl1"1 bearlng the

, lettemead ot the Ililnola Central Bll1road, _ke up the pr1Ja1"1 source ot
intor.tlon tor the stll47. !be queltlonna1re _thod. poles d.tttlcultles-there 18 no vaJ ln whlch to lnsure responle troll elch cOlIPany 1n the sample
and

11;

ls dtttlou1t to toraulate questlona tree troll all al1blgultJ. IIoreoYer,

ln order to keep the slze ot the questionlll1re wlthin _nageable 11111t8, lt
wa. neces.a1'J 1n -1'11 instances to use questlons whlch yleld app1"Oxl_te
rather tban exact Worlllatlon.
The relatlve ettectlveness ot the procedural and technical aspects ot eva
uatlonel .Jste- were rated 1n accordance wlth • seale developed bJ the author
'--I~'"

r

'1'he tactors lnyolyed ln d.eteralnlng the'ettectlveness ot evaluatlonal sJ8te..
and ln deYlslng a ratlng scale wl11 be dlscussed ln the next tour chapters.

PROQJlJJ( EVALUA7IOI BYSTFJCS:
(.,'lWlAC~A1U3(lIICS,

!t!! 2.nould !!. ~:val,uat~d?
:r~1chol'!ll.

,:)0021 AIm

t;RI~ERIA

Peter O&atle wr1ting in Ocoupat1enal

AU!¥8 that two questions oQn be asked about Imy formal management

development pl"Ogra ...."P1rat. What 113 lta 'Hl\W'?" and "Seeondly" ••• wbat
teaohing _thoda 1ft the moat etfec.t1ve' ,,1

It 15 to these questions that

evaluot1ons IlUDt supply answers.

\fhen thor are used to present tr1v1al or irrelevant material. Conversel1, a
p1'OgNm filled with important rw.ter1al loses much of its VAlue if' it is taU&ht
po 01'1;( •

The goal ot any pro/irall nuat be \0 present 1a1portant .terial in the

roost ettect1.ve

_ZUlelf •

Proe;ram evuluet1on, there.t'vI'e. has tor its purpoee

detarm1n1r.g (1) whether the Pl"OgrSlu, ltaelf '* 15 of valtte and {2} whP.ther the
lllOst a.!'i'ectlve metlwda oi' ;?resentatlon al'e being used 1n thf: program.

Evalua-

tiorm whlch consider onq one aspect of the proJl'fJli1 'While negleot1n& the other

The Pl'Oaram evaluation

Ti'lWlt

be technically aorract. A cr1torion

orltepw top the proaram IIlUSt be establ:Lahed. propel"
seleoted to meaSUl'e progl"eal) tow8rd the crltepta
to bald oonstant

&5

* and

1nsiu.~8nts

eontl~o13

01"

wst be

must be used

raul: variables as possible .. 2

lleter i. O. Castle, "The Evaluation ~f HUMan Relations !r81ning for
.};upervu(Jrs, U Ooo'U,pltlonal P"cboloil .....~l (Apl' il 1952). 191.

2oQouacre.

P. 5;4·5}8.
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!he propa. evaluatlon syste••hould bave brea4th a. vell I. depth.

It 18 not enough that cOllprebenalve eVlluatlona Ire .de .po"41cal17. All
twe. ot tor.l ,roPl- .houl4 be e... 1Ulted _re or Ie•• regularly ln order
to .xl"'" the benetlt. to be derl"ed troa eVIluatlona.
r1nally. concl_lons dl'Ivn by I ,1'011'8- eVlluatton ahould not be lett to
gather 4uat. !hey ....t be put to worle. Where ._knea.e. Ire ahown to exllt,
theJ should be oorreoted. PrOpalll or part of ,rogralll .htoll ev.luatlona
lndicate Ire of 11'tle vll. ahould be di.con'had •• ebanged. When one
tra1n1Jlg _thod pro"e. l.,.r1o. t • • nother or equal to • _re expensive one,

le..

.'bar.
'10 oonclude, • IItt.tlotO., ,roPl- enluatlon .,."a 11 charaetarUed

tbe .uperior or

by

upe.l"e _tbod ahtNld .uppllnt tbe

the tollo.ina adJl1n1ltntlva prece4. . . :
1.

BYalUltlon of III types of ,"gralll eonduoted or partlolpated 1n

by tbe 00.,.D1;
2.

'''Ilutlon ot t .. eb1na _tbotta, lrut the

e... lailtOll a.ta
grelll 01' teacb1q _'bedl.
,.

, .. ot

1. tor _k1n& change. in ,ro.

I . tbe • •

OVel' Ind .bo"e IdII1nl.,,.tl,,e prooedUNs, tbe evaluation .Y.'e. IIlWSt
be teob.nlcal17 COl'Nct-tbat t., proper 1natn.nts. wttb oontrols t nou1d
be .ed wtthin tbe

t .....l'k •• tlbl1. .d bJ' sound 14atRiatntive procecllU'e

to ....t&1'e progre•• '0WIl'd vell-4etiMd cr1teria.
Only Itter both tbe procedural .nd techn1cal I.pect. bave been 'aJeen

lnto aooount, can IDJ .... 1.t1.n plln be te1'llld oOllPle'e. Converae17, Iny
evaluatlon plln whlch talla ahort ot th1l, la deflclent to sue degree and
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Using th.1s as the background, we w111 proceed to th.e problems involvpd in
determintng whet goes into maklng UP a techn1cally correct evaluation s1stem.

!!:! Cr1terlon

Problelll.;

Betore one can measure, there muat be aomethlng

to measure. Betore 1mp1'Ovuent takes place, that wh1ch 1s to be 1mproved
must f1J:ost be deter1l1ned. Anshan, speak1ng about evaluation, puts

11;

thualy ~

"To evaluate development programa. ulu1&gement IlUSt have tbe objectives lt 15

seeJdng clear11 1tra1nent .. ,,' The act ot evaluat:tng a III&nagement development

program cOntltltutes 1lQasure_nt ot the progress of the partioipanta toward
a given obJectlve. Unless obJect1ves bave been t!.tabl1abed, the aot ot
evaluat10n oannot take plaoe. 'l'hus in order to evaluate

8

IlI9napment develop-

ment pl"Ograa, the obJeotlves ot the program IlUBt be clearly detined 1n advance.

Ir

and

large, the selectlon of arltel'u tor a program is latter ot

JUdgraent.4 Someone mwst decide What the program should accompl1sh. The
suoceS8 of the program vl11 then be Judged l:JJ the extent to wblcn pJ."Ograll
participants approach the criteria.
It is evident that at least part ot tbe c:ll'iteria selected should be
related to lmprovements 1Ilt4e by the program 1n company operations.

it they aNn't?

success,

m1gbt

But what

Should th1a iJe the case, the prograll, while adjudged. a

1n real1t1 be • failure. One ot the min problems, then, 1s

to tind and use criteria which wIll indicate the degree to which a given
program atteots company operation.

'Jlelvin Anshan, "Better Use ot Executive Developtllent Programs. tI Hanard
Bus iNt.s Review, XXXIII (JovelDber.»e oamber 195;). 7' •
4W1l1lam Rabinowitz and lobert •••<~~ Travers, "Problema ot DefinIng and
assessing Teacher Ittectiveneas, It 1d.\lCatlona1 'fbe017, III (July 195') f 214.
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Enell and Baas divide evaluational criteria into three general groups:
quantitative standards, where pertor.. nce is

teebm, reje-ctlone,

the

employ~e

8e~:I.detlts,

ju~ed

by' grieVAnces, absen-

and tUl'nover: qualitative standards, vheN

18 judged by the degree to vhloh he possesses qusl1tetles thought

to be necessary or dltslrable tor persons holding .magerial !,osltlons) and
veritlable stan4l1'ds vhere an employee 18 .'tvlged on wMther he has satisfactorily pertormed cert&1n actl he 1s 8~~,o~.d to pertor•• 5
All th:ree
I118nager1al

typ~s

per8o~1

ot oriteria are U8ed to evaluate the performnee of

and 811 .1' be- used, with vS!'y'ing degrees ot success,

·to detel'mne the eftectiveness of any given IIIIIMgellent dertelopMnt p1"Ogrea.
Qual1tatlv•• tand.eNs lilY be te1"lI8d "attitude-oriented." That 1s, tn.y

are grounded on the assumption that certain attitudes or personal characteristics are essential to succes. 1n _nAg.rlal work. Where ql1Alitat1ve
standards aN Med to evaluate .. nagelllLmt

usually nave as their obJeot1.,.
ep1st1c~

t~

dev~lop_nt

programs, the programs

1IlpNV'Hft8nt ot those attltudee or charact ..

oonaidered relevant to managerul suece!!:!.

'lhereupon. the etfective ...

neas ot .. nage1lli8nt development p1"OgJ'8J1l1! eetabl1!hed to lmpPOve- managerial
qualities 18 mH'Ul'ed 1n te1'1R8 ot the extent to whlch pe.rtlelpan.ts improve

tn "Initiative, cooperativeness, creativity. teaMWork," etc., etc.
There

aN

tlutee major objections to us1ng qt'lalltetive criteria

BS

the

basb tor evaluating managewnt devtltlopment Pl'Og1"l!Rlf5. The first 18 thElt they

8" ngue and

liable to be '.nterpreted dUferently by dlttel'f.!nt observers.

As lnell and .a8 put ttt ...,.,. do not ret.r to statbtical quantities and.
'-~~

r

'Iohn W. lnell and Qeorge H. HaII,"IISettlng Standards tor lxeeut1ve
Pertormance. tl .Amer1oan llanapment Alloclation Relearoh stu.dy 42 (lev York,

1960), pP. 19, 24> and

25.

--
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in tact, tbey really provlde no way in whlch tbe indivldual's superior could
"adlly ascertain whether the standard haa been reaehed."6 It there ls no
way in whlch an ob.erver oan be certain that the standard ba. been reached,
then one can reat a.sured that the contuslon "Ul b. III1tlplled wben, aa
usually ls the oase ln prol1'll. eVlIUltlon" a I'1UIber ot ob.ervers aN used.
'1'he second obJeotion 11 that no one has reall, trled to .stablish tlra
conelatlons betwe.n qUllltatlv. standards and actual Job p.rtor.anc.. Vntll
tbts 11 4One, qualltatlve standlrda a.unt

~

1I.tt1. _re tban a gues. about

what ohanoterutle. are needM to handle. gl....1\ Job.
!he tbird obJ.otlon ls that qualltative .tandards relate prlmarily to

attitUde. or peraonal ohancterlatl0. rather then aotual 30b pertoxw.nce.
WhUe lt a1Ibt be argued that po••••• lon ot a glven attltude or charaot.ri••
tlo 1. a necesaary condltlon tor pertormanoe ot a glven act, lt doel not
tollow tbat the act wl11 lot\18111 be pertormed. An attlt"cIa Or obaracter1a ..
tlc 18 a

.re

potents..ll". It retleotl. at .at, "bat alght .ppen, not

what aot.U, doel happen.
Qua11tatlve ahndard8 are uncleI' vigorous attack tro. ao_ quarters and
there are lndlcatlona tbat tbe, are be1ng ab.ndoned ln tavor or quantltatlv.
and ".rUlable atandlrds-cnterta whloh are baled d1Notl, on aotual 30b
pertormance. the .rgulllftt ln support or luch crlteria 1a l\III8rtaed qulte
ett.ottv.1, by IDell and .... t state.nt that tnat.ad ot Judging a manager,
"by hi. 1nberent per.onallt" bls pot.nttal Ibl11t, to get .long wtth other
people, the experl.nce he oould bring to bear, and other charaoterlstlcs

'tbld., 24.
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whlch he mal concelvable fall to use ••• " be ahould be "Judged by what
bappens as • re.ult of his woric."7
..edle •• to .a,., actual job pertormance 1. the IIOSt 10glcal criterlon
to uae ln evaluatlng the perforaance ot lndlvlduals. Atter all, tbe well...
belng of the corporatlon dependa upon woric belng adequatel,. pertormed. What,
then, could be IIOre .enslble tban to evaluate .nagerul personnel accordlng
to how well the,. perton thetr work! If actual Job pertor_nce 1. the Deat
meaaure of the vonh of a manager, then traprovement 1n actual Job perfor_nce
b,. partlolpants of _nagement development progralll 18 the best measure of
the value ot P1'Ogra...
. 'the etteotlvenesa ot lndlvldual traln1Dg programs, l1ke the ettectlve.

_S8 ot lndlvldl1al .nagera, ia beat Judged b,. wbat bappens on the Job.
'lhornd1ke tor

Ulllple,

_,.a t18t17 . . t 003.otlve pertol"lllnce ls the ldeal

crlterion tor all t1J)ea of tP81ntng researoh. .. polnta out tbat uatng Job
perto..-noe aa a onterlon avolda the proble.. created Dr qualltative ortter18
and

~1a1aea

the ,.aalbi1ltJ 01' ob.erver unrel1abl11tJ or obaerver bias

entering ln to attenuate or prejudice the aono1usiona. ,,8
Indlvldual tra1n1Rg progNU bave specUl0, 11111ted obJectlvea. They
are deligned to 1JDprove work pertor.nae in ce1"taln presoribed areaa. One

ot the orlterta bJ which tbe ettectivenels ot • given program should be
. . aW!'ed, theNtore, 11 work pertormanoe ln the area vith Which lt deals.
I, laprove..nt in work pertormanoe the onlJ rele.. nt crlterlon?

Saoben L. Thornd1ke. Peraonnel hi;ctton: Test Ind Measurement
techntques (leW York, 1949), P. 137.
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probably not. 'there appear to be at least two additlonal oriterla whloh
should. be used.

Improvement ln work pertormanoe wlll show that certain

lnformation lmparted by the program bas been plaoed ln use; however, 1t wl1l
not shoW, tor example, what or how lIIlIoh information was transmUted to the
participants. It 11 essenttal to know what tbe partlclpants have learned.
When tbls is not done there exlsts no sound basls tor determ1n1ng what parts

ot the program could stand better presentatlon or greater emphasls. Thus
a second orlterlon tor evaluatlng a _nage_nt training program ls the amount

ot lntol'llStlon transmtted to the partlclpants.
An esaenttal oondltlon tor the sucoess ot any tralning progl"8m 18 tbat
it be aoceptable to the partlolpants.

them.

11;

Its relevance 1I\18t be demonstrated to

IlUSt be pNsented 1n an lnterestlng taahlonl it auat catch their

attentlon and _tlvate them to learn.

Jlowever, although 1apl'Ovellent ln job

pertormance and the level ot transm1aslon ot 1ni'orllltion w11l show tbat the
program 1s tunctloning adequately, they will not show whether 1t ls posslble
to l18prove the program by ra1s1ng ita acoeptablllt,. 'theretore, separate
and apart troll improve_nt ln Job pertor_noe and the transmission ot lntor..
_tlon, the proaram muat be evaluated tor aoceptabUlty. Acceptabllity. then,
constltutes the thlrd crlterlon by whlch the ettectlveness ot tralnlng pro.
gralAS

should be evaluated. 9
Concluding statement. A program evaluational systell, ln order to be

procedurally complete muat (1) evaluate all programa wlth whlch the oompany
1& lnvolved. (2) evaluate teachlng methods where they are wlthin the control
,.",4.

r

9nonald L. K.irkpatrlck, I1Teohnlques tor Evaluatlng '1'rein1ng Programs,
Part 1, II Journal ot AlI8rlcan Sooiety ot Trainlng D1reotors, XlII (Iovember

1959), 8..

-

-
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of the company I and (3) use evaluational data as the basis for dec1sions about
modi.t'1Mtlon or Abandomnent ot programs, parts 01' prognms, end teaching
methods.
The methods used to make evaluations must be technically correct:

That

is, criteria for the program IllU.8t be establ1ahed. proper instruments IlUst be

selected to measure progress towards the criteria; and controls must be 'llSed
to hold constant

8S

many variables as possible.

In connection with the establIshment ot program criteria, it has been
shown that the value of a traIning prograa 18 best .,2sured in tera ot the
Improvement it CBuses in job pert'oMance. However, other crIteria are needed.
A training program creates Improvements in Job perfor_nce br imparting

relevant intorDlltlon to its participants. It can be Improved only i f it is
knoWn what

areas ot informatIon are not covered properly. Therefore, atter

the overall effectheness ot the program has been determined by usIl'l6 the
"improvelDent in Job performance" crlte1"ion, it must be furthe1" determined
whether the intoruation tumtahed b1 the program is co.mplete and adequatelr
p1"esented. This can be done only by measuring the amount of 1n.tormstion
transll1tted to the participants. Pinally. bet01"e any program, no matte1" how
relevant its material, can be deemed
participants.

ot the program.

8

Buccess, it must be acceptable to the

Consequently, It is important to dete1"lll1ne the acceptabilitr

CHAPTER IV

TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING PROGRAM
EFFECTIVENESS

!!!! !!!!. 2!

Control Group!.

Before specific techniques are disCU8sed, it

should be pointed out that control groups are indispensible in determining the
amount of improvement in job performance caused by a training program.
Tiffen and King state the case for control groups by

~1ng

Besco,

that, "To attribute

changed attitudes • • • and iaproved job performance sole17 to a training program is 1Drposslble" unless the trained group is compared with "a control group
that did not receift training."l
The basic reason for this being true is that i f a control group 1s not

used, it is impossible to know wblther the changes observed in the participants
were produced by the program or merely brought about by the lapse of t1D8. 2
Take, for example, a program designed to reduce the number of grievances.

The

grievance rate was .9 per year per hundred emplo)'t'es prior to the time the progr8ll commenced.

Atter the participants completed the program and returned t.o

their jobs, the grievance rate remained at .9 per hlmired employees.
mean that the program. was unsuccessful?
of assurance.

Does this

No one can say so with a high degree

It ndght well be that physical or working conditions lot the

lRoben Besco, Dr. Joseph Tiffen, and Dr. Donald C. King, "Evaluation
Techniques for Managenent Development Pro~rams," Journal ~ American Societl
$1! Training Directors, XIII (October 1959), 20.
2James N. Mosel and Harry J. Tsacnaris, "Evaluating the Supervision Training Program," Journal of Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations, I
(Spring 1959), 100.
-_,.~ i
-
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plant changed to the extent that there were more genuine grounds for grievance
and that, in the absence of training, the grievance rate might have risen to

1.5 per ;year per hundred employees. On the other hand, the program actually
may have caused harm.

Objective conditions may have changed for the better

and had the supervisors not attended the program, the grievanee rate may have
fallen to .6 per year per hundred employees.

In any event, no one really knows

for certain whether the program attained ita objectives, accomplished nothing,
or did ham. This would not have occurred had a control group been used.

By

serving as a basis tor comparison with the trained group, the control group
would have made it possible to isolate changes induced by the lapse of time
from those caused by the program.
While the use of a control group contributes to the elegance

or

any exper-

iment used to measure the amount of information transmitted to the participants
of a training program, its exclusion is of no great loss.

The training program

exists solely because it can transmit information in concentrated tom and, for
all practical purposes, constitutes a monopoly of information.

Even though it

is possible (though not likel1') that factors outside the program may operate
to furnish participants with information similar to the subject matter of the

program, the possibility of their having a Significant influence upon the total
amount of information received by the partiCipants is usually too remote to
warrant going to the trouble

or using a control group.

There is nothing to be gained by using a control group in connection with
detem1ning the acceptability of a prograa.

A. control group, as that tera is

used here, is not involved in the program} hence, it has no opinion about the
."..,,~

r

acceptability of a program and cannot be"used as a basis of comparison for a
group which does have an opinion.

It 18 well, however, to compare the
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acceptability rating of a given progrua with those of past programs ..
Techniques

!2.!: Evaluatg lh!

Atta.1nnent

.2!.

Program Objectives.

Most

prominent among the various techniques used to determine the extent to which
programs have attained their objectives are the followingt
1.

Questioning the participants to find out their opinioa about

the progr8ll.
2.

Giv1ng attitude or achievement tests to the participants be-

fore beginniDg ad after coapleting the program, with or without
giYiDg the same tests to control groups.
).

Comparing the participants t actual work performances be.fore

beginning the program with their performances attar completing the
program, with or without making the same comparisons with control
groups.

4.

Comparing ratings made by' the participan ts t superiors or

peers of the partiCipants' performances before beginning and after
completing the program, with or without malting comparisOD8 between
similar ratings of cOfttrol groups.
Examples taken from. the literature of evaluation illustrating the use of each
method will be described and the limitations of each method will be discussed
in tum.

The most COllllOJl method of evaluating programs is to question participants
about their opinions of the program and to use the answers as an 1ndication of
the pl'Ogramts worth.

The use of this method was reported by C. L. Van Sickle i

connection with an evaluation of a Universit,- of Pittsburgh development program ..

)C. L. Van Sickle, "Gradu,tell Assess Executi"e Schooling, " Nation' 8

Business

XLVI (Se teaoer 19,6) 62.
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It was used along with other methods by Blansfield to evaluate a similar university progr8l1l.4

Indeed it is so common, that in the literature

or

evaluation

it is criticized more than it is reported.
Although evaluations by participants have at least one vocal defender-Kenneth Andrews says that "despite all the difficulties of involvement 8lld
subjectivity, the man undergoing an educational experience is the nearest to
being an authority about its nature • • • ,,5, they have many more critics than
supporters.

Melvin Anshen neatly summarized the critics' point of view when

he wrote that, "Popularity is no guarantee of utility.

It may even have a

contrary effect. ,,6 Joseph &iley confirms Ansben t s oomments by rela tiltg froa
his

0Wft

experience incidents where students criticized those aspects of learn-

ing which contribute most to their 1eamiftg.

According to Bailey, the proce8s

of learning is a painful one which involves upsetting old and sometimes charished patterns of thought in order to acquire new ones.
ing and, in so_ instaJlce8, dowaright agonizing.

The process is cantus-

Students who are undergoing,

or who have undergo»e, this experience are quite likely to judge the value of a
program by its difficulty and criticize that which helped them m08t. 7
These criticisms are well-taken.

Leaming is not easy and, John Dewey to

the contrary, it is sometimes unpleasant, especially when assumptions and patterns of thought underlying MUch of our conduct are upset.

Progru

4Miobael o. mansfield, !'Building and E.'valuat1ng a University Executive
Program," Personnel Administration, XXI (May 1948), 35-40.

5Andrews, "Par\ I," p. 87.
6Ansh8!l, "Executive DevelopJll8Jl1u In Company vs. University Programs," p.91.
7Joseph C. Bailey, "A Classroom E;;auation of the Caee Method," The Case
Methe><! 9.!. Teaching HURWl Relations .!!!! AdministratiOll, Kenneth R. Andrew.:-Ed.,
(Cambridge, 1955), pp. 35-40.
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participants, because they are too close to the program and because the;y lack
the necessary training, cannot be relied upon to judge programs objectivel1.
Thus a valuable learning experience may be criticized by the participant, not
because it didn't teach him anything, but because it was uncomfortable.

More-

oyer, a learning experience praised highly by the participant (because it is
pleasant and well presented.) may leave the participant but little better ott
than before because it has little or no actual bearing on the objectives

or

the

progr8lll.
Evaluations by participants s1mpl;y cannot supply satisfactol'7 answers to
the questions, "what did the program contribute to the participants' work performanee," or "how much did the program teach the participants. It

The observer

knoWB no more about how closely the program has approached these two criteria
of success atter the participants have evaluated it, than he did betore.
ever, he does learn something about the acceptability at the program.

How-

A.ccord-

ingly, although eValuations by participants are without value in determining
the degree to which the progr8lll has achiend the first two program. criteria,
the;y are quite adequate for gaugiJ'lg attainment of acceptability, the third
criterion.
One rather

COJll101'1

method used to evaluate the results of .nagement devel-

opment prograu is to test the participants before and atter the prograa and
attribute the illpronment in test scores to the program.

Both attitude and

achievement tests have been used for this purpose either with or without
trol groups.

COD-

When attitude tests are employed, it usually is assumed that

changes in attitudes can be extrapolated to changes in work performance.
~iI-I''''

The

r

results ot attitude tests, therefore, are· not used to measure the amount of
information transmitted to the participants or the acceptability of the program;
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rather changes in scores on attitude testa are interpreted as representing
changes produced by the program in actual work performance.
Achievement tests based on the subject matter of the program usually have
more modest aiDl8.

Most often they are used to measure the amount of learning

done by the participants without attempting to touch upon how well or how otten
the learning is applied in work situations.

OccaSionally, however, achievement

tests scores, like attitude test scores, are used as indicators of improvement
produced b.1 the program in actual work performance.
Evaluations made using the test method probably are better reported in the
literature than any other types.

The following are representatift of the rather

large number of test method evaluations written up in manageD8nt developl8nt
and training publications.
Raymond Katzell reported that a trainiDg progrua in human relation8 was
evaluated by administering to trainees (supervisors) the "How Supervise" and
"Intellectual Alertness" tests before beginning the program and an alternate
fON of the "How Supervise" test after completing the program.

Katzell says

that all participating groups scored Significantly higher on the "How Supervise"
test after campletiOll of the progru.
proved tb8 most.

Supervisors with low ini tal scores im-

New superv.i!Jors showed greater improvement thaa. superrlsore

with more experience.

A high degree of correlation was found to exist between

"How Supervise" scores and "Intellectual .Alertness" scores.8
Robert Wyland reported a similar evaluation.
training in supervising.

Fifteen foremen were given

Form A of the "How Supervise" test was administered

8Raymond A. Katzel1, "Testing a Tn:ift1ng Program in Human Relations,"
Personnel ~szehology, I (Spring 1948).. 319-329.

JJ

to them before training began.

After training was completed, Form B, an equiv-

alent form of the "How Supervise" test, was administered.

The participants

raised their scores on the second test an average of 18% above their scores on
the first test. 9

A number of evaluations involving the administration of "before and after"
tests to both participating and control groups have been reported.
Tsacaris describe one which

~Jas

Mosel and

made of a training course attended by eighty-

three commissioned and non-comm1ssioned officers of the U.S. Air Force.

The

program consisted of forty hours of training in management techniques and human
relations given over a six-week period.

A control group consisting of forty-

four men who were matched with the participants in terms of experience, age,
rank, intelligence, and so forth, but who did not participate in the program,
was established.

Before the bep.nni.ng of the program, tl'lt participating and

control groups were given Form A of the "How Supervise" test.

After completion

of the program both groups were given Form B of the same test.

Comparisons of

differences in the improvement of scores over the period by the two groups were
used as the basis for calculating the effects of training upon the participating group.

The outcome of the experiment, according to the authors, was that

the trained group made a small but significant gain in scores over the untrained.
control group.10
Ralph Canter describes an eValuation made of a human relations training
progr8Jll using somewhat similar techniques..

Two groups, each consisting of

9Robert B. Wyland, "Measure Results of Supervisory Training," Factorx
Management!!!.2. Maintenance, CI (January 1952), llO-lll.
'-;l,<~"'"

r

lOJanes N. Mosel and Harry J. Tsaear1s, "Evaluating the Supervision Training Program," Journal of Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations, I
(Fall

19541. 99 ..104. -

-

eighteen men, were established.

Each group was matched in terI1'18 of age, mental

ability, position, years of experience, and so forth.
control group.

One group was used as a

The other participated in the training program.

A battery of

six attitude and achieyement tests was giYen to both groups before the program
began and. after it was completed.

Test results or the two groups were compared

and the d1:tferences between them were attributed to the training received by

the participating group.ll
One of the 1IlO8t elaborate 8'9'aluations involying the use of tests i8 one
reported by Morris Viteles in Personnel PSlEhologz:-

The eYaluation was made of

the Bell Telephone humanities program conducted at the University of Pennsylvania.

Three separate groups of executives attended the program.

two groups were used as control.

An additi<Ml.

The first control group was used as a basis

of comparison for the first participatiDg group.

The second control group was

used as a basis of comparison for the second and third partiCipating groups.
During a three-day period i:nanediately preceding and following the program, each
participating and control group was administered a wide variety of achievement
and attitude tests.

The results of the tests indicated that the participants

had been inculcated with the attitudes and types of information originally
established as objectives tor the program.l2
One might ask what types ot criteria of program success can the test

method of evaluation be used to measure.
ure what the participants have learned.

AchieveJD8nt tests obviously' can measIt tbt immediate object.ive

llRalph R. Canter, Jr., "A Human Relations Program," Journal

Ps:r:; halog, XXXV (Spring 1951), .38-45 .-"<~. i-

or the

9!

Applied

12Morris S. Viteles, "An Evaluation of the Bell Program at the University
of Pennsylvania, H Personnel Ps~holQgy, III (Spring 1959), 25-.39.

progr81l 1s to produce certain changes of attitudes in the participants, attitude tests can be relied upon in most instances to supply fairly reliable
information about progress toward this objective.
However, some serious doubts exist about the adequacy of using achievement
or attitude test results as indicators of the effect management development
programs have had upon job performance.

Paul Buchanan points out that the use

of tests, "involves the assumption that changes in standin,g on the test •••
are correlated with improvements on the job."
always.

Is this assumption correct?

Kot

Buchanan says that, "changes on test scores occur without changes in

job behavior."IJ To the logical objections of Buchanan, Walter Mahler adds an
empirical one.

He writes that the results of two major studies :indicate that

changes in test scores did not reflect changes in job performance.14 Edwin
Fleishman, who conducted one of the major studies referred to by Mahler, found
that while test scores immediately following training went up, what management
considered to be adequate job performance actually went down. lS
Evidence presented by Levine and Butler adds strength to this criticism.
They found that two groups of supervisors taught the same subject matter by
d1fferel'lt methods scored approximately the same on tests.

However, one group

showed hardly any improvement in actual work performance.

The conclusione of

the authors are worth quoting.

They read:

It is clear that group decision was more effective in reducing
prejudicial ratings of theS8 facto17 aup8M"isora tbaa was the formal lecture. This in itself is a significant finding. .&1t what
s8ems to be even more striking is the fact that the lecture method

13Buchanan, p. 3JUa
~
·,...., 4

r

14Mahler, "Trends in Management Tr~~ing,1t
lSFle i

.. h .... Yl

M>. 2(5-222.

p.
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had practically no influence upon the discrepancies in ratings. It
is generally assumed that once an individual or a group of individuals learn that they have been behaving in a socially undesirable
wtq, they will immediately take steps to change, particularly it 1t
ls clear to these individuals that it is their responsibili~ to
eliJld.nate such errors. Our findings do not support such a notion.
The hSiuisition of knowledge does not automatical!l lead to action.

Lemp

is

addei!/16

-

-

-

-

When Fleishman, Levine and lbtler's findings are extended to the test method ot
evaluating management development programs (logic forces us to do so), one must
conclude it is not unlikely that a program might do no more than teach particlpants how to supply the "right" answers to achievement or attitude tests.
such cases, test results would be completely misleading.

In

They would indicate

substantial improvements eYeft though actual job performance remained the same
or became worse.
The ease with which scores on attitude tests may be changed without producing comparable changes in behavior is demonstrated by an experiment concileted
by Alexander WesmaJl in which it was found that when persons tald.ng attitude

testa were told to assume different roles, the test reaul ts were completely
different.

Speaking about the test results, he said, "It one saw these distri-

butions wit.ho\tt foreknowledge of how they were obtained, he could only conclude
that they represented two quite different groups of people."17 Wesmants findings clearly show that there is a very real possibility that participants of a
given program might well learn what attitude those conducting the program expect them to display,; give the "right" answers to attitude tests; but still
show absolutely no improvement on the job.
l6Jacob Levine and John ~tler, "Lec:ture va. Group Decision in Changing
Behavior," Journal. £!. Applied !!zchololj{ XXXVI (February 1952), )2.
l7Alexander G. Wesman, "Faking Personality Test Scores in a Simulated
Emnkp";;'liV Situation." Journal of Annlied Ps:rcholoaYe XXXVI (Winter 1952I. llJ.
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Other authors make objections based on the nature
tude and achievement tests.

or objective-type atti-

The results of so-called objective tests, con:ludes

Paul Diederich, JIl8.y be quite misleadiJl&.

In a study conducted 'bl" him, the

lowest one ...fifth of a class made speotacular gains over the course of a year
while the upper one-rUth either made little gain or actually appeared to have
lost ground.
grams.

S1m11ar results have been found in management development pro ..

IB

Diederich, however, demonstrated that test results do not furnish a true
picture of the &DlO\IIlt of learning done by the upper and lower one-fifth ot the
class.

The first reason tor this is that scores on objective tests depend upon

both ability- and ohance.

In tests ad:m1nistered before tm class began, a

higher... than-average proportion ot persons who guessed wrong on questions will
be found in the lowest fifth and a higber-than-average pr<)portion ot persona

who guessed right will be found in the highest tifth.

When the class is re-

tested, the laws of probability produce a natural shift to the arithmetic lIleanthat is, of those persons in the lower firth who guessed 'Wrong on the first
test, JIlOre will guess right and of those persona in the highest fifth who
guessed right on the first test, more will guess wrong.
A second factor which distorts the meaning of objective test scores i8
that the choices in multiple-choice questions of the type found in typical objeetiTe teata are not equally- ob"fioua.

A poor student who learns in the course

18Katzell, pp. 319-329, found that supervisors with the lowest initial
scores OR obJect.ive teats showed the greatest improvement. He concluded that
such programs produce the greatest results in those who need the moat help.
Diederich's experiment yielded the same"""j.~ of raw data. HoveTer, after he
made statistioal corrections for t.he so~cilled regression etfect, (movement of
scores toward the arithmetic mean in accordance with the laws ot probability)
he found that the highest fifth of the class 1nIpl"OYed more than the lowest

)8

ot a year to avoid manifest errors will show much more apparent improvement
thaa a good student who can raise his grade only by learning to make very fine
distinctions between alternatives wbieh seem equally

pl~u81ble.

19

The weight of evidence supports the use of achievement or attitude tests
to measure changes produced by the program 1n the level ot information or the
attitudes

or

the participants.

Moreover, despite limitations and short.comings, achievement 01" attitude
tests may be used 'With

SOlIE

degree ot success as indicators ot improvement 111

job performance produced by development programs provided; (1) they are used in
conjunctiOJl with control groups and (2) the tests have been empirically validated on criterion groupe performing the same type of work as that which the
prograJl'l seeks to improve. 20 However, in view of the fact that only a relatively small number of persons usually attends such programs, the work necessary to
validate the tests properly is hardly worth the etfort.

Usually it is easier

to use other methods better suited to evaluating the perf01"lll8nC8 of small
groups.
Actual

I~rove.en~~!22 Perfo~ee.

The ultimate test of the value at

any managenent developaent program is the degree to which it improves actual

job pertol'llaDce.

As already mentioned, a program may be eminently acceptable,

19Paul B. Diederich, "Pittalls in the Measurement of Gains 1. Achievement,
The School Review, LXIV (February 1956), 59-6). Diederich points out that it
rsmuch liraer tor a student to go troll a score of 80 to one of 8, than it 18
for him to go trOll 30 to 60.
20Although there 1s much in the literature about the validation of certain
types ot testa tor the armed forces or tor manual jobs or one sort or another,
the author found only one report of tba",:v.lidation of a test designed to act. as
an indicator of pertormance tor professloilaJ. or managerial people. See Mar1'1.a
L. Frederick, "Testing the 'fests, ft The Journal of Accountancl, eIII (April

1957), 42-41.

- -
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it fffB¥ even convey a good bit of information; but if it does not improft job
performance, it is a resounding failure.

We have already dealt with soma

ot

the techniques which indirectly measure more or less accurately improvements in
job performance.

Now we will consider those which dispense with indirect meas-

urement b.1 going directly to the job and determining to what extent formal
training has improved work performance.
'1YPical~

the direct technique involves measuremeJ'lt of improvements in the

perfol'mtUlCe of that type of work which the program was designed to improve.

It

the prograa is designed to improve sales technique, sales by the participants
betore and atter attending the program are compared.
prove safety,

accid.en"'~

rates are cOlllpared.

If it is supposed to im-

It it is aimed at reducing tUrJlover.

the. tumover rates are compared, and so torth.
An extensive evaluation of this type is reported by Wallace and Twichell.
The program evaluated was a one-year training program conducted by Purdue Universi ty tor insurance a.gents.

One group of men attended the course.

group which received no training was matched

individual~

Another

on the basis of sales

age, marital status, work experience, and aptitude index rating with members of
the experimental group, and used as a control.

The performance ot each group

was judged according to so-called success criterion consisting of; (1) SUM'ival
through the period, (2) average sales of $15,000 per month, or (3) promotioJl.
Findings of the study indicate that the program materially- assisted the participants iD. achieving the "success cr1ter1oa."

Of the Purdue group,

criterion but only' 22% ot the control group did so.

41% met the

The success of members of

the control group depended strictly upon their production record prior to the
,.",,4

time training began.

r

The success of the 'experimental group, however, did not

depend upon pre-train1ftg product.ion records.

This shows that the program made
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improvements which, in its absence would not have been lJl&de.

The authors con-

eluded that the major effect 0:£ the training program was to raise production
levels of men who otherwise would l~ve failed. 2l
Peter Castle reports a very complex method of evaluation used to determine
the effectiveness of two programs and two types of classroom presentation (lecture and discussion).

The programs consisted of classes in hwnan relaUoJUt.

That part cf the evaluation used to determine the e1'rectiveness of the programs
involved using trained observers to grade and compare the pre-prograa and postprogram

perfon~ces

of participants in a human relations role-playing situa-

tion with those o.f a non-participating control group.

The role playing situa...

tion, according to Cutle, possessed "natural validity" inasmuch as it pres_
.for solution the same type of problem that would be found on the job.

In et-

fect, it constituted a. sample taken out of the actual work situation.

Compar-

ison of pertomances by the two groups revealed that the tra.ined group, in
contrast to the untrained group, improved markedly over its pre-trainin& per:£ormance.

22

There 15 not much question that compa.riBg changes in the work pertol':ll!lUlce
01' participants with those ot a non-participating control group is a method or
eValuation which will give an adequate answer to the ultimate question-did the
progr8.JII. produce results.

On tids pout, it is without peer.

However, it lacks

the ability to discriminate between the criteria of acceptability and communication of information. While it _y show whether or not the prograJl was a
21S. Rains Wallace Jr. and Constance M. Mcbell, "An Evaluation of a
Training Course for Life Insurance Agents," Personnel PsZCholop, VI (Sprag
1953) J 2 5 - 4 3 _ , - ' , 4 , i
22Cast1e, "The Evaluation of Human Relations Training for Supervisors,"
pp. 191-20$.
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success J it cannot shaw the relative importance of the roles

pl~~d

bility and transmission of information in making it a. success.

by accepta-

Likewise, i f

the program is a failure, 1t is impos8ible to tell how much poor acceptability
or failure to communicate relevant information contributed to the failure.
Accordingly, while this method has been found to be an excellent one for determining the over-all success of a prograaJ it is not up to the task of dete1"Blin-

1ng the relative weight of the contributions made by two important factors,
acceptability and transmission of information, to the success or failure of the
program.
Rat~s

.!?z Superiors,

Peer:~

.2!: Subordinates.

Frequent~,

ratings made by

superiors J peers or subordinates of the work perfomance of participants in a
program are used. as the standard by which a program is deemed a success or
failure.

Usually the ratings consist

or

replies by supervisors, peers or

subordinates to question8 asked about what changes have been observed in the
participant8 t work behavior since completion of the program.

Reports of favor-

able changes are interpreted to mean that the program has achieved its

0

bjec-

tive.
A typical eftluation of this type 18 reported by Paul Bllchanan.

The

superiors and subordinates of the participal'lts were given e. questionnaire and
asked to rate the participants on specific work babi t8 enull8rated in the que8tioanaire.

No formal rating was made prior to the program althougb it was

assumed that those making the ratings would be able to recall the level of the
partiCipants' work performance prior to attending the program, and no control
group was used.

On the basis of returns of the questionnaires, the author

concluded that two-thirds of the particiPants showed desirable modifications in
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their work habits following the program. 23
Daniel Goodacre reports that a modified version of this technique was used
to evaluate a leadership training program attended by four hUndl"E$d persons.

Members of the participant group were given achievement tests and rated by
their superiers before and after attending the program.

A control group

hundred persons was tested and rated at the same times.
cated that

4S

or

four

The evaluation 1nd1-

a result of the program, the experinental group improved in

seYeral respects over the control

gro~p.24

The rat1n& technique is a method for determining the effectiveness or work
performance by employees.

When it is used to evaluate a training prograa, it

serYes as an indicator of the degree of improvement in actual work perforlnance
caused by the program.

As pointed out earlier in the discussion of the use of

the technique of directlY measuring actual work performance, accurate .-asures
or indicators ot work performance will tell the observer whether the program
generally was a success.
between the
terion.

acceptabili~

HoweTer, such techniques are unable to discriminate
criterion and the transmission of information cri-

The rating technique sutters from the same defect.

to measure the acceptability

or

4

It cannot be used

program or the amount of information trans-

mitted by the program to the participants.

It it is to be used at all, it must

be used as a general. indicator of the improvement in work performance wrought
by' the training progr8ll and, as is true

ot other teclmiques used tor this pur-

pose, it lIIUst be used in conjuneticmwith control groups.

23Pa.u1 C. Buchanan, "Evaluating the Results of Superviso1'7 TrainiDg,"
Personnel, XXX (January 1957), .362-370~~.i
24a0odacre, pp.

5.34-538.
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The question may be asked whether the rating technique, even when used wit!
control groups, will produce reliable information about the effectiveness of a
training program.

Basically, the rating technique consists of a judgment

passed, wit,hout the benefit of quantitative measurements, by someone upon the
adequacy of the work of a given employee.

It does not involve a direct meas-

urement of work performance; rather it is expressed opinion or educated guess,
depending upon the point of view, about the effectiveness of an employee.

By

its very nature, it involves the use at qualitative standards and like all
methods involving qualitative standards, it is filled with difficulties.
Thorndike summarizes the major difficulties found in ratings by sayil'lg, "The
standard varies from rater to rater from time to time and from place to place,"
and that the results may be further biased should the rater be "prejudiced in
favor of some one of the particular training programs that are being compared."

Be concludes on this note of warning; "in investigations of particular experimental or training procedures the use of ratings as a cn terion must be viewed
with critical 8USPicion."25
These are serious objections which, moreover, are generally admitted to be
correct.

However, this is not to say that the technique is worthless.

While

the data it yields may not be suffiCiently exact to make fine distinctions between degrees of program success, they are adequate to show, in a general way,
whether the prograa has succeeded or tailed.
Conclu9!!i Statement.

Four techniques used to evaluate the effectiveness

of training progr8J118 have been described.

The adequacy and limitations at each

technique relative to measuring attainment of the three basic program criteria

25Thomdike, pp. 147-148.
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(acceptabillty, cOIllll1unication of information and improvement in work performance) have been discussed in considerable detail.

Some of the techniques serve

rather adequately in DJaasuring attainment of one or two of the basic criteria.
None, however, is suitable for measuring attainment of all three basic criteria
Some, even where applicable, are not as effective &s others.
The purpose of this chapter was to establish the factual and argumentative

base. for ranking the effectiveness of each technique in measuring the attainment of the three basic progru criteria.
objective has been achieved.

It is earnestly hoped that that

However, since other things must be accomplished

before an actual ranking of evaluational techniques in terms of their relative
effectiveness is made, that task will be reserved to Chapter VI.

CHAPTER V
TECHIIQUBS or EVALUA!lKO TEACHIKO MlTHODS
PurR9ses

~

Kature.

In tne searcn to flnd new ways to improve tne

quallty ot tormal programs and seoure tne greatest benetits trom the training
budget, teaching methods in use should. as a matter ot course, be subjected
to caretul analysls.

!hose which prove to be more ettectlve or less costly

snould be adopted in tavor ot those snown to be less ettective or more costly.
It should be remembered, however, that there 1s no such thing as a teaching method whlcn is superior to all others in all learning situatlons.
tore, it is not enough that

8

given method has been evaluated once.

!here-

Whenever

a new program is started, the search tor the best teaching method tor that
particular program must begin anew.

!he purpose ot the teaching method evalua

tion, then, is not to tind the best teaching method per!!.

It is to tind the

best method tor the particular type ot program Under consideration.
evaluation ot teaching methods, thus consldered, is not

8

!he

sporadic thing;

rather it is, or should be, part ot a continuous process.
Criterion.

What standard determines the best teaching method in a given

context? !here is not too much disagreement on the standard.

Most autnorltle

in the field ot educatlon agree pretty much that tne etfectlveness ot teachlng
methods can be best Judged by the amount of intormation conveyed to and retained by the partlcipants. l

1

.

.

Wilse B. Webb and lorman Jowers, '~eUtilization ot Student Learning as
a Criterion of Instructor Ettectiveness,n Journal ot Iducational Research, LI
(September 1957), 18.
-4
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Ivalua~ional

ot tvo

W875.

"thoda, General.

'leaChing

lH~hod.

may be evaluated in one

Pirst. e given method .ay. without reterence to other

be oompared with an established standard.
quate. otherwise not.

me~hods,

It it .eets the standard it is ade-

Secondly. a given method used to teach certain subject

astter may be oompared with another method used to teaoh the sam. Bubjeo$ mat·
ter.

!h1B type of evaluation, because it goes beyond the first by showing not

only which .ethods are adequate, but e180 which one of a number ot .ethods is
1s considered super10r to the t1rst.

be.~.

there are tour evalust10nal teohnique. in general use.

These

are; (1)

achiev...nt and other teat scores, (2) ratings by instruotors, (,) ratings by
participants, and (4)
the

tirs~

ra~1ngB

by outs1de ob.ervers.

technique and, soseti.es the tourth

tor oomparing the

cttec~1venesa

whe~her

are used

wi~h

ano~her.

basis
Allot

varying degrees ot success to deter-

~

Score..

soore. to evaluate the ettectiveness ot

Us1ng aCb1evement or other

~eaching .e~bod8

hRS long been

reoognized as one ot the more adequate evaluationsl techniques.
used

8S 8

a given method has reaohed a pre-determined standard ot adequacy.

Aoh1eveaent !!!! other Objeotive
te.~

~echn1que

ot one teaching ..~hod with

the techniques, however, aay be used
alne

In practice, usuellyonly

!bey as1 be

wltb equal tacility to deteraine whether a given method has atta1ned a

pre-eB~ablished

aui~ed

tor

standard ot adequaoy or which ot two or more .ethods is be.t

~eaching

a given

.ubJeo~

.. tter.

at all the evaluationsl tech-

niqu8s, l ' 18 the one used most trequently tor oomparisons between teaching
Mthods.
lat1es

It Instructors. Using ratings made by 1nstructors as the basia to
'.",4

r

evaluating the ettectiveness of teaOhing' ..thods 1s a somewhat less des1rable
technique that the one Just d1scussed.

Although 1t will d18cloae instance.
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where teaching •• thods are very inadequate, lt stl11 has the same difflcultles
u$u~lly ~~8ooiat~

w1th rating techniques.

Generally speaking, no serious at.

tort ls made to see that all instructors understand the rating procedure alike.

As a result, each ls apt to have his own opin1on about what i8 needed tor a
glven .ethod to reaCh
ott.ctiv.ne~s

8

pre ... tabllshed standard of adequacy.

ot two or more methods ls to be determined

mar

amount to little more than an aggregation ot

per80nal opin1ons based on private
RatingS

!t !rained

this teChnlque, th

!he comparative ratings given by a number ot 1n-

diffioulties are multiplied.
structors tor the methods

~I

It the relative

Observers.

un~er3t.ndlnga

ot standards of adequaoy.

Ratlngs ot teaohing methods by observers

tralned in the use of standardlzed rating guides is a somawhat better teohnlque.

Usually there ls adequate consistenoy (rater reliabllity) between

ratlngs made of the same technlque by dlfterent observers.

!his makes 1t pos-

sible to oompare two or aore teachlng methods wlthout observer blas gravely in
tluencing the results.

JlJevertheless, the technique has lts llmltatlons.

It

does not purport to meAsure dlreotly whAt partiolpants subjected to a glven
teeohing .ethod have learned.
-expert" one) upon whet

It merely passes Judgment (admittedly an

Bppe3r~

to hove been learned.

It is. because of lts

consl~tenol.

superior to ratings made by instructors.

However, lt 1s not 8S

efteotive

methods whloh dlrectly measure partlc1pant learning.

8S

Rating

~

Partlc1pant.

HaYing program participants rate the value ot dlf

terent teachlng methods ls a technique ot evaluatlon which has proven populsr
ln

BOlIta

circles.

!he

W!lJ

ln which 1t 18 typlcally

uilad

dlBcussing an evaluation reported by Francis J. DiVesta.

mey be illu:.;trated D7
1be eV81uatlon waB

made of teaching methods used 1n a lengthy development program tor army ottlcers.

!he methods used were lectures, demonstratlons, discusslona, senners,

lndlvldual tralning aad statt ex.rci.... !b. partlclpants were asked to (1)
11.t the mo.t valuable aad lea.t valuable t.chR1,ue (torc.d cholce .ethod) and
give rea.OR8 tor thelr cholc. and (2) de.cribe th. a.ount ot prOductlve tl.e
experlenced wlth each .ethOd.

!h. partlcipants rated lectur •• , statt exer-

clsea, a.d aeminara .ost higb17.

the author stated that the ratlngs were not

conclusiv. a. to the value ot the .etaods sac. the actual 1.arn1ag produced
b:y each had not been det.rmined.

Ue t.lt, however, that there was some In-

det.rminate r.lationship between ratings ot the •• thods by the partlclpants
Ind the aotual ett.otiven.sB ot tae ..thods. 2
!ftere Ire .any objectlons to ua1ag ratings b:y partlclplnts tor .valuatlonal purpo.e.. !be partlclpant ls not a trlln.d observ.r.

Con.e,uently, lt

18 more 11ke17 thl. not thlt hls Judea..t wl11 be based on prlvate stlRdlrd8.
Be

-1,

tor exl.ple. tlnd that some .ethods are .ore aMrtalRing than others

Ind altbougb he l.arna "0 .ore, (Ind sOlletl.e. le•• ) URder on••et.od taan
under Inotaer, h. "" rlt. the tormer h1gker because .e .njoyed lt .ore.
IY1den.e Ibout bi.s ln rltlngs ot telohlng .ethods by students 18 mixed.
"rs., Burges. .nd satta tound that .tude.tB tend to rite •• thoda In t.rma ot
thelr ol ••• room pertorm.n.e. !fte better I siude.t pertor.. , the high.r h. wl1l
rate the .ethOd USed.' OR the other haRd, .ccordlng to .n artlcle Ippearlng in
I1Mb.r Iduoatlon, the ratlngs ot lnatructors b7 students show

80

87st"ltlc

blls.-the.r wer. oonsl.t.nt regardl.s. ot tbest2tul ot the stud ••t (graduate or

2rrancla J. DiV.sta, "Evaluatlon ot Sev.ral Teachlng Methods by Adult
Stude.ts." Journal 2!. ..
Bd;;,,;;u...c...a...
tl; , ; OR;; , ; .o; ,;a...
l R.I.lrCh, XLVI (lay 195'), 659-671.
'JoBeph I. _sh, George O. Burg.i~s~·'nd Paul I. Smlth, "Student Achleve•••t .s a ....ur. ot Instructor Ittectly...s.," !be Journ.l ot ~uc.tlQR.l
PalCholoq, XLID (l'.brulrr 1956), 79-88.
-

undergraduate), whether the classes were large or small, and what grades the
students received. 4 It 1s noteworthy, however, that there was little agre..en
between ratings mede by students and those made by the instruotors· peers and
superlorl.
All things considered, ratings by partioipants probably 1.

H

more

80-

curate gauge ot how well the partloipants liked the teohnique rather than how
ettectiye it was.

at oourse, lt a giyen teaohing IUthod proyel to be uniyer-

8811J unpopular, it probeblJ should be abandoned.
partioipants are useful.

'to this extent ratinas b1

Howeyer, beoause ot the wide11 Yar1ing standardl ot

the partlcipants, lt simpl1 is illpoallble to use the lIethod to deteraine the
relative ettectlYeness ot yarious teaching lIethods.

Por this realon and be·

cause ot the pos.ibllitJ ot partlcipanta m1stakina that whioh il entertainlng
tor that which la ettectlYe, ratlngs bJ partlclpants .ust be deeaed the least
satlstaoto1'"1 ot the devices used generally tor evaluating the etteciiyeneas ot
teaching .ethods.
lYaluationa, Comparisons

!! I8thods. lOat ot the reporta on evaluations

ot teaChing tound in eduoatlonal Journals (relatlyely tew are tound in buslnes
ot personnel publlcatlons) are ot the "caparlson ot methods" type.

!.rpieally

theJ lnyolve seleoting tvo aatched groups, testlng them betore the beglnning

0

the tra1n1ng program to deteraine their existing knowledge ot the subject to
be studied; using dltterent teaching ..thods to inatruct each group in the
88 . .

subJeot matter; and testing .ach group again atter

lng prograll.

-

coap~ion

ot the traln

'lhe ••thod used wl th the group showlng the greater improvement

._.,J~'"

r

. .
"lYaluetlon ot Teaching at Washington,"
1I1.er Educatlon, XI (Dec_ber
1951f), 55.
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in teat aoorea is adjudged to be the better ot the tvo.

In

80. .

inatanoea,

thia teohnique i. retined further b7 reteating both groups tollowing a lapse
ot ti_ atter oompletlGft ot the training prograll.

The ditterenoe between,

thoae test 800rel and soores made on testa given i ..edlately atter ooapletlon

ot the program ls interpreted a. representing the etteot each teaohing method
had upon the particlpants' retention ot intoraation.
1x11l21e.. It would be worthwhile to digresa tor a lI01Ient to review aoae

ot the studiea which evaluate by comparing the etteotivene.s ot two or 1I0re
teaching lIethods.

lot only are ther lntrlnaioally interesting, but they il-

lusuate the at.·ps vhic!i;>':ahould l)e tollowed in order to insure precl.1011 in
the evaluation.
The literature ot educatl.. contalns reporta ot oomparative evalultions
I18de ot alllOst n&r7 t7pe ot -Jor teaob1n8 lIethod trOll audio-viaual aide. to
the case stud7 teohnique.

Ralph Bentley, tor exallple, relatea in detail two

experimenta aade l)y hill to determine the contributlona aade to learning by
aUdlo-visual aidea.
experlment.

Classe. 1n aoil oonaervation were aubJecta ot the tirst

Kleven experiMntal groups and eleven oontrol groups ot equal

size were used in the atudy.

Bach experll1ental group vas palred with a con-

trol grou.p and lIhe two were placed under

8

.ingle teacher.

Bach

group was

given a mental abl1it7 test and aoil oonservation achievement teat bet ore lIhe
01a88 began.

!axta oontaining maft1 photographs and 11lustratlons were aa-

slgned to both groups. loth were taught by the usual lecture .ethod. In addition~

the experimental groups vere ahown a aerie. ot motion plctures dealing

with 80il conservation.

Atter the cla.a wa. completed, a aoil conservation
·...., 4

r

test. equivalent to the tirst te8t, was 'adminiatered to each grou.p.
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Improvement in post-class test reaults indicated that the experimental groups
learned no more than the control groups.
!he second experiment involved classes in "permanent pasture product1on."
'!he evaluational technique used

Wfl~{

the S811le as that used 1n the t1rst exper1.

ment except that a larger number of experimental and control groups were used.
Both groups were taught by the lecture method.

However. 1n contra-d1stinct10n

to the tirst experiment, the text used by the c18sse8 contained no photographs
or illustrations.

A

series 01' t11u and slides on paature production were

shown to the experimental groups.

'1tle post-olass aohievement test loores

ind1cated tbat the experimental groups learned signiticantly 1Il0re than the
control groups.
The re8ult8 01' the two axper1ements led Bentley to oonclude that aud1ov1aual

~ldes

are expensiye luxur1e. when the text used oontains an adequate

number 01' photographs and illustrations.

In tact, he .8J8 that 1n SUOh oir-

cumstanoes. 8ud10-vilual s1de. are repet1t1ous and may, bJ tak1ng up the
students f 101M. preyent them trom learning
t1me been spent studJ1ng the text.

18

much as th.,. II1gbt haye had the

Howeyer, he goe. on to 8aJ tbat when

available taxts do not oont.1n photographs and illustrat1ons, audlo-ylsual
aldes are well worth u11ng.5

In an eYaluation made by J. Darrell lernerd, the leoture-demoBatrat10n
Gnd the problem-solving methodl ot teaoh1ng were compared.
experlment were college-level general biology classes.

1he subjeot ot the

Each teach1ng method

was e.slusted 1n ter•• ot lts ettect upon the students. (1) recall ot

5aalph R. Bentley RIE~1mental Stud1e. ot the Use ot Audio-V1lual Aids
1n Vooational .Agr1cul ture J Journal ot kper1mental Education, XXIV ()larch
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information. (2) understandings of generalizations, (3) problem solving
ability. and (4) "scientific attitudes."

~bree

classes totaling 145 students

Three classes totaling 135 stud-

were taught by the problem-solving method.

dents were taught by the lecture-demonstration method.
classes began_ all groups ot students were
logical tests and biology achievement

e~uated

Prior to the time

on the basis of psycho-

tests~

Barnard designed four tests to measure attainment ot the tour obJeetivea
cited above.

one experimental group and one eontrol group were given the bat-

tery betore beginning and after completing the course.

~

second experimental

group and control group were given the battery before beginning and after oompleting the tirst halt of the course.

~e

remaining experimental and control

groups were given the battery betore beginning and after completing the aeeand
halt ot the oourse.

In all three instances, test results indicated that

neither of the two methods produced

8

significant difference in the recall ot

information or the understand1ng of general1zations.

However, students taught

by the problom-solving method improved signifioantly in their ability to solve
problems.

'lbeir general "scient1fio att1tudes" also showed 1mprovement. 6

It is not sate, however, to oonclude that because using the problemsolving method to teaoh biologr olasses improves the ab1lity to solve biologioal problems, it will do the same for all types ot subJeots.

Different

6J. Darrell Barnard, n!he Lecture-Demonstrat1on versus the Problem-Solv1ng
Method of !seching • College Sc1ence Course ~" Sc1ence Beluoat1on, XXVI (Iovember 1942), 121-132.
3ee also Murray D. Daw30n, "Lect~ep verSUQ Problem-Solving 1n 1e3chlng
llieraentary Sol1 Scienoe," Science lducat'1on, XL (December 1956). 395...1fOlf.

5'
results trom those of Barnard's were achieved 1n an exper1.ent reported by
Leonard A. Ostlund.

!he exper1ment 1nvolved teach1ng econo1ll1cs to an exper1-

.ental group by the case-d1scusa10n .ethod--one s1ailer to the proble••solv1ng
.. thod.

A control group, matched 1nd1v1dually w1th members of the exper1-

lIlental group, was taught eoonomics by the lecture method.

Before the claas

began, the .embers of both groups were each given proble.. to solve.
t1on. each group wes ass1gned a problem to aolve 0011ect1vely.
collect1ve solut1on waa unsuocessful for both.
were ..de ." m8llbers of both groups and Judged

In add1-

!he attempt st

However, 1nd1v1dual aolut1ons
by

a panel ot experts.

the oo__e was oompleted, the process vas repeated.

Again

Aftel'

ne1ther group was

able to solve the problea ass1gned to 1t for 0011eot1ve solut1on.

!he panel

ot Judges tound solut1ons proposed b, 1nd1v1duals ot eaoh group to be ooaparable value.

Ostland sa1d that the only not10eable d1fterence between the

two groups waa that the exper1aaental greup ahowed 1mproved ab111ty to work
8

group.

8S

Howeyer, the 1mprovement was not suff1c1ent to produce a collect1ve

dec1s10n on the group problea. 7
Harry RuJa reports an ..aluat1on ..de ot the etfect1veness of the lecture
method and the d1scuss1on ..thod 1ft teaching psychology and ph1losophy
classes.

Students 1n the philosophy and psyohology el.s.es were d1v1ded 1nto

two groups.

O'le group ot philosophy and psycholoS1 students were taught by

the leoture .ethod.
were taught

by

lJbe reu1n1ng group of philosophy and psyohology students

the d1souss1on ..thod.

All groups. among other things, were

given aohin_ent teats betore beg1na1ng and after oaplet1ng

~e

cla.. ea.

RuJa found that vh11e ph110sophy students d1d equally well under e1ther .ethod

students 1n psychology d1d s1gn1t1cantly better \Jhen hught b;y the lecture
lIethod. 8
Luther Colyer descr1be. an evaulat10n 1n wh1ch he compared the lecture
lIethod w1th the "pr1nc1ple-unit" .ethod ot teach1ng b101081 clasaes.
"pr1nc1ple-unit" lIethod cons1sts ot

organl~lng

The·

class work around certaln

111portant genera11zatlons ot b1010g1cal sc1ence, and hav1ng students select
the a.ter1als needed to atudy and 111ustrate the pr1nc1ple..
three colleges part1c1pated in the study.
1nto twelYe groups.

!he part1cipants were separated

SU: group. were taught b1 the lecture .ethod and the re-

1181n1ng a1x by the "pr1nc1ple-un1t" aethod.

Pr10r to tbe t1.. classes began,

all groups were tested tor intel11gence, knowledge
';."

Students from

."

t1tude, aDd gen'lll
8cholastic .ch1.....nt.
v,.

or b1010gy, b10log1cal ap-

'ollowing complet10n ot the class

.~~

each group was retest.d.
the results ot the experl.ent d1d not ind1cate marked super10r1tY on the

8

;. I

.

~-

Barry RUja, "oute..e. ot Lecture and Discussion Proeedures in1hree 001lege Courses," Journal !!. Ixper1aental Educat1on, IIII (June 1954), 385""9'.
Also s.e George Hunsberge•• "An IEper1.ent 1n Educat10nal Methods,"
.Journal ot a&slness Educetloft, XXXIII (April 1958). 28)-284. Jlunsberges ade
an exper111ent s1atlar to that ot Buja's and tound that so tar as scores on
sehieyement tests are eoncerned, th.re was no not1ceable dltterenee 1n the etteet1Yenesa ot the two ..thods.
It 1s noteworthJ that luja asked each student to ...luate the aethod by
wh1ch he was taught. !he d1scuss10n method had led to greater aequaintance
elleng the students (th1s waa .e.aured by Ruja) and to considerable soc1a11zation outs1de otlclasl. !he phlloaophJ students rated the d1scuss1on .ethOd
conslderably highe, thaD the lecture ..thod, desp1te the tact that, obJectlvely speaking, they d1d as well under one method 8S the other. "ychology
students rated both methods the 8.118 desp1te the tact that they learned s1gn1f1cantly acre under the lecture ..t~~d,- !his polnts up one ot the dange,s
ot using student eyaluat10aa aa 8 basls· 'tor determining the ettect1venese ot
Ii teChn1que; namely, that the student frequently mistakes that which 1s ple.sant tor that wh1ch 18 ettect1Ye.
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part ot either method.

!he "principle-unit" groups raised the1r scores on the

b10log1cal appt1tude tests somewhat above (but not s1gn1f1cantly above) those
of the lecture groups.

However. there was little,1t any, d1tterence between

the two groups in knowledge ot b10logy and comprehens1on and applicat10n ot
biolog1cal pr1nciples. 9
One ot the more interesting evaluat10ns found in educationsl literature
was devised and carried out by John Vard.

Ward oompared learning between a

class tausht by the "group-study" method and another taught by the lecturedemonstration method.

In the group-stud, method the students assume many ot

the functions ot the instructor in the lecture-demonstrat1ve method.

!hey are

expected to detine class objectives, deoide upon classrooa aotivities and
evaluate their own progress.

!he instruotor hal a passive role.

Por the most

part he merely serves as a source ot intoraation tor the class.
!be students ot two general sOience ooursel part1cipated in the experiment.

loth classe8 were taught by Vard.

letore classes began the students ot

each were equalized on the basis ot iBericln College Board test scores and
general science achievement tests.

Imaediate11 atter tbe cla8s was tinished,

each class was tested to determine its knowledge ot tbe subject matter and
understanding ot the application ot general scientitic prinCiples.

Later eacb

group was retested to determine its retention ot knowledge ot subject matter
and prinoiple••
fbe results were quite interesting.

!hat part ot tbe group-study clals

whose soores on the tirst tests ranked in tbe upper on-fourth of tbe clsss

9Luther Colyer, "Compar1son ot !WO Methods ot Teaching 11010gy at the College Level. II Sc1ence Education, XLIV (February 1960). 52-58.

showed much more i.prove.ent than the comparable one-tourth ot the lecturedemonstration cla8s.

!be results tor the remainder ot the class were reversed.

!he lower three-fourths of the group-atudJ class did not progress as well a8
the lower three tourths of the lecture-demonltration c1881. l0
tne toregoing reports demonstrate what

.8, be accoapliahed when evalua-

tions are caretull, thought out and executed.

If one method ot teaeRing i8

superior to another the evaluation pointa up that tact.
parable value, that, too, is shown.

It the, are ot oom-

!quallJ i.portant is the tact that the

care with which the evaluations were made insures that their tindings can be
relied upon as the baaia tor precticil decisions.
Incidental11, the evaluations just discus.ed Make one other important
point. ., showing that the ettectiveness ot 8R1 given teaching method m.1 depend upon the lubJect matter being tlught or the level ot achievement ot the
participating group, th8J demonstrate \hat no single .ethod should be considered,

~

priori, the best.

lather, in the absence ot persuasive ev1dence to

the contrar,. the Eltre:ct1v.eness ot aft1 given method should be consldered llm1ted
to the subject matter and level of ach1eve.ent present in the orig1nal evaluational sltuationa.

tnis re-emphasise. the lmportance ot re-evaluatlng the

same teaching .ethod when lt la used to teach ditterent subject matter or studenta at difterent levels ot achievement.
Concluding statement.

It has been shown that inasmUCh as the objective

ot 8 teaching .ethod is to produce learning ln the student, the proper standard

10John I. Ward, "Qroup-Stud, Vera us Lecture-Deaonstration Method in Ph1s1cal
Science Instruction tor General lducatl~nrCol1ege Students, II Journal ot Ix"riaental Eduoation, nIV ( Jlarch 1956 ). 197-210.
- -
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for measuring its effectiveness is the amount of lnformatlon learned by the
student.

It has been further shown that evaluatlons, in general. are most ef-

fectlve when used to determ1ne the relatlve merlts ot two or more types ot
teaching methods.

Examples have been glven ot the techniques used generally

to evaluate the effectlveness ot teachlng methods and thelr usefulness, llmitations and relatlve efflciency have been dlscussed.

!be actual ranklng of the

relatlve effectlveness ot evaluatlonal technlques, however. ls reserved tor the
next chapter.

CRAnER VI
RA'lIHG PROGRf\M EVAI.UI''l'ION PLANS

Most of the preceding portions ot this paper have been devoted to identitying which features are essential to good program evaluat10n plans.
point we will summarize brietly the points which have been
Each evaluational plan has

I

m~de

thus far.

procedural aspect and a technical aspect.

The procedurAl aspect reters to the scope ot the plan and the uses
evalu~t1onal

data.

At this

de ot

!ne technical aspect relates to the adequacy of evalus-

tiona1 methodology.

JPrOlll the procedural standpoint an evaluational plan should

(1) evaluate all types of progrs1U conducted or participated in by the oompall7i
(2) evaluate teaohing methods used 1n prograll8 oonduoted by the COlIlpall7; (J)
use evaluat10n results as the primary basis for decid1ng whether a g1ven
program or teaohing method will be d1scontlnued or modlt1ed.

JPrOlll the techn1-

cal standpoint, methods tor evaluatlng programs should be capable of lIessurlng
ettectlvely the three criter1a--improvement ln work pertormance, acceptablllty
and translll1aslon ot inforution--dbcuase·i

~rI

of teaching methods, the technlques used lIust,

Chapter III.
8S

In the evaluation

a minimum, be capable of

determin1ng the amount ot learning done by the partlcipant group.

Preterably,

because ot the relat1ve nature ot teaching .ethod eftectlveness, they should be
used in such

8

way

8S

to permit comparison between two or more teaching methods

When they are so used, the number of variables which might have a bearing upon
the outcome ot the evaluation should be kept as low

8S

possible b1 using

matched groups and other techniques to . equalize
experimental conditions •
r
One ot the stated purposes ot this paper 1s to determine the etfectiveness
..,'~.
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of plans dev1sed t;o evaluet;e IUnagellent; development programs.

lJ.'he rell81nder ot

this chapter w111 be spent 1n develop1ng a system by wbiCh the procedural and
techn1cal aspects of such plans can be retied.
Rating frocedural Ittect;1veness.

It w111 be recalled t;hat; an evaluat10nal

plan which 1s cOilpletelJ' .ttect1ve tro. t;he standpo1nt ot procedure. (1)
evaluates all prograll8 in which the company 11 involved, (2) evaluates teach1ng
lIethOds that; are w1t;b.in t;he control ot the COIIpalV and tH servea

8S

tor dec1s1ons to 1lOd14 or abandon progralll8 or tea ch1ng .ethods.

'lbe procedural

t;he bas1a

ettect;1veness ot evaluet10nal plana w1l1 be rated on a point; system bu11t; around
these three prooedural steps.
Dev1s1Dc a rat;1ng 81at;_ pre,;enu d1ttlcul t1e..

It 18 poss1ble tor one

plan, t;o oover 00llplete17 all phases ot the oompaD1'a t;ralning progralll8 avan
though 1t; 1& not; near17 a. extens1ve a8 that; ot anot;her OOlllpany.

'fake, tor ex-

--

IIple, a OOlllpeny which part;1cipat;e. onl1 in short; ad hoc "out;slde" lIlanagement
evelopmeRt progra_.

It 1t; ..aluet;es ..e progra.. and usea ttle evaluat10nal

ata a8 the ba.1a tor dec1s1ons about t;he future of t;he prograllls, 1ts evalua10nal plan 1s prooedurally oOllplet;e
ather l1mted t;ra1n1ng endeavors.

~••

1t covers all phases ot the oOllpany's

()\ tb.e ot;b.er hand,

8

OOlllpany which, 1n add1-

10n t;o send1ng men t;o outs1de prograu, oonduots "ins1de" lIlanagement; developent propa.. would have t;o evaluet;e both "pes of pro81'a_ .s well a8 teaching
ethOds used 1n oonnect;1on w1th -ins1de" prol1'a•• and use evalue'1onal dat;. as
he bas1a tor de01sions about the future ot progralllS and teaching lIlethOds 1n
rder tor 1ts evaluat10nal plan to be procedurally cOllplete.

In order to take thi8 t80t;or 1n'0 acoount, 8 negatlve s1stell of scor1ng
Each evaluat10nal pla~r'*1l1 be ass1gned an arb1'rllr1 800re
rom whlch deduc'lons are .. de when t;he OOllpallJ under cons1deratlon operates 1n
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an are. of training not oovered DY the evaluational plan.

!h. scor. rema1ning

after all deductions hRve Deen mad., will represent th. proOedural etfective.
ness of the .valuational plan.
~.

soore assigned to eaoh evaluational plan before deductions is sixty.

Failure to evaluate programs And teaching method I .81 lead to a maximum deduotion of thirty points.

Failure to evaluete repeated progrlu and teaohing

methods or after having evaluated them. to use evaluational data as the baals
tor decislons About abandonment or madlficatlon ot programs or ••thods "1
lead to the deduotlon ot an addltlonal thlrty points.
!he r.ad.r will not. that a one-to-one ratl0 exlat. between tallur. to
evaluate programs and t.aching ••'hods and tlllure to use evaluatlonal dat_ a8
the bills tor declalona about tb. future ot progra.. or teaohing •• thods.

!hl

ratl0 was eat.bllshed beoause, ln the author's opinion, an evalustlon whioh 1s
not put to use III1ght aa well not hn'. been ..de.
ProoedUl"".l.. Evaluation Propa. Coverlle.

'0r the purpose ot thl. study,

management development progra.. were dlvlded into two general groups--lnside
and outslde progr....

An lnside program 1s def1ned a8 'being 8 "management

development program conducted tor .anagerial employee. 'by respondent company."
An outside program is det1ned

88

being, "management development program at-

tended by unagerbl employ.es of r.spondent

COlllp8ft7.

but oonduoted by organ1-

zat10ns outs1de the company_ 1 •••• ANA seminars, univers1ty programs, eto.,
oth.r than those lead1ng to a tormal d.gree."
Ins1de and outslde progra.s w.r. broken down into four ,at.gori.. based
on (1) the amount ot tim. oonsumed by the progra. and (2) whether or not they
.-.,),~'"

were conducted .ore than once.

r

!hus, .the total max1mum number ot program

1

types is eight.

--

These are. inside and outside ad hoc programs

than twentJ hours ot the participants' time; inside and

1

consuming le88

outside!!~

programs consuming twentJ hours or more ot the participants' time. inside and
outside repeated programs 2 consuming less than twentJ hours ot the part1eipants' t1me; and inside and outs1de repeated programs consuming twentJ hours
or more ot the participants' t1me.
'ailure to evaluate certain "pes ot the programs descr1bed above is not
8S

serious a8 tailure to evaluate other tlp8s.

is cons1dered more important than evaluating

Evaluat1ng repeated programs

!!~

programs 1nasmuch as

evaluat10n ot repeated programs w1ll not onlJ tell whether the programs have
been a success, but whether tn8J should be abandoned or changed.
important to evaluate long programs thaft short ones 1nasmuch

8S

It is more
the tormer in·

volve greeter expend1tures ot t1me and moneJ.
Atter tek1ng the.e tactors into account. 1t vas dec1ded that deduct10ns
should be .ade as tollows when
ta11s to evaluate,

81Q'

8 COlipalQ'

conducts or part1c1pates 1n, but

one ot the e1ght tJpel ot management development pro-

grams Just enumerated.

l!he term "ad hoc program" is defined "special purpose program which. is
gi ven onlJ once:-r 2'Jbe term "repeated progra.'l is def1ned "program attended bJ success1ve
groups of participants. Ditters trOll ad hoc prograll in th.at 1t is conducted
more than once. n

--

'tABLI I
RAW lflOAfiYB SCORES:

Subjeot Present

~ ~

BVALUA'1'ION 01 PROGRAMS

BYaluated

--

l.gat1ve Soores

·....·.• • ·...·. ·
· . ... .. . . .... . ..
· . . · .... ·....

OI1t81de, Short Ad Hoc Progra. • •

---

Ins1de, Short Ad Hoo Program
OI1ts1de. Long Ad Hoo Progra.

--

Inside, Long Ad Hoo Progrs. •

·..• • ·..·.•

• • •

• ••

1

1
• •

2

• • • • •

2

·..·..·.
,
Ins1de, Short aepeated Progr•• •
···• • • ·• ···• • · • • ··•
outside, Long aepeated Program •
··• • • ··· • ······ ·• 4
Ins1de. Long aepeated Program • • • •
··• ·• ·• ··· 4
'!'esoh1Dg Methods
• • . .
• · · · • ·
· · · · • • · · • · • 10
OI1ts1de, Short aepeated Progrs . . . . • •

In instances where the compan1 under considerat10n has all e1gbt t1pes of

programs, deduot1ons tor ta11ure to evaluate programs or teaching methods w111
be made eX80tl,

8S

shown 1n !able I.

However, when the oompany has less than

e1ght ',pes ot programs, fa1lure to evaluate
t10nately .ore ser1ous.

8

given program becomes propor-

It the raw negat1ve soores were used d1rect11, th1s

faot would not be retlected.

Theretore, tormulas were dev1sed to overcome

th1s problem by aek1ng deduct10ns proport1onate to the total number ot programs conducted or part1cipated in by

8

given company.

Acoordingly, deduct10ns tor companies w1th outside programs only w1l1 be
computed as tollows:
Summation lesa'ive Score., Prolraas fiot Ivaluated x
su.asiion lesative Scores, All Pl~~.IIS lreBeRt

,0 : Deduot10n.

Where less than eight t,pes of programs are 1nvolved, but where an admixture oj
ins1de and outs1de programs are tound, ta1lure to evaluate teaching lIethods

w111 result in a deduct10n ot ten p01nts and remaining deduotions will be oomputed thus:
Summat10n lel8t1ve Scores. Prtf!sms lot lYaluated x 20 : Deduct10n.
!ummat!on legailve Score., ~Programs Present
!he author 1s well aware that the toregoing sCheme is tar trom pertect.
!he rat108 established between var10us negat1ve scores are based 801ely on the
Buthor's Judgaent.
each

Important tacts such aa the relat1ve amounts expended tor

tTpe ot tra1ning program oould not enter into the Judgaent because th81

were not ava11able.

However, 1t should be remembered that although the rat1ng

S1st.. 18 an approx1mate creature, the dlta 1t w11l be oalled upon to evaluate
are also approx1mate.

Aocordingll. the rating slstem 1s probably adequate tor

the t1pe ot data to wh1ch 1t 1s to be app11ed.
:&valuat1onal

~

Vsed .!!. Bas1l

!2t ....De;;;,,;c,..U.....1;;;,,;on&.. . . .

The t1nal po1nt bl wh10h

the procedural completeness ot an evaluational plan w11l be Judged is whether
evaluat10nal data 1s used a8 the basis tor decis10ns about changing or abandon
1ng

progl. and teach1ng methods.

Deductions in this area cannot be rude tor

--

failure to aake and use evaluat10ns ot ad hoc programs--b, det1nit10n, th87
are g1ven onll once, hence 1t 1s logicall, 1mpossible tor them to be changed
or abandoned on the basis ot ttYalust10nal data.

However, when repeated

pro31's. or "aching aethods under the control ot the company are not evalu ..
ated' or when th!1 are evaluated but the evaluat10nal data 1s not used as the

' ..oause ot the 818t" ot negat1ve scor1ng, 1t 1s necessarl to make deduot10ns in 1nstance. where repeated programs Bre not !Valuated. otherwise, a
company whlch tailed to evaluate I repeated progra. would haye the sa.e OY81'sll procedural 800re as one which eY8lQ~ed the program but tailed to use the
results 9S the basis tor adlld.nistrat1v.dec1sions.

bas1s tor decisions about changing or abandoning programs or teach1ng methods,
deductions w1ll be made.

A deduction ayste., adjusted to retlect the tewer

number ot poss1ble elements, sim11ar to the one disoussed in the preceding
system has been constructed tor this purpose.

The rew negat1ve scores tor the

system are shown 1n !able II.
TABLE II

RAW NEGA'l'IVi SCOUS:

USE OF IV ALUA'l'IOIAL DATA

SUbiYct Present, !:! !!ot. Evaluated.
aluet10nal!:!l!. !2l !:!!.!.t

1
leiBUve Score

~

..
Inside, Short, Repeated Program
.. ...
outside, Long, Repeated Program . . . . . .
Ins1de, Long, Repeated Frogre. . . .. . .
Teaching Methods • • • . .. . . . . . .

4.'

outside, Short. Repeated Program •

.

--

.

. 4.'
5.7
5.7

...

10.0

lEach deduct10n made tor program evaluations enumerated in the table has
been computed BS 8 fraction of twenty (the maximum deduction made when none
of the evaluations of programs ar. used) in the same ratio as the deduction
made tor a given type ot program 1n !able I bore to total possible deduct10ns
tor fa11ure to evaluate repeated programs.
In cases where the company under cons1derat10n has all tour types of repested programs, deducG10ns tor failure to evaluate th.m or teaching methods
or to use evaluat10nal data

88

the bas1s for important administrative dec1-

s10ns will be made as shown bJ Table II.

However, when the Comp81lJ has fewer

than tour types ot repeated programs, deduct10ns will be computed 1n accordance w1th formulas devised to keep

de~~~'iona

proport10nate to the number of

elements present in th1s area tor any g1ven Comp8ft1.

When the company haa out

Su.ma'lon legatlve Soores, 'allure '0 Make or
Use Byalultions
x 30 : Deductlon.
Sum.a'lon legatlve Soores, All Repea'ed Program. Present
Where le.. 'haR tour types ot repeated prograu are lnyolyed, but where an ad81ax'ure of lnslde and outslde repeated programs are tound, tallure to evsluate teaching .ethods or ta11ure to u.e the results ot evaluat10ns .ade ot
teach1ng lIethods w1ll result in a deduction of ten po1nts.

Rema1ning deduc-

t10ns wlll be computed 1n accordance with the tollowing:
Summation legatiYe Score., 'a11ure to like or
Use Evaluations
x 20 Deduction.
SummatIon 'egatiye Scores, All aepeated Progra.. Present

=

Technioal BttecUyeness.
ly

Oft

COllpanie. in the sample will be rated separate-

the eftectiYeneS8 ot teChnique. used by them to evaluate, (1) programs

and (2) teaching methods.

Evaluationsl teclm1ques used to determine the et-

tectiveness ot programs w11l be rated in ter.. of their capacity to measure
the atta1nment ot three cr1'.ria--(1) acceptability, (2) communicat10n ot information and (,) improvement in work pertormance.
ate teaching methods will be rated according

Teohniques used to evalu-

'0 their ettectlveness in mea-

suring gains in partiCipant learning.
!be rating B7S'" b7 whioh the 'echnical ettectiveness ot eyaluational
methods will be Judged ditters trom those used to rate procedural ettectiveness in that posit1ve Boores rather than deductioftS trom
used.

8

tixed score are

!his is ..de possible because certain t,ypes ot methods must be included

in the system ot evaluational methods in order tor lt to be tecbnically ettective.

!hia was not true in the case ot rating the procedural ettectlveness ot

evaluational plans.

Any type ot training program could be present or absent

trom the procedural 51st.. without disturbing itl ettectiveneas.
!he following table shows the scores which are assigned to various types
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ot evaluatlonal technlques used generall, to meaaure achievement ot each ot
the three major program criteria.

EYaluet10nal techn1ques used in connectlon

with inslde and outa1de prograas vill be rated separately.

A maximum score

ot nlne can be achieved tor evaluatlonsl techniques used with either type ot
program.

TABLE III
RVALUATIOlfAL TECHNIQUES:

APPLICATION AND RrrRCTIVRDSS

Criteria _ Score l

Technique

'Accepta b1l1ty Communication 01' Improvement in
Intermation
Work Pertormance

J
Questioning Pa rt ic ipa nt f

I

3

0

0

Testing Participants,
no control group

0

3

0

Testing Participants,
Control group

0

3

2

Measurement of Work
Performance, No
Control Group

0

0

1

Measurement of 1i()'rk
Performance, Control Group

0

0

3

0

0

.5

0

0

2

Rating of Work Performance, No Control
Group

II

Rating of Work perform_/
ance, Control
Group

1

Where companies employ two techniques, either of which can be used
to measure a given criterion, only the technique with the higher value for
that criterion will be c()unted.
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!he following table shows the

soore~~J

which are assigned to various types

of evaluationsl techniques used to measure the eftectiveness ot teaching
methods.

A max1mUJ4 score of nine may be achieved.

Where m.ore than one evalu-

ationsl technique is used, only the one giving the h1ghest

3~ore

w1ll be used

in the rat1ng.
'tABLE lV

'tumllG MB'1'1IO])s BVALUATIOIAL 'J.'IOHBlQUIS

score,l

Techn1que
Evaluation by Student, 10 Comparisons ••

. . . . . -. .

Evaluation by Instructor, 10 Comparlgons
Evaluation by Observer, 10 Comparisons
Aohievement Tests, 10 Comparisons ••

.....
. . .... . .

Controlled Comparisons of all !7pes • •

..

...
.......

1

··
.··•
•

2

,
4

•

···

9

ILeast eftective to m03t ettective r9presented by range 0-9.
Combined Scores,

'or purposes of oomparison, it 1s desirable that the pro·

cedursl and technical scores or ditterent types ot technical scores tor a given
company be combined and oompared with those ot otner companies.
several problems.

!his presents

'irst, a company which has and evaluates 1ns1de programs,

outside programs and tlHHlhing methods' using the most ettective techniques will
have a total technical score of twenty-seven, thirty-three points less than
the maximum possible procedural scor..
peets ot evaluationsl systems are

Sino. the prooedural and teChnical as-

cons14e~fd

ot equal importance, it 1s obvi-

ous that technical scores must be oonTerted so that a maximum score of sixty

I,

is possible. When this is done, both soores will have equal weigbt in tbe oom
blned score.
Secondly, the use ot

8

positive scorlng system tor technioal evaluational

methods creates an additional problem.

one will reoall that no matter how tew

types ot programs a given oompan, has, it may aohieve the maximum procedural
score it it meeta oertain standards.
teohaloal soorlng aystem.

However, th1a 18 not the Olse wlth the

A company could use tbe moat ettectlve techalquea

to evaluate, .ay. outslde programs (the only ones lt has), and receive a lower
over ..ll techn1cal score than a company which UBes indlfferent techR1que. to
evalu: te a wlde variety ot lnslde and outalde progr....
lea so long
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be1ag oOllpared.

!his present. no prob

only technical soorel tor givan oategories ot programs are
However. lt the scorell ara to be couined tor Imy purpose, an

adjuatment .ust be made which eliminate. this louroe ot distortion.
Atter these taotors were considered at lome length, it was decided that
the tormula set torth below waa the one best suited tor converting raw
teoAn1cal ,oores, into aoores which oould be used either to orr1ve at combiRed
technical soores or combi.ed procedural-tecbR1cal acore ••
Aft

lc
"Am"

x 7 x 2.2 :

cm

.tands tor the total ot actu.l tecbaical Bcores;

"AC"

stands tor

the total number ot oategories ln wh1ch technical Icore. (1ncluding zero) were

tound; the number aeven equala the total number ot poss1ble technical categor1ea, and the number 2.2 i. the conyers10n taotor needed to change a max1mum
tl!ohD1enl Jeore to th1rty.

In order to arr1ve at a cOllb1ned teolmic3l ..

procedural seoreror a given comp3ny J_...Jil}e converted teoiUli<lIi.!l .ioore 1:3 merely
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Ofte major assumption is made in the equation; namely, that it the Comp8D1
under consideration were to extend 1ts evaluation plan to areos not now
covered, the level ot ettecUveneas tor methods used to evaluate the new aresa
would be no higher or lower than the level ot those it presently uses.
!be assumption 1s not too tor wrong tnl.much

8S

thOle companies which

evaluate both inside and outside programs usually employ comparable methods

ot evaluatIon tor both And, consequently, receive approxim&tely comparable
technical scores for both.
Method

2!. Us1!!i

Batirw; Systems.

Q\e ot the major problelll:'> involved in

the ule ot questionnaires to gather intormetion ls the tact that many WAlch
coatain valuable iatormation vlTe returned wlthout having bee. entirely completed.

to be absolutel, oorreot !rOB the methodologioal standpoint, tho.e

whlch were not tull, coapleted should be disoarded.

However, it thia i. done

much intoraation would be lost.

much as possible, 1t hiS

In order to save

8S

been deo16ed to use intormation contained in incomplete questionnaires whereve
posaible.

Accordingly, ratings will be .. de ot individual companies wherever

there is co.plete intora.tion in any given area even thOugA questionnaires
fro. the aa.e companies might be incomplete in other respects.

that varying number a ot oompaniea w11l be iacluded 1ft apecifio
the rating systems Juat desor1bed.

~1s me~na
c8t.gorl~8

ot

However. where Icore8 are combined or oor-

relat10ns are IUde which require cOllpanies to supply answltrs 1n two or more
Ireas, only questionnaires conta1ning thoDe aAswers w1ll be used.
!he preliminary work ot construoting evaluat10nsl tools
tl1eted and 'We snEll t-.trn to the stu.d, pl'oper.

h~s

now been com-

CHAPl'ER VII

GENERAL INFORMATION
Jeturns.

Questionnaires were sent to one hundred corporations.

nine responded by returning questioanaire.

Sixty-

Of these, fifty-seven (82.6%) have

formal management development programs or one type or another.

The remaining

twelve companies (17.4%) are without formal programs.
Outside Mapaiement Develop!!nt PrggrUlS.

Fifty.. two ccapanies representing

91.2% of all companies vi th fomal management development progra.me, reported
tha t they participate in outside programs.

Of this number, tifty (96.2%)

specified the types of outside programs in which they participate.

below summarizes this information.
T.A.BIE V

TYPES OF OUTSIDE PROGRAMS REPORTED BY FIm COMPANIES

n

Table V
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The distribution by types of programs tor companies reporting types of
programs is shown below in Table VI.
TABLE VI
DISTRlBOTIOX OF COMPANIES
ACCORDING TO TYPES OF OUTSIDE PROGRAMS REPORTED

CODlPanie. ReportiDg
Outside Programs

Types of Programs

Number p.:. Per Cent
Short and Long M !!s?s. and
Repeated Programs

25

50

2

4

Short and Long Ad Hoc Programs

8

16

Short and Long Ad Hoc and
Short RepeatedPrograma

2

4

Short and tong Repeated Programs

2

4

1

2

5

10

2

4

50

100

--

Short Ad Hoc Prograa Only

-!!2!

--

Long Ad Hoc ProgrlUl ~
Long ~

and Long Repeatec:l

ProgrU/8
Long Repeated ProgrUl Onl¥

Total

Of the companies which described the types of outside programs in which

they participate, thirty-seven said that they made some etfort to evaluate outside programs.

Nine companies said that they made no effort to evaluate out-

side programs participated in by
respond to this question.

th_._",~~ur

companies of the fitty did not

Methods used to evaluate outside programs were
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desoribed by thirty-six of the oompanies.
Inside Management Developmept Pr<>irams.
ing

Fifty-four companies, represent.-

94.7% of a.ll companies withforma.l management development programs, report-

ad that they conduct inside management development programs.

or

this number,

fifty (92.6%) reported the types of inside programs conducted by them.

Table

VII below summarizes this information.
TABlE VII
TYPES OF INSIDE PROGRAMS REPORTED BY FIFTY COMPANIES

Companies Reporting
Inside Programs
Types of Programs
Number

Per Cent

Short A.d Hoc Program

37

74

Short Repeated Program

40

80

Long A.d Hoc Progr8Jll

32

64

Long Repeated Program

44

88

---

The distribution, by types of programs, for companies reporting types of
inside programs i8 shown as tollows in Table VUI.
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TABLE Vlll
DISTRIBUTION (Ii' FIn! OOMPANIES
ACCORDING TO TYPES OF INSIDE PROGRAMS REPCETED BY EACH

Number

Per Cent

26

52

1

2

Short !5! !!2£ and Short Repeated
Programs

2

4

Short Ad Hoc and Short and Long
Repeated Programs

6

12

Short and Long !5!!!2! and Long
Repeated Programs

1

2

Short and Long Ad Hoo Programs

1

2

Short Repeated Programs Only

1

2

Long Ad Hoo Progr8.lll5 and Short and
LonrtRepeated Progr8Jll8

1

2

Short and Long Repeated Programs

4

8

1

2

2

4

4

8

50

100

Type

Short and Long Ad Hoo and Repeated
Programs - Short

~

!!2!:.

Programs 0nl7

--

--Programs

LOlli Ad Hoc Programs Onl.,y
Long Ad Hoc and

Lo~

Repeated

.

'

.

Long Repeated Programs Only

Total

Forty of those oompanies which reported the types of inside management
development programs conducted by
the programs.

th_"'4,~d

they make

SOIle

effort to evaluate

Five companies with inside management development programs said

7,
that they do not evaluate them.

The remaining five companies did not give

responsive answers.
Characteristics

!i?!.

Program Particip!tiOJl.

Generally speaking, individual

companies have a wider variety ot types of inside programs than types of outside progra,ms.

total of types of inside programs reported by

The aggregate

f'if'tY' com.panies is

1.52 while

the aggregate total of' types oJ: outside programs

reported bY' the s.ue number of' compan1e s 1s

Short and long

!5! l!2!. and

14.5.

repeated programs apparently are considered al-

most equally essential to a well-rounded system ot developuent programs} although, as shown in Table IX, there is a slight tendency for companies in the
sample to concentrate more on repeated programs, particularly long repeated

--

programs, than on ad hoc programs.

fifty-one companies which reported conduct-

1ng or participating in each type of program are distributed as shown in Table

IX.
TABLE II
COMBINED PROORAMS,
Dr FREQUENCY OF REPORTING BY FIFTY-ONE COMPANIES
~

--

Short Ad Hoc Programs

Number

Per Cent

42

82.4

4,

Short Repeated Programs

--

4.3
46

Long Ad Hoc Programs
Long Repeated Programs

88.2

84.)
90.2

",,4 r

The pattern of participation changes so_what when programs are separated
bY' type between inside and outside programs.

There we find that companies rely

7
more heavily upon repeated inside programs than upon repeated ou t8ide programs.

--

The relationship is reversed for ad hoc programs.
heavily upon short

.!& h2!

Companies rely somewhat more

outside programs than they do upon short

!S! h2s.

in-

--

side programs and much more heavily on long ad hoc outside programs than they

--

do upon long ad hoc inside programa.
,.

This condition is shown in detail by

Table X below.

TABLE X

PAR'l'ICIPATION :
INSIDE .AND OUTSIDE TYPES OF PROGRAMS, BY FREQUENCY

Outside2

Inside1
Types of Programs
~ber

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent.

Short Ad Hoc

37

74

J8

76

Short Repeated

40

80

31

62

Long Ad Hoc

32

t:4

40

80

Long Repeated

44

88

35

70

---

lTaken trom Table VII.
2Taken from Table V.
The foregoiDg, however, is no more than a tendency.

When the dist.ribution

by individual companies is taken into account, it is found that the majority of
companies have both inside and outside programs of the same general types.
Those which have a given type ot inside program but no corresponding type of
outside program, or vice versa, torm a . . .Jrlpority, albeit a substantial one where
certain types ot programs are concerned.

Table XI gives the distribution ot
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types of inside and outside programs by individual companies.

TABLE XI
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES
BY CORRESPONDING TYPES OF INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PROGRAMS

Types of ProgrU18
Com~

Participates
In

Both

--

Short Ad Hoe

Short Repeated

--

Long Ad Hoe

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

Ho.

Per
Cent

3.3

64.7

26

,1.0

29

56.9

.3.3

64.7

14

.3

,.9

10

19.6

,

5.9

9.8

,

27.$

Outside Only

,

8.0

9.8

11

21.6

Neither

9

17.6

6

11.8

8

1,.7

Inside Only

:Long Repeated

4

Compan1e s in the sample tended to show
side prograu thu outside programs.

DlOI'8

.3

9.8

concern about evaluating in-

Forty-seven cOJlP8.rlies reported evaluation

of inside and outside programs as ShOWD in Table XII.
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TAm XII
RELATIVE EXTENT TO WHICH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
PROGRAMS ARE EVALUATED BY FORTY-SEVEN COMPANIES

Humber

Per Cent

35

74.5

Both Inside and OUtside Programs-Eval ua te Inside On17

6

12.8

Both Inside and Outside ProgramaDo not Evaluate

3

6.)

Inside Programs Only'-Do not Evaluate

1

2.1

Outside Programs Only-Do not Evaluate

2

4.3

47

100.0

Companies Participate In
Both Inside and Outside Prograu--

Evaluate Both

Total

In. otber words, 91% (forty-one out of forty-five)

ot the companies with

inside prograu make soae sort or effort to evaluate thea w hUe only 76%
(thirty-five out of forty-eix) of the cOJIlpanies with outside programs make
efforts to evaluate thea.
When programs are considered by type, it is found that long or repeated
programs are so_what lIore likely to be evaluated than aho rt. or

~ ~

prograa

Of those companies wtd£h participate in short outside programs, 89.3% evaluate

--

short ad hoc programs and 95.7% evaluate short rapea ted programs.

On the othe

hand, of thOS8 companies wtd.ch participate in long outside programs, 93.1%

--

'-~'"

r

evaluate long ad boc programB and 100% evaluate long repeated programs.

Of

those companies with inside repeated programs, all said that they evaluate
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short repeated prograI118 and 94.1% said they evaluate long repeated. programs.

or those companies with inside
~

short

h2!

programs and

~

95. n

h2! programs, 96.6% said that they evaluated

reported tblt they evaluate long

.!2 .h!!. pro-

grams.
Despite the tact that a high proportion of types

or

outside programs is

evaluated, in only one instance (long repeated programs) was a type of outside
program evaluated by as many or more companies as its inside counterpart.
Table IIII, which follows immediately, shows the difference in trequenc7 of
evalua tion by types of programa.
TABLE XIII
EVALUATIONS OF TYPES OF INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PROGRAMS:
DIFFEREN CES IN FREQUE1~ ems, BY PERCENTAGE

Fercenj:'e Differenee,
outsi From Inside
Short Ad Hoc •••••••••••••••••••••••

--1.3

Short Repeated •••••••••••••••••••••

~.j

--

--

Long Ad Hoc ••••••••••••••••••••••••

-2.6

Long Repeated ••••••••••••••••••••••

+5.9

By usiq the toregoing data, a composite picture can be drawn

or

the ac-

tivities of the typical company in formal. management development programs.

The

typical company relies heavily upon programs conducted by itself to handle
material which must be taught to successive groups of managerial employee••
However, when a special or non-recurring type of need arises, the company will
place somewhat more reliance upon programs conducted by outside institutions to
meet the need than upon its own

progr~~

The typical company shows quite a bit of concern about evaluating inside
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programs and it is more concerned about evaluating repeated inside programs
than it is about

!.2 h2£.

inside programs.

On the other hand, while it is not

quite so concerned about evaluating outside programs, wheft it does decide to
evaluate them, it concentrates its efforts more upon repeated programs than it

--

doel!! upon ad hoc programs.
Educational St8.ndards

!!..:!!. Ma.!'Yeuent

Develoeent Department.

Out or

the thirty-seven companies which furnished information about the number

ot per-

sons with advanced degrees holding responsible positions in management development, only tour (12%) said that the possession of an advanced degree in a work ..
related field is a prerequisite to employment in such positions.

One of the

four companies said that the advanced degree could be in personnel, industrial
relations, psychology, or business administration; a second said that the degree could be in personnel, industrial relations, SOCiology, or psychology; a
third said that the degree should be in business a.dministration; the fourth
said that the degree could be in personnel, industrial relations, education,
psychology, or business administration.
The academic level of persons holding responsible positions in management
development varied widely froll company to company-

In the majoritT of compan-

ies, no one in a responsible position held an advanced degree.

However, a sub-

stantial minority of companies had filled responsible pOSitions with persons
holding advanced degrees.

The percentage of such persons in each compaay of

this group varied Widely.

(Two companies had 5% and three had 100%.

mainder fell somewhere in between.)

The re-

Table XIV, which follows 1mlTlediately,

shows the distribution of companies according to the per cent of persons with
4,'~

r

advanced degrees who hold responsible pO$itions in management development.
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TABLE XIV

DISTRIBUTION OF THIRTY-SJ1'VEN COMPANIES BY
EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS WITH ADVANCED DEGREES

Per Cent ot Persons
Wi th Advanced Degrees
In Work Related Fields

Companies
lumber

Per Cent

9Q..loo

3

8.1

80-89

2

5.4

70-79

0

0

60-69

1

2.7

50-59

2

5.4

40-49

1

2.7

30-39

2

5.4

2Q..29

2

5.4

10-19

2

5.4

1-10

2

5.4

20

54.1

Total With Degrees

17

45.9

Total Without Degrees

20

54.1

0

Recruitment, Educational Preferences.
ies sa.id that they had no preference

a8.,~.tp

ees in management development departments.

Eleven out

or

thirty-seven compan-

academic background for new employThe twenty companies which expt"eBsed
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a preference, were about eyenly diyided between those who preferred an academic
background related to business and those who looked tor people with acadeJdc
degrees related to management <ieYelopment.

or

Table XV shows the preferences

the twenty companies as expressed in types 01' business-related and manageJIIBnt
deyelopment-related degrees.
TABIE XV
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES BY PREFERENCE IN ACADEMIC DEGREES

Choice
1st
Type of Degree

2nd

% Ho.

10.

3rd

% No.

4th

% No.

%

Ill.iness Related
Technical

4

20.0

1

6.3

1

6.6

1

20.0

&1siness

4

20.0

7

43.8

5

33.3

1

20.0

Other

2

10.0

1

6.3

3

20.0

1

20.0

10

50.0

9

56.4

9

59.9

3

60.0

Industrial Relatione

3

15.0

3

18.7

3

20.0

0

0

Education

2

10.0

2

12.$

2

13.3

1

20.0

PsychologY'

5

25.0

2

12.5

1

6.6

1

20.0

Total

10

50.0

7

43.7

6

39.9

2

40.0

Total
Management Development Related
,

-,~

r
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It is interesting to note that companies which expressed more than one
preference were, for the most part, likely to mix indiscriminately businessrelated and management development-related degrees.

Only four companies out of

the twenty consistently showed a preference for business-related or management
develo}Dent-related degrees.

The remainder named degrees from both areas aa

their preferences.
There appears to be some tendency towards profeDsionallzation in manage-

ment development.

A few companie3 have established possession of

~~

advanced

degree in management developmant-related area.s as a prerequisite for employment
on responsible management development positions.

In addition, a substantial

minority of companies have filled such positions with persons holding advanced
degrees in management developJBent-related areas, without, however, making advanced degrees a prerequisite.

Nevertheless, the m:1xed preference for new

emplo)'8es with business-related and management development-related degrees indicates that the progress of management development towards professional status
is more drift than planned change.
Preference

!!l ~

!!.ee.I1.E!n~e.

Companies which expressed their views

about the kind of work experience they look for when hiring new employees for
posi tions in management development, tended to favor persona wi ttl experience in
areas directly related to management development over those with experience in
other areas ot business.

Table XVI shows the distribution of companies accord-

ing to preferences for given types of work experience.
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TABLE XVI
DISTRIBUTION OF TWENTY-SIX COMPANIES BY
PREFERENCE IN WORK EXPERIENCE

Choice
1st
Type of Work
Experience

2nd

4th

3rd

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

4

15.5

7

35.0

1

7.7

1

3

11. 5

0

0

1

7.7

0

0

'l'snhnical

3

11.5

2

10.0

3

23.1

0

0

Sales

1

3.8

0

0

1

7·7

0

0

11

42.3

9

45.0

6

46.2

1

25.0

Industrial Relations

7

26.9

5

25.0

1

7·7

0

0

Behavlorial .SCiences

2

7.8

3

15.0

2

15.4

0

0

Teaching

1

3.8

0

0

2

15.4

3

75.0

Employee Training

5

26.9

5

25.0

2

15.3

0

0

15

65.4

13

65.0

7

54.1

3

75.0

Per
No. Cent

Business-Related
Management
Communication

1

Total
~jl8nagement

25.0

Development-

Related

Total

1 "Communication n work is any type of work which predOminately involves
handling or communicating with small i~9UPs.

Work experience in areas related to management development appears to be
more highly valued than formal education in the same areas.

Not only does ex-

perience in the former areas rank: as the first choice of the maj ority of

COll-

panies, but, as was not the case with formal education, it ranks above business
related experience as second, third, and fourth choices of the majority of companies.

When the tendency to favor management development-related work experience
over business-related work experience ia coupled with

50-50 division between

those favoring management development-related academic degrees and those favoring business-related academic degrees, a rather strong force is generated which
operates to professionalize management development.

This would not be the case

ir the selection of new employees were based entirely on educational prefer-

ences.

The pattern of work preference makes the difference.

The reasons for

this will become clear when it is recalled that of those companies which list
as first choice persons who have had experience in areas related to management
development, three out of fifteen look for persons whose experience (teaching
and behaviorial sciences) requires advanced degrees and is gained from outside
the business world.

Assuming that persons who have gained experience in man-

agement development-related areas by working in the business world are evenly
divided between those holding degrees in business-related and management development-related areas, the influx of persons (who generally possess advanced
management development-related degrees) from the teaching profession and the
behaviorial sciences will serve to increase steadily the number of persons in
management development who hold advanced degrees in areas related to management
development.
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2!.

Acce2tance

Formal

~ement

&

Development Programs

TOE Management.

The person filling out the questionnaire was requested to indicate on a sevenpoint scale that proportion of top management which believes that management
development programs contribute more to the companyt s welfare than they cost.
Thirty-nine companies tilled out this section.

Their answers are sUJJlmarized

below in Table XVII.
TABLE XVII
I

ACCEPl'ANCE OF FORMAL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
IN THmTY-NDlE OOMPANIES

Proportion ot
Top Managementl

Companies
Number

Per Cent

All

3

7.7

Most

26

66.7

5

12.8

4

10.2

1

2.6

I-f.ore Than One-Halt

Less Than One-Halt

110 company gave answers in the "few" or "none" category_
The

forego~

indica.tes that acceptance of formal

nIUl8.t;ement

programs by top management is at a sattsfactory level in
fourths ot the companies making reply to the question.

development

approxiJJl8~ly

three.

In t.he remaining one-

fourth of the companies, acceptance is at a more or les5 unsatiBfactor.y level.
Financial Stability.9! Formal Man.pent DevelOpment.

An important indi-

cator of the degree to which management development programs are considered

essential. to the companyts welfare is the extent to which the program budget is
advertisi~,

cut relative to other expenditures (such as researoh,

public rela-

tions, maintenance, etc.) when the company finds it necessary to economize.
question designed to determine this was included in
nine companies furnished answers to the question.

A

tm questionnaire. Thirty01.' these, the majority indi-

cated that the financial stability of management developJl8nt programs was
high or higher than other phases of company actiVity.

&8

Their answers are sua-

marized in Table XVIII.
TABLE XVnI
FINANCIAL STABILITY OF PROGRAMS III THIRTY-NINE COMPANIES

Companies
Amount of Reduction
Relative to Other Reductions
Number

Per Cent

No Reduction

4

10.3

Much Less

4

10.3

Slightly Less

2

5.1

24

61.5

Slightly More

3

7.7

Much More

2

5.1

Saute

There is a definite relationship between the acceptance

or

formal manage-

ment development programs by top management and their stability in times ot
financial retrenchment.

Companies which reported that all of top management

accepted the programs also reported

tha~~

no case were expenditures for pro-

grams reduced more than other company expenditures and, in m.ost

C&8e8,

thay

reported that they were reduced less.

halt or less

or

The companies which reported that one-

top management accepted the programs, also reported experienc

larger reductions in program expenditure than those made in the other areas ot
company operation.
The relationship between
as follows in the next table.

acceptabili~

and financial stability 1s shown

The acceptability and financial stability cats-

gories have been assigned numerical value.s with one equaling the least Mount
of acceptability and stability and six equaling the greatest amount of acceptability and stability.
TABlE XIX
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACCEPTABILITY AND\ FINANCIAL STABILITY
IN THIRTY-SEVEN COMPANIES
.

Averye StabUitl Score

Acceptance Score

2. .••••..••.••••..•••.•.•.••.•...•

1.0

). .•...•...•..•••..••.••.••......•

3.0

4. ...................•.•..........

).2

5. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3.5

6. .............•.....•.•.•.•.•....

,.0

When an economy drive is on, the training budget usually is hardest hit
in the area of outside programs.

In response to a question about the degree

to which expenditures tor outside programs are reduced relative to inside progr8.111S, thirty-six companies Answered as follows:

Seventeen (47.2%) reduce out-

lay tor outside programs to the same extent as tor inside programs} five (1).9%)
reported that expenditures tor inside programs are reduced to a greater extent
_..,.4 r

than those for outside programs;

howeye~;

fourteen (38.9%) said that expendi-

tures for outside programs are reduced more than those for inside programs.

9

Concludtnc Statement.

The great majority of companies who responded to

the questionnaire have formal management development programs.

Those with such

programs tended to become involved in a greater variety of inside programs than
outside programs.

Most companies rely to a greater extent upon outside organi-

zations to meet special or non-recurring needs t.han they do upon their own
training resources.

Conversely, most relied more heavily upon their own train-

ing organization to handle repeated programs than they did upon outside organi-

zatians.
The majority of companies which gave answers to questions about the evaluation of programs, indicated that they make efforts to evaluate both inside
and outside programs.

However, outside programs are evaluated with somewhat

less frequency than inside programs.

Whether or not a given program is repeat-

ed seems to be the single most. important. factor in detenrdning it will be
evaluated.
Of those companies which answered questions relating to acceptance ot
formal management development programs by top management, a majority indicated
that most of top management believe that management development programs contribute more to the welfare of the

compa~

than they cost.

The financial stability of manageD1ent developmnt programs depends close1¥'
upon their acceptance by top management.

In general, it appears to be equal t

or better than, that of other phases of company operation.

Companies in the

sample said, for the most part, that when expenses are cut generally, management development program budgets either are not cut as heavily as other itema
of expense or are cut the same.

It is interesting to note, however, that be_".4 r

tween inside and outside programs, the. lB. tter usually bear more than their
share of the reduction when expenses are cut.

CHAn'BR VIII
HlOCEDURAL EPPEOfiVilESS

In this chapter we will explore the procedural etfectiveness ot evaluation plans tound in the sample.

!he reader vill recall that, in order to be

completely ettective trom the standpoint ot procedure, an eTaluation plan
must:

(1) Braluate outside programs, vhere present; (2) eTaluate inside

programs, vhel'e present; U) eTaluate teaching methods when th4l1 are within
the control ot tbe OGapany, (_, use evaluational data as tbe basis tor decisions about whether to continue, modify. or discont1nue progrsu and teaching
methods.

l.eeping this 1n Itind ve v11l nov determine the procedural ettect1ve-

ness ot evaluation plans as they are used in connection vith inside programs,
outside programs, and teaching methods.
Outside Pr0seams.
programs they "aluate.

!hirty-tive coapanies reported which types ot outside
!he tollowing, '!'able XX, summarizes this intormation.
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TABLE XX

'l'rPES

or

OUTSIDE fftOORAMS IVALUATEl>

BY 'l'BlRft-'IVE COMPAIlES

'l'ype ot Program

Companies Have
Program

Companies Evaluate Program

10.

Per
Cent

10.

Per
Cent

Short Ad Hoc Programs

27

77.1

214

89.'

Short .epeated Programs

2,

65.7

22

95.7

Long Ad Hoc Programs

29

82.9

27

93.1

28

80.0

28

100.0

Long

---

Repeated Programs
Atter

8

soore ot ten is assigned to eech category ot programs and deduc-

t10ns ere made from that score 1n accordanoe w1th negative scores (shown in
fable I tound at page 62) wh1ch haye been adjusted to reflect the d1fferant
number ot oompanies in each ot the tour categories, we arrive at scores tor
procedural eftect1veness 1n eyaluat1ng outs1de

prOgrSIIS

as shown in Table XXI.
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TABLE XXI

fROCEDURA.L SCCIlES: BY'ALtJA'l'IOII
C'I OUTSIDE PROGRAMS BY THIRTr-I'IVE COMPANIES

'l'ype ot Program

--

Short Ad Boo

Short Repeated
Long

-Ad Hoo

Lons Repeated

Per Cent ot
Mean ot all
Prolrams
Reported

.egatlYe
Score

Average
Deduct10n
Per Program

1

,

.111

101.0

.112

.1'

85.8

.112

2

.1,8

108.0

.1"9

0

If

Adjusted

80.0

'.rotal Deduct10n

Deduc-

t10nsl

0

.'73

.et Score (10 - .'7')

9.627

lAdJusted deduotlon 1s calculated by add1ng negat1ve scores 1n a g1ven
category, d1viding them by the number ot oompanies having programs in that
category and mult1ply1ng the result by the percentage that the number at 0011panies 1n that category represented as compared with the average number ot
companies in all categories.
!he oouapanies 1n the sample, as shown by '!'able XXI, do an excellent job

ot 1nclud1ng all types ot outs1de programs 1n thelr eva1uational plans.

How-

ever, this 13 not the case when 1t comes to us1ng evaluat10nal data as the
bas1s tor asking de01s1ons about lIodity1ng or abandoning outs1de repeated
prograu.

'1'wenty-two compan1es reported evaluating short repeated outside

programs.

or

th1s number, only twelve (5".5_) use the eva1uatlonal data thus
"",4

r

obtained as the prlmary bas1s tor making major administrat1ve decisions about
the progralls.

!Went,r-eight companies reported evaluating long repeated
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outside programs.

only eighteen

(64.;~)

said tnat evaluation data trom this

source is used as tne primary basis for making maJor administrative decisions
about long repeated outside programs.
Atter a score ot ten is assigned to eacn category ot repeated outside
programs and deductions are lIade trom tnat score 1n accordance with negative
scores (shown in fable II tound at page 64) whicn nave been adjusted to retlect
the ditterent number ot compan1es in each category ot repeated outside programs,
we arrive at the net scores tor using evaluation data snown in fable XXII.
TABLE XXII

USE 01 IWALUA!IOI DATA PROM OU'l'SIDI PftOOllAMS
AS REPCIl'1'.ED BY '.fHIRft ...'IVI COJlPAIIlm

~ ot lean,
All Repeated
Programs
Reported

Adjusted
Deductionl

legat1ve
Score

Average
Deduction
Per Program

Short Repeated

4.'

1.95

88.0

1.72

Long Repeated

5.7

2.04

112.0

2.45

Type ot Program

'lotal Deduction

4.17

let Score (10 - 4.17)

5.8,

1 Adjusted deduction is calculated by adding negative scores in a given
category, d1viding them by tne number ot cOllpan1es having prograas 1n that
category and multiplying the result by the percentage that the number of companies 1n tnat category represented as compared with the average number ot
companies 1n all repeated program categories.

ivaluation

2! Inside Progralls.

~~ljY-n1ne

companies reported the types

ot inside programs they evaluate. !be tollowing table summarizes this intormation.
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TABLE XXIII
TYPES OF INSIDE PROORANS EVALUATED BY
'l'HIRTY -lINE COMPAIIES

Companies Heve
Program

Companies !va1uate Program

T.1pe of Progralll
tlo.

Per
Cent

10.

Per
Cent

Snort Ad Hoc Programs

29

74.1f

28

96.6

Snort Repeated Programs

'2

82.1

'2

100.0

Long Ad Hoc Programs

2'

59.0

22

95.7

'If

87.2

'2

91f.1

Long

---

lepeated Programs

., tollowing tne S81le procedure used to construct !able XXI, we arrive at
tne scores tor coverage ot inside programs summarized by !Bble XXIV.
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'fABLE XXIV
FROCEDtJRAL SCOUS: lWALUA'l'IOi Of
IISIDE PROCIRAJfS BY 'ftIDt'l'!'...nlx COMPAIIIS

legative
Score

'r1pe ot Program

--

Short Ad Hoc

1

Short

3

Repeated

--

Long Ad Boo

2

Long Repeated

.

Average
Deduction
Per Program
.0~5

Per Cent ot lean

at All Programs
Reported

98.3
0

0

Adjusted 1
Deduction

.03"
0

.0869

78.0

.068

.235

115.2

.271

'1'otsl ))eduotion

.373
9.627

let Soore (10 - .373)

lAdjusted deduction was calculated in the manner described in tootnote 1
to Table XXI.
Although the companies did

8

thorough Job of covering all tJpes ot inside

programs in their evaluational plans, they did not do so well ln putting
evaluation data to use ln .. king declslons about modltylng or abandoning inslde repeated programs.
repeated lnslde programs.

!b1rt1-two companies said that ther evaluate short

at thls number, onlr twentr (62.5.) said ther use

the evaluatlon data thus obtalned as the primary basls tor making important adminlstrative decislons about the programs.
evaluating long repeated lnside programs.

thirtr-two companies reported
Only

twenty-one(65.6.> said that

evaluatlon data trOll this source was us1td .res the prll1l8ry basis tor asking
lmportant adllin1stratlve decisions about long repeated 1nside programs.

9
'0110w1ng the same procedure used to construct !able XXII, we arr1ve at
the procedural scores tor use ot evaluat10n data ot repeated 1ns1de programs
shown below 1n Table XXV.
TABLE XXV
USE 01 IVALUAnOI DATA PlOIi IJ(SIDE
PROOIlAKS AS REPOilTED BY THIRft-IID OOMPAHIBS

Per Oent ot Kean,
All Repeated
Programs
aeported

legeUve
Score

Average
Deduction
Per Program

Short Repeated

4.,

1.61

100.0

1.61

Long Repeated

5.7

1.96

100.0

1.96

Type ot
Program

Total Deduct10n
.et Score (10 -

Adjusted
Deduct1on1

3.57

'.57)

6.43

lAdJusted deduct10n was calculated 1n the manner described in tootnote 1
to '!'able XXII.
Compar1sons

!t Procedural IttectlTeness, Inside !2! Outslde Pr0i!8ms.

Deductions II8de in the tlrst two sect10ns ot this chapter tor failure to
evaluate specified types ot outside and 1nside programs are 3umm2rized below.
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TABLE XXVI

COJlPARISOllS BE'NiD DEDUCTIOIS MADE FOR

FAILURE TO lNALUA!E IISID! AID OU'l'SIDE PROGRAMS

Adjusted
Deduction
outside
Progralll

Adjusted
Deduction
Inside 2
Prograll

Short Ad Hoc

.112

.0,4

Short lepeated

.112

'1'1pe ot Prograll

--

--

Long Itepeated

0

!atsl
let Score (10 -

.'7'

.078
.112

0

.149

Long Ad Hoc

Ditterence, OUtside
Minus Ins1de
Deduct10ns

.068

.081

.271

-.271

.'7'
9.627

·'7'
9.627

l!aken trom Table XXI.
2Taken trOll Table XXIV.
It is evident that companies have a greater tendency to evaluate short
ad hoc,
_.........

short repeated and long ad hoc
- inside programs than they do to

evalu'te corresponding types ot outside programs.
true ot long repeated progralls.

However, the reverse is

!he upshort is that procedural soores tor in-

cluding ins1de and outside programs in evaluat10nal plans were the salle.
We are confronted with a ditterent situat1on, however, when we compere
the number ot companies whioh reported putt1ng to use evaluation data trom
outside programs with those reporting on the same subject tor inside
''''~.

r

programs.

In this case, eva11.l.attOl:181 data from inside programs are used as

the basis for important administrative decisions more often than are those
from outside programs.

Comparisons between procedural scores in this area

for inside and outside programs are shown in the following table identified
as

Table XXVII.
TABLE XXVII
COMPARISONS BETWEEN DEDUCTIONS MADE FOR
FAILURE TO PUT TO USE EVALUATIONAL DATA FROM INSIDE
AND OUTSIDE PROGRAMS

Type

Adjusted
Deduction
Inside
Program 2

Adjusted
Deducti.on
outside
Programl

of Prograrl!

Difference, Outside
Minus Inside
Deductions

- -..-----------.-f'------+------+---------Short Repeated

1. 72

I

Long Repeated
,
2.45
_______ ._~c____c_ _L___._ _

I

1.61

.11

.49

+_--_-+_--------

4.17

Total

I!

.60

3.57

,
6.43
(10 - 4.17 and 10 - 3.57)
~,
______"________
___ __----Y_____
Net Scores
~

~~.~

~

_ & _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lTaken from Table XXII.
2Taken from Table XXV.
'lbe tendency for companies to use the findings of evaluations made of
inside programs as the basis for administrative decisions more often than
they do evaluations of outside programs gives an edge to the procedural e1:fectiveness scores for inside programs over those for outside programs.
'ftle total average net score for lnsld,~_ Jfrograms of all companies 1s 16.057
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out of a max1mum poss1ble score at twenty as compared w1th

1~.~57

tor out-

s1de programs.
Evaluat10n

2! !eaChing Methods, Procedural. Party-three companies

turn1shed intormation relat1ve to the evaluat10n at teach1ng methods.
th1s number, th1rty-two

(74.4~)

and eleven (25.5.) sa1d that

or

sa1d that they evaluate teaohing methods

they

do not.

or

those oompanies who sa1d that

they evaluate teaching methods, twenty-two (68.8.) sa1d that they used the
results at their evaluations as the basis tor admin1strative decisions relating to chang1ng, continuing, or moditying teaching methods.

!be remain-

1ng ten companies (,1.2_) said that th8J did not use evaluation data tor
this purpose.

!r assigning ten points tor evaluating teaching methods and ten points
tor putting the evaluation data to use and making deduotions (weighted to
retlect the number at companies 1n eaoh oategory) tor ta11ure to make or use
evaluat1ons, we t1nd that the net prooedural soares tor thirty-two companies
in th1s area are:

iYaluation ot teaohing methods, 7.44, and use ot evalua-

tion data, 6.87.
Prooedural Soores, !btal.

Dr

cons1dering and weighing answers ot oom-

panies to speoitic categorles ot questlons (without regard to the tact that
certain companies may not have supplied answers to all relevant categorles),
we f1nd that the total average procedural score based on answers to all
relevant categor1es ot questions is 44.8 points out of
polnts.

8

poss1ble sixty

However, the average procedural soore tor thirty-nine oompanies,

each ot which supplied answers to all relevant oategorles ot questlons, is

100

~?1 po1nts out of a }:08s1ble sixty pol~1ts ,1

'nle distribution of these com-

panies, by procedural scores, is shown in Table XXVIII which follows immedlately.
TABLE XXVIII
DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEDURAL SCORES
FOR THIRTY -NINE COMPANIES

Companies
"'- ...

Procedural Score Ranges

Number

--

.56 - 60

13

:B.3

51 - 55

0

0

46

- 50

4

10.3

41 - 45

2

4.1

36 - 40

6

15.~

31 - 35

0

0

26 - 30

7

17.9

21 - 25

0

16 - 20

1

6

I

1

II

11 - 15

6 - 10
1

-

I
I
I

0

15.4

2.6

~t

0

0

t

0

39

II

100.0

0

.,I

5

"Total

. .......

-,..--~

.....
1

Per Cent

-

,--

...

I

These scores were computed for each individual company in accordance
with the equations found on page 60~.r
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As shown by the table of

di~tribution,

ponies 3cored 1n the top range.

relat1ve large proport1on of com-

~

!he rema1ning companies were w1dely and

fa1rly evenly distributed throughout the var10us soore ranges.
Concluding Statement.

It appears that once a g1ven oompany decides to

evaluate f0l'1ll81 manogement development programs, 1t includes in 1ts evalut10n

plan almost all types of 1ns1de

length or nature (repeated or Rd hoC}.

'1'0

--

outs1de programs regardless of

~nd
fl

le~H3er,

but st111 sUDstantial

extent, 1t w1ll 1nclude teach1ng methods 1n the plan.
!here

i~

not

AS

great a tendency to U3e evaluation results as the

basis tor making administrative dec1sions relative to prograMS and teach1ng
methods.

Of those coapanies which reported evaluating Doth short Bnd long

repeated outside programs, only

54.4~

and

64.3~,

respectively, said that

they use evaluation data thus obtained as the primary basis for such decis10ns.

Of those companies which reported evaluating both short and long re-

peated inside programs, a somewhat greater proport10n,

62.5~

and

65.6~,

respectively, said that evaluation data are used as the primary basis tor administrative decisions.
Answers given by companies about the use ot data from evaluations made

ot teach1ng methods display a sim1lar pattern.
evaluate teaching methods, only

68.8~

or

those companies which

sa1d thAt evaluation data are used as

the primary basis for administrative decisions about particular teaching
methOds.
!he average procedural score for companies wh1ch furnished answers to
all 4uestions bearing upon procedure

WAS

rather low--42.8 points out of a

possible 60 points or, to put it anotherrway, 7l.,~ of the possible maximum
score.

It is noteworthy, however, that one-third of the companies earned

procedural scores ranging from fifty-six to sixty, the maximum.
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This sug-

gests that there may be a single factor or a group of closely related
factors at work to produce a rather well-marked division between the
evaluational effectiveness of certain groups of companies.
thesis, this possibility will be discussed more fully.

Later in the

CHAPTER IX

TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS
The technical effectiveness of evaluation techniques will be discussed
in this chapter.

The reader will recall that a system was established in

Chapter VI by which techniques used to evaluate programs are rated according
to their effectiveness 1n measur1ng atta1nment of:

(1) Acceptance of the

program by the part1cipants; (2) transmission of information to the participants; and (3) on-the-job improvements resulting from tbe program.

Tech-

niques of evaluating teaching methods were rated according to their capacity
to determ1ne the effect of teach1ng methods upon learning by the partioipant.
Using data taken from ratings, the effectiveness of evaluat10n teohniques
will be d1soussed; first, as they relate to outside programs; seoondly, as
they relate to inside programs; third, as they relate to both inside and outs1de programs; and fourth, as they relate to teach1ng methods.
Thirty-seven compan1es reported the types of techniques
they use to evaluate outside programs part1cipated 1n by them. l The followouts1de Programs.

ing table (Table XXIX) g1ves the d1str1bution of answers according to
techn1ques.

1

The discrepancy between the number of oompanies which reported types of
outs1de programs evaluated and the number of companies which reported
techniques used to evaluate outside programs is accounted for by the fact that
one company with outside programs failed to specify which types it evaluates
although it reported the techniques used ~o evaluate them.
~r
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TABLE XXIX
OUTSIDE PROGRAM EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
REPORTED BY THIRTY-SEVEN COMPANIES·

Companies
Technique
Number

Per Cent

Te:3ting P8rticipants Before Commencing and
After Completing Program (No Control Group)

8

22.2

Te:.;ting Participant" Before Commencing and
After Completing Program (Control Group)

2

5.6

Measurement of Job Performance Before and
After Attending Program (No Control Group)

11

30·5

Rating of Program by PartiCipants

37

100.0

Rating by Superiors of Participants' Improvement
in Job Performance After Attending Program
(No Control Group)

31

83.8

6

16.2

Rating by Peers of Participants' Improvement in
Job Performance After Attending Program
(No Control Group)

Two fact;) become immediately evident.

First, the average company employs

not one, but several techniques (2.5 to be exact) to evaluate outside
programs.

Secondly, the techniques most favored are those which are farthest

removed from the controlled experiment type.

The latter characteristic will

become more evident when the techniques are rated according to their ability
to measure progress toward the three general program criteria.
Using the technical rating ~3ystem discussed
at pages 67 and 68 of Chapter
r
4,·~

VI, it was found that the above companies averaged 2.9 out of a possible score
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of three for techniques used to measure the "acceptability II criterion; . '7 out
of a possible score of three for techniques used to measure the "transmission
of information" criterion; and. 7 out of a possible score of three for
techniques used to measure the "improvement in job performance" criterion.
The distribution of the scores are shown in Table XXX.
TABLE XXX
DISTRIBUTION BY CRITERION OF TECHNICAL SCORES
ASSIGNED TO EVALUATION METHODS FOR OUTSIDE PROGRAMS
REPORTED BY THIRTY-SEVEN COMPANIES

Number and Per Cent of Companies
Earning Specified Scores

Criterion

.5

0

Acceptability
Transmission of
Information
Improvement in Job
Performance

1

%

1

2

3

2·7

36 97.3

28 75.7

9 24.3

5 13.6

19 51.6

11

29.8

2

5.4

Table XXX indicates that nearly all of the companies studied make efforts
to determine whether outside programs are acceptable to the participants.
Moreover, a good proportion make an effort to see to what extent the programs
have resulted in improved job performance.

However, rather few make serious

efforts to find out how much information is transmitted to the participants.
The average score for

thirty-sev~»~ ~ompanies

on methods reported by them

as being used to evaluate outside programs is 4.3 out of a possible nine
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points.

The distribution of the scores by numbers of companies is shown next

in Table XXXI.
TABLE XXXI
DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL SCORES
FOR OUTSIDE PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODS
REPORTED BY THIRTY-SEVEN COMPANIES

Score

Companies
Per Cent
Number

9.0

0

0

8.5

0

0

8.0

2

5.4

7.5

0

0

7. 0

7

18.9

6.5

1

2.7

6.0-4.5

0

0

4.0

5

13.5

3.5

18

48.6

3.0

4

10.8

2.5-.5

0

0

Here we find that scores tend to cluster at two distinct points above
and below the mean.

The upper cluster is somewhat smaller than the lower and

the two are separated by a considerable distance .
.....4

Inside Programs.

r

Forty-one companies described the techniques used by

them to evaluate inside programs.

The following table (Table XXXII) gives
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the distribution of answers according to evaluation techniques mentioned.
TABLE XXXII
INSIDE PROGRAM EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
REPORTED BY FORTY-ONE COMPANIES

Companies
Technique
Number

Per Cent

15

36.6

3

7.4

Measurement of Job Performance Before and After
Attending Program (No Control Group)

16

39.0

Measurement of Job Performance Before and After
Attending Program (Control Group)

2

4.9

Rating of Program by Participants

38

92.7

Rating by Superiors of Participants' Improvement in
Job Performance After Attending Program (No
Control Group)

38

92.7

Testing Participants Before Commencing and
After Completing Program (No Control Group)
Testing Participants Before Commencing and
After Completing Program (Control Group)

Rating by Peers of Participants' Improvement in
Job Performance After Attending Program (No
Control Group)

7

As shown by Table XXXII, the average company uses 2.9 separate techniques
in connection with its evaluation of inside programs (.4 more than are used in
connection with outside programs).

Although the majority of methods listed by

companies as being used to evaluate outside programs are of the informal or
non-experimental type, there appears t~·te a greater tendency to use
techniques of the controlled experiment type than was present with outside

lOS

programs.
After inside program evaluation techniques were graded in accordance
with the technical rating system (see page 67), it was found that companies
averaged 2.8 points out of a possible score of three for techniques used to
measure the "acceptability" criterion; 1.1 points out of a possible score of
three for techniques used to measure the "transmission of information"
criterion; and .9 point out of a possible score of three for techniques used
to measure the "improvement in job performance" criterion.

The distribution

of these scores is shown in Table XXXIII.
TABLE XXXIII
DISTRIBUTION BY CRITERION, OF TECHNICAL SCORES
FOR EVALUATION METHODS OF OUTSIDE PROGRAMS
REPORTED BY FORTY-ONE COMPANIES

Number and Per Cent of Companies
Earning Specified Scores
Criterion

Acceptability
Transmission of
Information
Improvement in
Job Performance

0

%

3

7.3

.5

%

1

%

2

%

26 63.4
2

4.9

3

%

38

92.7

15 36.6
21

51.2 14

34.1

2

4.8

2

4.S

Data in the table indicate that nearly all companies made efforts to
determine (1) whether inside programs are acceptable to the participants and
-..,.~.

,r

(2) what contribution inside programs made to improvement in job performance.
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A substantial minority also made attempts to find out how much information was
transmitted to the participants by the programs.
The average score of forty-one companies for methods reported by them as
being used to evaluate inside programs is 4.8 points out of a possible nine
points.

The distribution of the scores by numbers of companies is shown next

in Table XXXIV.
TABLE XXXIV
DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL SCORES
FOR INSIDE PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODS
REPORTED BY FORTY-ONE COMPANIES

Companies
Score
Number

Per Cent

9.0

3

7.3

8.5

0

0

8.0

1

2.4

7.5

0

0

7.0

7

17.1

6.5

4

9.7

1

2.4

5.5-4.5

0

0

4.0

6

14.6

3.5

17

41.4

3.0

1

2.4

2.5-1.5

0

0

6.0

1.0
.5

I

.".~.

""1
0

2.4
0
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Again we find that scores tend to cluster at rather widely separated
points above and below the mean.
Compari:30ns of Technical Effectiveness, outside

~

Inside Programs.

Evaluation techniques, by type, reported by companies in the sample and the
percentage of companies reporting the use of each technique to evaluate inside
and outside programs are shown in Table XXXV.
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TABLE XXXV
PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES USING SPECIFIED ~~ALUATION TECHNIQUES
IN CONJUNCTION WITH OUTSIDE AND INSIDE PROGRAMS

Per Cent
outside
Progrnms l

Technique

Testing Participants Before Commencing and
After Completing Program (No Control
Group)

22.2

Testing Participants Before CommenCing and
After Completing Program (Control
Group)

5.6

Measurement of Job Performance Before and
After Attending Program (No Control
Group)

30.5

Measurement of Job Performance Before and
After Attending Program (Control
Group)

o

Rating of Program by Participants

Per Cent Difference,
Inside 2 Inside MiProgram::; nus Outside

36.6

14.~

1.8

8.5

39.0

4.9

100.0

-8.3

Rating by Superiors of Participants' Improvement in Job Performance After
Attending Program (No Control Group)

86.1

6.6

Rating by Peers of Participants' Improvement in Job Performance After
Attending Program (No Control Group)

16.2

1.8

lData taken from Table XXIX found at page 104.
2Data taken from T8ble XXXII found at page 107.
The data in Table XXXV indicate two things:
'.",.~

First, that companies use

r

fewer techniques to evaluate outside programs than they use to evaluate inside
programi3 and, secondly, that they use more techniques of the controlled
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experiment type when evaluating inside programs than when evaluating outside
programs.
In connect1on with the tirst point, it was tound that wh1le the average
company uses 2.5 types of methods to evaluate outside programs, 1t uses 2.9
type3 to evaluate ins1de programs.
was found that while

12.,_ ot

In connect1on with the second point, it

the companies reported us1ng controlled experi-

ment type methods to evaluate inside programs, only 5.6_ use the same methods
to evaluate outside programs.

Moreover, the tendency to use less exacting

methods to evaluate outside programs holds true tor individual companies which
reported types ot methods used to evaluate both inside and outside programs
well as tor all companies which reported methods used to evaluate outside
progrs_ • '!his 1s portrayed by Table XXXVI.

9S
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TABLE XXXVI
EVALUATION TECHNIQUES REPORTED BY THIRTY-FIVE COMPANIES
WHICH EVALUATE BO'm INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PftOORAMS

Companies Use
Same Technique
for Both Types
of Programs

Companies Use
Technique
for Inside
Program Cllly

Technique

Companies Use
Technique for
OUtside
Program Only

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Testing Participants,
(No Control Group)

7

20.0

6

17.1

1

2.9

Testing Participants,
(Control Group)

0

0

2

5.7

2

5.7

Measurement of Job Performance (No
Control Group)

7

20.0

4

11.4

2

5.7

Measurement of Job Performance (Control
Group)

0

0

2

5.7

0

0

Rating by Participants

33

94.3

0

0

1

2.9

Rating by Superiors

30

85.7

3

8.6

0

0

5

14.3

0

0

0

0

Rating b,. Peers

When methods used by companies to evaluate inside and outside programs
were compared, it was found that latter

me~

were somewhat more effective

in measuring the "acceptabllity" criterion, but considerably less effective
in measuring "transmission of information" and "improvement in job perform_ .... 4

ance" oriteria.

r

This information is summarized in Table XXXVII.
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TABLE XXXVII
AVERAGE TECHNICAL SCOltES, BY CRITERION.
FOR TECHNIQUES USED TO EVALUATE
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PROGRAKS

Criterion

Average Score.
Techniques.
Inside Programs
(N

= 41)

Average Score.
Techniques.
Outside Programs
(N

= 37)

Weighted
Average,
All Techniques
(N :

78)

Acceptabllity

2.8

2.9

2.8

Transmission of
Information

1.1

.7

.9

Improvement Job
Performance

.9

.7

.8

When the distribution of scores of individual companies for methods used
to evaluate inside and outside programs are compared, it is found that while
both cluster at roughly the same levels. a greater proportion of scores for
methods used to evaluate inside programs are at the higher level than tbat of
scores for inside program evaluation methods.

This is shown in Table XXXVIII.
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TABLE XXXVIII
DIS'DUBUTIOH OF TECHNICAL SCORES FOR
OU'l'SIDE AND INSIDE PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODS

Score

Per Cent
Outs1de

Per Cent
Ins1de

Ind1v1d~al

Ind1v1d~al

Scores

Scores

9.0

0

7.3

8.5

0

0

8.0

5.4

2.4

7.5

0

0

7.0

18.9

17.1

6.5

2.7

9.7

6.0

0

2.4

5.5-4.5

0

0

4.0

13.5

14.6

3.5

48.6

41.4

3.0

10.8

2.4

2.5-1. 5

0

0

1.0

0

2.4

.5

0

0

lData taken from Table XXXI found at page 106.

2Dat & taken from Table XXXIV found at page 109.
The average scores for methods used to evaluate outs1de and 1ns1de programs, respect1vely, are 4.3 po1nts and 4.7 po1nts. The average score for
outs1de program evaluat10n methods 1s 47.8~ of the max1mum poss1ble score
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while that for inside program evaluation techniques is
possible score.

52.2~

of the maximum

The weighted average of scores for all techniques used to

evaluate both inside and outside programs is 4.5 --

50~

of the maximum possible

score.
Evaluation of Teaching Methods.

Most companies tend to use more than one

technique to evaluate teaching methods (the average number of techniques used
is 1.5).

The majority ot companies which described the techniques used by them

to evaluate teaching methods, rely primarily upon ratings of methods by participants.

Others simply use test results, without control groups, as indica-

tors of the effectiveness of a given method.

A somewhat smaller group makes

comparisons on the basis of test results between two or more teaching methods.
A very small number reported using ratings made by instructors or outside observers to evaluate teaching methods.

Table XXXIX gives complete information

about the use of various evaluation techniques by the companies in the sample.
T~EXXXIX

TYPES OF TEACHING METHOD EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
REPORTED BY THIRTY-TWO COMPANIES

Companies
Technique
Number

~r ~nt

Testing (No Comparisons)

9

19.1

Testing (Comparisons)

5

10.6

31

66.0

1

2.2

1

2.2

Rating by PartiCipants (No Comparisons)
Rating by Instructor (No Comparisons)

-r

Rating by Outside Observers (Comparisons)
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Techniques used to evaluate teaching methods were rated in accordance with
the system described at page 66, Chapter VI.

The following table (XL) gives

the distribution of rating scores for teaohing method evaluation tecaniques.
TABLE XL
DIS'l'lUBUTION OF SCORES F<1l TEAClUNG
METHOD EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
OF 'l'HIllTY-TWO COMPANIES

Companies
Score
Number
9

5

15.6

4

6

18.8

3

1

3.1

2

2

6.2

1

18

56.3

Technical Scores, Total.
Ch~pter

VI,

Per Cent

ay applying the equation found at page 67,

to the raw technical scores awarded to each company on the basis

of the effectivenss of methods used to evaluate inside and outside programs
and teaching methods, we arrive at an average combined technical score of
11.9 for the group.

ay multiplying this result by 2.2, the number needed to

convert the maximum raw technical score to sixty (the maximum procedural
score), and dividing that by forty-one, the maximum number of companies in
any single technical category, we arrive at a converted average technical
score for the group of 26.2 points out of a possible maximum score of aixty.
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This means that, as a whole, companies in the sample made technical scores
equal to 43.7% ot the maximum possible technical score.
The distribution ot individual companies in the sample by converted technical scores is contained in Table XLI.
TABLE XLI
DISTRIBUTION OF CONVERTED TECHNICAL SCORES
OF FORTY-ONE COMPANIES

Companies
Score Range
Number

Per Cent

56-60

0

0

51-55

1

2.4

46-50

1

2.4

41-45

2

4.9

36-40

3

7.3

31-35

6

14.6

26-30

4

9.8

21-25

7

17.2

16-20

14

34.1

11-15

2

4.9

6-10

0

0

1-5

1

2.4

We see again (to a lesser extent than was true tor scores ot outside and
'''''~.

,r

inside program evaluation techniques considered separately) a cluster ot
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scores above the mean and a somewhat larger

cl~ster

below the mean.

In the

next chapter the significance of the clustering of scores will be examined
and, if possible, explained.
Concludin~

statement.

The preceding mass of statistics (which admittedly

makes for dull reading) can be distilled to form a composite picture of the
technical effectiveness of the average company'S evaluation plan.
The average company which evaluates formal management development programs
appears to be concerned primarily with whether the programs are acceptable to
the participants and the degree to which the programs affect job performance.
It is markedly less concerned about the amount of information transmitted by
the programs to the participants.

The lack of emphasis on the "transmission

of information" criterion is, in the author's opinion, a serious defect inasmuch as it ignores one of the most important ways by which the weaknesses of
any program can be identified and remedied.
The evaluation techniques which the average company uses to measure
achievement of the "acceptab1lity" criterion are quite adequate.

Likewise,

when it decides to measure achievement of the "transmission of information"
criterion, it usually selects adequate instruments for this purpose; however, more likely than not, it will make no effort to measure the effectiveness of programs in terms of this criterion.

It usually makes an effort to

see how programs have affected job performance; however, the tools it selects
for this purpose are frequently inadequate.
The average company often takes more pains when it is evaluating inside
programs than it does when evaluating outside programs.

It will use a wider

variety of evaluation techniques and tno{e techniques are likely to be more
effeotive than the ones it will use to evaluate outside programs.
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The average company

usual~

makes an effort to evaluate teaching methods.

However, the techniques selected usually will do no more than tell whether a
particular method meets a predetermined standard.

They will not, as a rule,

show which of two or more methods is superior for teaching a given subject
matter.
To conclude:

Those who have charge of management development programs

in the average company do an excellent job of determining whether programs arE
acceptable and display much activity aimed at showing the results achieved by
the programs (however, the activity often involves the use of such imprecise
techniques that in most cases they will not really show to what extent a
given program has improved work performance); but they neglect those techniques which will disclose areas where programs or teaching methods can be
improved.
At the risk of reading too much into the data, the author would say that
the typical training department is overly concerned with seeing that its programs are highly acceptable and that others are led to believe that the
programs improve work performance and that this overemphasis often leads to
the neglect of those kinds of eValuations which produce improvements in programs and teaching methods.
company.

The foregoing is not true, of course, of every

A good many make earnest attempts, not only to see whether programs

are a success, but to see where they may be improved.
appear to be the case for the average company.

However, this does not

CHAPTER X
FINAL SCORES AND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VARIOUS FACTORS
AND ACCEPTANCE AND FINANCIAL STABILITY OF PROGRAMS
In this chapter we shall attempt to draw together in common relationship
many of the isolated facts which have come to light in the preceding sections
of the thesis.

First, we shall examine the combined effectiveness scores for

evaluational plans of companies in the sample.

Next we shall see what relation,

i f any, exists between the employment of persons with advanced degrees on re-

sponsible positions in management development, the use of effective evaluation
plans and the acceptance and financial stability of formal management development programs.

Third, we shall determine what sort of relationship exists be-

tween the effectiveness of evaluational plans and the acceptance and stability
of formal management development programs.

Finally, we shall see what connec-

tions exist between recruitment policies followed by management development
departments, the effectiveness of evaluational plans and formal program acceptance and stability.
Relationship Between Procedural and Converted Technical Scores.

Companies

which scored in the top range for procedural scores tended strongly to earn
high converted technical scores.

Those who scored in the lower ranges for pro-

cedural scores tended strongly to earn low converted technical scores.

Those

who scored in the intermediate ranges for procedural scores tended to score in
the intermediate converted technical score ranges, but not necessarily in accordance with their standing in the procedural score ranges.
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The following,
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Table XLII, summarizes this information.
TABLE XLII
AVERAGE CONVERTED TECHNICAL SCORES FOR FORTY COMPANIES
DISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO PROCEDURAL SCORES

Procedural Score
Range

Number of
Companies

Average Technical
Score

56 - 60

14

34.5

51 - 55

0

0

46 - 50

4

21.8

41 - 45

3

28.0

36 - 40

6

26.3

31 - 35

0

0

26 - 30

6

19.7

21 - 25

0

0

16 - 20

6

20.9

11 - 15

1

28.0

1 - 10

0

0

The average combined score (procedural score plus converted technical
score) for forty companies was 67.8 points out of a possible 120 points or
56.5% of the maximum possible· score.
The distribution of combined scores indicates a clustering of scores above
and below the mean with the cluster above the mean being slightly smaller than
the one below the mean.

The

clusterin&,~1ffect,

however, is not as pronounced

as it was for the distributions of procedural and converted-technical scores
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considered separately.

Table XLIII shows too distribution of combined scores.
TABLE XLIII

DISTRIBUTION OF COMBINED SCORES FOR FORTY COMPANIES

Companies
Combined Score Ranges
Number

Per Cent

100 - 110

1

2.5

101 - 105

1

2.5

96 -100

1

2.5

91 - 95

3

7.5

86 - 90

2

5.0

Bl - B5

6

15.0

76 - Bo

2

5.0

71 - 75

1

2.5

66 - 70

3

7.5

61 - 65

3

7.5

56 - 60

1

2.5

51 - 55

3

7.5

46 - 50

7

17 .5

41 - 45

1

2.5

36 - 40

2

5.0

31 - 35

1

2.5

26 - 30

0

0

2

5.0

0

0

21 - 25
1 - 20

-".~_

r
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Relationship Between Advanced Degrees and Other Factors.

The combined

scores for companies which reported the percentage of persons with advanced degrees holding responsible positions in management development extended from the
score ranges 21-25 to 106-1100

There was a definite progression in the average

percentage of persons holding advanced degrees as the scores went from the lowest score range to the highest score range.

The companies which fell in the

combined score range 21-50 filled, on the average, 18.3% of their more important positions in management development with persons holding advanced degrees.
The companies which fell in the combined score range 51-85, filled 19.1% of
these pOSitions with persons holding advanced degrees.

Companies which fell in

the score range 86-110, used persons with advanced degrees to fill 29.1% of
their more important management development positions.
The relationship between percentage of degrees and scores, however, is an
erratic one.

Many of the companies with a high percentage of persons holding

advanced degrees did not score significantly above the mean scores for all companies and, in fact, scored below the mean scores in a number of instances.
Other companies with a relatively low percentage of persons holding advanced
degrees scored very high.

There is little evidence of systematic progression

in scores based upon the percentage of persons holding advanced degrees.
XLIV shows this in detail.

Table
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TABLE XLIV
DISTRIBUTION.;1 OF SIXTEEN COMPANIES BY
PERCENTAGE OF ADVANCED DEGREES AND PROCEDURAL,
CONVERTED.TECHNICAL, AND COMBINED SCORES

--

Scores
Percentage
With Advanced
Degrees

Number

Procedural
(Mean = 46.6)

Converted
Techp.1cal
(Mean = 27.5)

-Combip..ed
(M.sa n III' 't!
.,\
I ~".,. J
.""""-~

2

40

18.7

68.7

- 90

0

0

0

0

71 - 81

2

60

32.5

92.5

61

- 70

0

0

0

0

51

- (-50

2

60

28.6

88.6

1

30

19.8

49.8

0

0

0

0

36 - 40

1

50

39.6

89.6

31 - 35

2

45

26.4

77:...1.1-

26 - ~,O

1

15

30.8

4 5.8

25

0

0

16 - 20

1

- 15

6 - 10

91 - 100
81

46 - 50
41 - 4 5

21 -

11

1 -

5

i
\

0

0

60

44.0

104.0

0

0

0

0

2

60

24.2

84.2

2

30

22.0

52.0

,

....",,.,.."-,

""'~".
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It appears that the most important factor involved in earning high scores
is not the percentage of persons holding advanced degrees used to fill the more
important management development positions, but instead, is whether anyone with
an advanced degree is used to fill any of the more important pos i tions • When
the average scores for all companies who have persons with advanced degrees are
compared with those for companies who do not have persons with advanced

degree~

it is found that the former group scores Significantly higher in all respects
than the latter.

Table XLV shows this relationship in detailo
TABIE XLV
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE SCORES OF SIXTEEN
COMPANIES HAVING PERSONS WITH ADVANCED
DEGREES WITH THOffi OF NINETEEN COMPANIES
HAVING NO PERSONS 'WITH ADVANCED DEGREES

Average Scores
Companies

Number
Procedural

Converted
Technical

Combined

All

35

42.1

26.2

67.8

With Degrees

16

46.6

27.5

74.1

Without Degrees

19

38.8

24.0

62.8

7.8

3.5

11.2

Difference

In terms of percentages, companies with persons holding advanced degrees

scored 20% higher in procedural scores, 14.6% higher in converted-technical
scores and 17.8% higher in combined sCQ~~ than companies without persons holding advanced degrees.
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This difference in scores does not appear to have any effect upon the acceptance of formal management development programs by top management or the
financial stability of such programs.

The average acceptance score (with one

equaling least acceptable and and six, most acceptable) was 4.7 and the average
financial stability score (with one equaling least stable and six, most stable)
was 3.4 for both companies with and without persons holding advanced degrees.
Relationship Between Effective Evaluational Plans and Program Acceptance
~

Stability.

Those companies which scored in the upper one-fifth and one-

half ranges for procedural scores showed a moderate tendency towards higher
acceptance of formal management development programs by top management.

The

programs of those which scored in the upper one-fifth showed a slight tendency
to be more financially stable than those which scored in the remaining fourfifths.

These data are summarized in Table XLVI.
TABLE XLVI
ACCEPTANCE SCORES OF THIRTY-NINE COMPANIES AND
FINANCIAL STABILITY SCORES OF THIRTY-SEVEN
COMPANIES BY PROCEDURAL SCORE STANDINGS

~<, "Acceptance

/

Stability

Group
Score

% Above
Lower Group

Score

% Above
Lower Group

Upper One-Fifth

5.0

8.7

3.4

3.0

Lowest One-Fifth

4.6

-

3.3

-

Upper One-Half

4.8

4.4

3.6

Lower One -Half

4.6

-

3.6

Average Scores

4 .. 7

'''''~,

r

3.5

0

-
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The position of companies in the converted-technical score standings had
little to do with the acceptance of management development programs.

In fact,

the two are so unrelated that those companies which scored in the highest and
lowest fifths in converted-technical score standings had the same average acceptance scores and the average acceptance scores of both were above the mean
for all acceptance scores.
stability of programs.

However, it appeared to have some effect upon the

Those companies which scored in the upper one-fifth

showed somewhat greater stability than those in the lowest one-fifth.

Never-

theless, this is only a very slight tendency as attested to qy the fact that
both the upper and lower fifths were below the mean stability score and that
the program stability of companies scoring in the upper one-half in converted
technical score standing was actually three per cent lower than that of companies scoring in the lower one-half.

Table XLVII summarizes these data.

TABLE XLVII
ACCEPTANCE SCORES OF THIRTY-NINE COMPANIES AND
FINANCIAL STABILITY SCORES OF THIRTY-SEVEN COMPANIES
BY CONVERTED-TECHNICAL SCORE STANDINGS

Acceptance

Stability

Group

% Above
Lower Group

Score

1

Score

% Above
Lower Group

0

3.3

6.0

Upper One-Fifth

4.9

Lowest One-Fifth

4.9

-

3.1

-

Upper One-Half

4.7

0

3.4

-3.0

Lower One -Half

4.7

-

3.5

-

Average Scores

4.7

I

Ir

""~I

3.5

"1
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The reader will recall that combined scores represent the effectiveness of
the complete evaluational plan considered in all its relevant aspects.

There

was found to exist a strong relationship between high combined scores and program acceptance and stability.

The relationship between combined scores and

program acceptance is quite evident at all combined score levels.

However, it

is evident between combined scores and program stability only at the highest
and lowest combined score levels.

Here we find that companies which scored in

the highest one-fifth for the combined score standings scored significantly
higher, both above the program stability mean for all companies and the program
stability mean for companies scoring in the lowest one-fifth of the combined
scores standings.

Conversely, those companies which scored in the lowest one-

fifth of the combined score standings also scored significantly below the program stability mean for all companies.

It should be noted, however, that there

were no significant differences in stability scores between companies which
ranked in the upper half of the combined score standings and those which ranked
in the lower half.

These data are summarized in Table XLVIII.
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TABLE XLVIII
ACCEPTANCE SCORES OF THIRTY-NINE COMPAN IES AND
FINANCIAL STABILITY SCORES OF THIRTY-SEVEN
COMPANIES BY COMBINED SCORE STANDINGS

Acceptance

Stability

Group
Score

% Above
Lower Group

Score

% Above
Lower Group

Upper One-Fifth

5.3

12.8

3.7

12.1

Lower One-Fifth

4.7

-

3.3

-

Uppe r One -Half

4.8

4.4

3.5

Lower One-Half

4.6

-

3.5

Average Scores

4.7

0

-

305

A further indication that the financial stability of programs depends upon
the effectiveness of eValuation plans appears when the average financial stability score and average combined effectiveness score for inside programs are
compared with those for outside programs.
The average procedural score for outside programs was 15.45 (Tables
XXVI and XXVII, pages 97 and 98) and the average converted technical score was

9.46 (page 116). This gives an average combined score for outside programs of
24.91 out of a possible forty points. The average procedural score for inside
programs was 16.06 and the average converted technical score was 10.56.

This

gives an average combined score of 26.62 out of a possible forty points for
inside programs.
Companies in the sample were asked whether, in times of financial
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retrenchment, expenditures for outside programs are cut the same, more, or les
than inside programs.

If we assign a value of one to companies which reported

cutting inside and outside programs to the same degree, a value of two to thos
which reported cutting inside programs (or outside programs, depending upon
which is being considered) less, and a value of zero to those which cut inside
programs (or outside programs, depending again upon which is being considered)
more, we find that inside programs have an average stability score of .98 out
of a possible score of two and outside programs have an average stability scor
of

.75

out of a possible score of two.

Thus, we have further evidence to sup-

port the proposition that the better the evaluation plan, the more stable the
program.
Recruitment Policies.

Companies which expressed as first choice persons

with work experience in profession-related (management development-related)
areas, tend to have a higher percentage of persons with advanced degrees holding responsible positions in management development and higher acceptance
scores than do companies which expressed as first choice persons with work
experience in business-related areas.

The latter group, however, has on the

average higher stability and combined scores, than the formero
summarized in Table IL.

These data are
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TABLE It
THIRTEEN COMPANIES LISTING AS FIRST CHOICE
WORK EXPERIKNCE IN PROFESSION-RELATED AREAS COMPARED
WITH FIFTEEN COMPANIES LISTING AS FIRST CHOICE WORK EXPERIENCE IN'
BUSlNESS.RELATED AREAS BY ACCEPTANCE, STABILITY, AND
COMBINED SCORES AND PERCENTAGE OF ADVANCED DEGREES.

Type of
Work
Experience

Number

Scores

Per Cent
Degrees

Profession Related
1

60.0

5.0

3.0

99.6

7

46.7

4.7

3.3

52.8

Sciences

2

40.0

5.0

4.0

97.7

Training

3

12.5

4.8

~5. 0

,~.,

II

7

! ''7
.,....5

3.9

I

'

3

''il.l)

1c'?

I

Teaching
,
I

Industrial
Relations
Social

.7

Business Related

TechnIcal

ions I ~ ~ I I
-·-:verage. p<oress::+-i--I
I
I
!
Com"'u.'l1c. t

5

Re 1a te d (p )

Average, Business Related (B)

82 .. 6

4.5

3.5

82.6

.. 3

•• 2

-19 .. 5

5.0

30 ,,2

4 ~8

24.0

(!1p'f _ liB")

-

4.0

0•

Difference

6.2

*:£1

-~------~-----------.~------~----~~

3 .. 0

~
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Companies which mentioned persons holding degrees in profession-related
areas as first choice for recruitment tend to have a lower percentage of persons with advanced degrees holding responsible positions in management development and higher stability scores than do companies which mentioned persons
holding degrees in business-related areas as their first choice for recruitment.

However, the latter group earned a higher average combined score and

the same average acceptance score as the former.
Table L.

These data are summarized by
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TABLE L

THIRTEEN COMPANIES LISTING AS FIRST CHOICE DEGREES
IN PROFESSION.RELATED AREAS COMPARED WITH EIGHT
COMPANIES LISTING AS FIRST CHOICE DEGREES IN BUSINESS.
RELATED AREAS BY ACCEPTANCE I STABILITY, AND COMBINED
SCORES AND PERCENTAGE OF ADVANCED D~GRliS

Type··of
Degree
Preferred

Number

Per Cent
Degrees

Scores
I---~-.....,...~--:-~~-r---'---'-~"-

Acceptance

Sta bility

Combined

----------------~~----~--------+-------~--------~~------Profession Related

..

2

16.5

5.0

3.0

67 7,

Relations

4

62.0

4.8

308

77 .5

Psychology

5

25 .. 0

4.6

4.4

52.4

Libera 1 Artfl

2

0

4.0

4.0

85.4

2.5

49.8

Education
Inuustrial

Bus:1.ness Rela ted

Business

4

. ...
Average, Business
Re1ated (B)

3.3

•

---

90.0
~

_

_.;o"' . .

3.9

(-,7.5

4.6

2.9

h9~9

o

1.0

-204

Difference

(lip" _ IIBI!)

-----------------------~--------~--------~--------~

~

-

"..,=>
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The relationships between acceptance and stability and recruitment policies are peculiar ones.

We find, for example, that companies which prefer to

hire persons with profession-related work experience have a higher proportion
of persons with advanced degrees in profession-related areas than do companies
which prefer to hire persons with business-related work experience.

From this

we might infer that the former group has higher combined scores and higher acceptance and stability scores than the latter.
case.

This does not prove to be the

The former group has lower combined and stability scores than the

latte~

but higher acceptance scores.
The same type of relationship exists between preferences in academic backgrounds and acceptance and stability scores.

Those companies which list as

their first choice for recruitment persons holding degrees in profession-related
fields have a lower proportion of persons with advanced degrees in professionrelated fields working for them than do companies which prefer to recruit persons with degrees in business-related fields.

From this one might infer that

the former has lower combined, lower acceptance and lower stability scores than
the latter.

The former, although it actually has a lower average combined

score, has the same average acceptance score and a higher average stability
score than the latter.
It is possible to speculate about the causes for this, although, with the
data at hand, it is not possible to prove anything.

The key to the matter may

lie in the fact that management development departments which are profession
oriented,

i.~.,

preferred persons with profession-related degrees and work ex-

perience, uniformly earned lower combined scores, but the same or higher
-r

ance scores than did those which are bus·iness-oriented.
things:

accep~

This may indicate two

First, that the tendency to evaluate programs is an outgrowth of the
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business-oriented attitude rather than the profession-oriented attitude.

Sec-

ond1y, that the profession-related attitude, being permitted by the company yet
being foreign to the generally business-oriented attitude of top management,
creates acceptance of its programs because it, although not understood, is itself accepted.

To put it another way, the profession-oriented attitude acts to

create a high degree of acceptance for formal management development programs
on the rather horny basis of "I don't know what he's doing, but (because I like
him) I'm sure he knows how to do it."

In short, the "halo" effect is at work.

However, when matters become serious--that is to say, when budgets must be cut
--the profession-oriented department (because it does less evaluating) cannot
advance solid proof that its programs are worth more to the company than they
cost whereas the business-oriented department usually can.

Accordingly, the

programs of the former suffer more than the latter when an economy drive is in
process.

Once the economy drive has ended, the profession-oriented department

regains its acceptance (which perhaps it never lost, but merely could not prove
it deserved) and things revert to the normal state.
Concluding Statement.

There is no systematic, progressive relationship

between the percentage of persons who hold advanced profession-related degrees
employed by a given company, and the effectiveness of that company's eva1uationa1 plan.

However, there is a significant difference in combined scores

between companies which employ persons holding advanced degrees in professionrelated fields and those which do not.

This fact seems to account for the

clustering of procedural, technical and combined scores at points above and
below the mean.

14,

is rejected.

Thus, the first

~

hypothesis advanced in Chapter II, page
~11..'"

r

However, the second null hypothesis advanced in Chapter II,

page 15, was proved when no relationship was found to exist between acceptance
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and stability scores and the fact that a company does or does not fill important management development positions with persons holding advanced degrees.
The acceptance and stability scores of companies seem to be related
directly to the over-all effectiveness of their evaluational plans.

Those

companies which earned the highest combined scores also had the highest acceptance and stability scores.

Those companies with the lowest combined scores

also had the lowest acceptance and stability scores.

However, at the inter-

mediate ranges for combined scores, little difference was found between the
upper and lower scoring groups.
The tendency for the stability of programs to depend upon the effectiveness of evaluation plans was given further confirmation by the fact that combined scores and financial stability for inside programs were higher than those
for outside programs.

Considering all the evidence together, it appears con-

clusive that effective evaluational plans make for greater acceptance of programs among top management and for greater financial stability of programs.
Accordingly,- the third null hypothesis advanced in Chapter II, page

15,

stands

disproved.
It is rather difficult to make anything out of the data on professionoriented versus business-oriented recruitment policies.

It appears that the

tendency to evaluate may inhere in the business-oriented attitude more than it
does in the profession-oriented attitude.

On the other hand, programs present-

ed by business-oriented departments are not so readily accepted as those presented by profession-oriented departments.

A possible reason for this is that

since persons with business-oriented attitudes are better known to top manage-r

ment, it feels less uneasy about criticizing their work.

However, the tendency

to evaluate stands the business-oriented management development department in
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good stead during economic crises o

At such times it can answer questions about

the actual economic value of programs to the company with more assurance than
can its profession-oriented counterpart.

CHAPTER XI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The process of management development has become increasingly rationalized in the past few years.

Formal training of one kind or another has been

used lli th growing frequency to supplement experience in sharpening managerial
skills.

Today large sums of money are spent by corporations to support a

-wide variety of formal programs used both to prepare managerial personnel for

greater responsibilities and to increase their effectiveness on their present
jobs~

"')':Jr9 is some evidence to indicate that fonnal management development
programf! initially gained uncritical acceptance.

However, as their newness

wore off, they became subject more frequently to attack from a number of
quarters.

Today a number seriously question whether anything is received in

.::"eturn for the sums of money spent by corporations on formal management
d{~vclopment

programs.

This hardening attitude has engendered,. in turn . . a desire to show that
programs actually produce beneficial results.

The upshot is that the

desir~'

abili ty of eVb.luat.ing programs for the purpose of determining whether they
have achieved their objectives has generally been accepted by critics and
defenders, alike.
The benefits to be derived from ca.refully designed evaluations are many-more effective training, more

economi~~lruse
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of training resources, and

11+0

increased confidence in training activities, to mention a few.

However, one

writer, using an ultimate criterion of development (the classical "educated
man ll ) as the standard for measuring program success, cast doubt upon the
possibility of securing meaningful data from evaluations.

While his point

might be well taken if that particular criterion is to be used, evaluations,
nevertheless, will yield meaningful data if they are made in terms of the
limited, concrete objectives which usually form the purpose for any given
forma 1 progra m.
The subject of evaluation of formal programs is a live one--one which is
relevant to much of today1s controversy about the value of management development.

The author undertook this study with the hope of shedding some light

upon the extent and effectiveness of program evaluation plans as they are
presently used in a substantial portion of industry.
Problem.

The problem chosen as the subject for study was to determine

the extent to which the one hundred largest U. S. manufacturing corporations
(from the standpoint of sales) evaluate the effectiveness of formal management development programs conducted or participated in by them and the
effectiveness of techniques used by them to evaluate programs.
Among the secondary problems investigated were the 1nterrelat1onSOlps
between the degree of professionallzation (employment of persons holding
advanced degrees in work-related fields) in management development departments. the effectiveness of evaluational plans, the degree of acceptance of
programs by top management, and the financial stability of programs.
Methodology and Limitations.
and sent to each company in the

A six-page questionnaire was constructed

sample:"~'~he

questionnaire was accompanied by

a cover letter which gave the reasons for the study and a sheet of instructions

which specified how and by whom the questionnaire should be completed.
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Re-

turns of questionnaires from companies in the sample formed the primary source
of data for the study.
Although the sample covered by the study includes companies which are
among the largest and most prosperous found in this country, it is neither
particularly large nor representative.

Therefore, conclusions drawn by the

study cannot be said to hold true for all of American corporations.

However,

it can be said with reasonable assurance that the effectiveness of evaluational plans found in the sample is as high, if not higher, than the effect.:Lveness of similar plans found in the rest of industry.
The questionnaire method of collecting data poses its own peculiar difficultieJs--there is
is

d~J.f:icult

rlC

way in which to insure response from each company and it

to formulate questions in such a way as to make them free from

all ambiguity.

Horeover, in order to keep the size of the questionnaire

within manageable limits it was necessary in rr.any insta...'1ces to use questions
which produced approximate rather than exact information.
Charact.erist~:::_~

of Effect.ive Evaluational Plans,.

In order to determine

the relative effectiveness of evaluational plans, it is first necessary to
decide upon what features are essential to effectiveness.
two aspects--procedural and technical.

An

Effectiveness has

evaluational plan, no matter how

technically perfect, is not effective unless it covers most or all of the
formal managerrent development programs with which the company is involved.
Conversely, no rnatter how complete the coverage of the eva1uational plan, it
is not effective if it employs faulty evaluational techniques.
vIhen the concept of procedural effectiveness is subjected to further
-".~

analysiS it breaks down into tHO parts,

r

~.,

coverage and use.

An
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evaluational plan is not procedurally complete unless it covers all types of
programs with which the company is involved and those teaching methods which
are within the control of the company.

It is procedurally not complete, even

though the maximum coverage has been achieved, if the data from evaluations
are not used as the primary basis for making administrative decisions about
continuing, modifying or discontinuing programs and teaching methods.
The characteristics of technically effective evaluational plans were
considerably more difficult to isolate.

Finally, it was reasoned that if the

purpose of formal management development programs is to improve work performance, then the success of programs should be measured in terms of the degree
to which they improve work performance.

Accordingly, the tools used to eval-

uate programs must be capable of determining the effect a given program has
on work performance.

Next it was reasoned that formal programs accomplish

their effects by transmitting information to the participants which, if applied, will result in improved work performance.

It follows that evaluation

tools should be capable of determining the amount of information transmitted
by programs to the participants.

Finally, it was reasoned that if programs

are not acceptable to the participants, they will produce little good no
matter how relevant their material.

1t follows, then, that evaluation

tools should also be able to determine the acceptability of programs to the
participants.
These three technical criteria do not overlap.

Although the over-all

success of a program may be determined by using the "improvement in work performance" criterion, this will not tell the observer what portions of the
program can stand improvement.

~1I..''''

r

This can be worked out only in terms of the

criteria of "transmission of information" and "acceptability.11

1f there is
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generally poor acceptability, the causes for this usually will appear in evaluations made in terms of the "acceptability" criterion.

lf certain informa-

tion is not being presented adequately, this will appear in evaluations made
in terms of the "transmission of informationll criterion.

However, evaluations

made in terms of these two criteria will not give the observer any certain
indication that programs have had a favorable impact upon work performance.
Programs may, as shown by a number of writers, be highly acceptable and may
communicate information satisfactorily, but still fail to improve work performance.

Thus while the three criteria are interdependent, they stand as

separate and distinct entities.
ln general terms, an evaluational plan at this pOint is considered to be
procedurally complete if; (1) it covers all programs in which the company is
involved, (2) covers teaching methods where they are within the control of
the company, and (3) uses evaluation data as the basis for important administrative decisions about programs and teaching methods.

An evaluation plan

is considered technically complete if evaluation tools used are capable of;
(l) measuring the effect produce? by the program upon work performance,
(2) measuring the amount of information transmitted by the program to participants, and (3) measuring the acceptability of the program to the participants.
After taking the foregoing into account, it was decided that evaluation
plans should be rated according to their procedural and technical completeness
and that both factors should be given equal weight in establishing the effectiveness of evaluation plans.
Techniques for Evaluating Program Effectiveness.
.",~

No matter which tech-

r

nique is used to measure the improvement· in job performance caused by a
program, it is essential to use an untrained control group as the basis for

I

I

determjrLing improvement in the trained group.
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Without a control group.9 not

even the most refined technique can distinguish between results produced by
the program and those caused by the mere passage of time.
It is not necessar.y, however, to use control groups in order to measure
attainment of the "transmission of informationtt criterion.

The training pro-

gram, since it exists to transmit certain information in concentrated form,
constitutes a monopoly of that information for all practical purposes.

The

possibility that factors outside the control of the program may act to furnish the participants with significant amounts of information of the type
;Nhich forms the subject matter of the program is too remote to justify going

to the trouble of selecting and testing a control group.
Control groups have no place in techniques used to determine the acceptabilitX "f programs.

Control groups, as that term is used here, are not in-

volved ln programs; hence they can have no opinion one way or another about
the aeceptability of a programo

Consequently, they cannot be used as a basis

of comparison for groups which., by virtue of attending a program, have the
cxpe.;:-·ience necessary

+,0

form an opinion of its acceptability.

:Four techniques are used rather widely by industry to evaluate
ment development programs@
1.

These

manage~

are~

Questioning program participants to find out their opinion

of the program.
2.

Giving attitude or achievement tests to the participants

before beginning and after completing the program, with or without
giving the same tests to untrained control groups.

30

Comparing the participants
I actual work performances ber
·...... 4

fore beg:i.nn.:ing +,11e progra'll wi th their performances after completing

the program, with or without making the same comparisons with untrained control groups.

4.

Comparing ratings made by the participants' superiors,

peers or subordinates of the participants' work performance before
beginning and after completing the program, with or without making
similar comparisons between ratings made of untrained control
groups.
No matter how adroitly opinions are solicited, the fact renmins that this
procedure will tell the observer little, if anything, about what the participants learned or how what they learned affected their work performance.

Ac-

cordingly, the first technique is of little use in measuring attainment of the
"iIr~provement.

ter:l.u.

in \"lork performance" and the "transmission of information" cri-

However, it goes to the very heart of what determines the acceptabilitJ

of a program--namely, the opinions the participants have formed about the
program..

TheTefc,:re, it is eminently suitable for measuring attainment of the

"acceptability"

cri~erion.

The various testing techniques tell rather little about the acceptability

of programs.,

Em-lever, ttJ.E:y disclose a great deal about the amount of informa-

tion transmitted to participants by the program.

Their usefulness in this

respect is undiminished even v,hen control groups are not used.
If tests c::.re to be used to measure the effect of programs upon work
performance, they must be used in conjunction with control groups.

However,

quest:i.ons were raic3ed about their adequacy to measure improvement in work
performance under any circumstances.
this purpose is the fact that test

The major objection to their use for

sC2,~~s

changes taking place in work performance.

may change without corresponding
Experimental findings by
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Fleisb";]<'3.n, I,evin and Rutler all telld t.o sUbstantiate the objection.
!tfter weighing the evidence, it VIas finally concluded that test results

may be used as indicators of changes in work performance provided;

(1)

the

tests are used in conjunction with control groups and (2) the tests have been
validated on criterion groups performing the same or similar types of work as
that which the development program seeks to improve.
Changes in grievance, absentee, turnover, suggestion

a~d

transfer rates

may serve as direct indicators of changes in work performance for wlmagElrial
employees.

The use of these, and similar indicators are universally acknowl-

edged to be the best method for determining the actual effect of formal
management development programs upon work performance.

However, their utility

is confined largely to measuring attainment of the improvement i.n 1Ilork perforn:<~r~CJ

ori terion.

Although they will give a very accurate account of a

program1s over-all success, they are not capable of discrimina.t.ing between
the transmission nt' ini'orlT'ation and acceptability criteria and cannot be
expected to disclose areas where the program can be improved,.
Th:~

fourth technique·--that. of comparing ratings made of the

participants~

.,.,fork performances by their superiors, peers, or subordinates before beginning
and after completing the program--is, by its very nature, confined to measuring
the chang;es effected in work performance by programs e

It my not be used to

determine the extent to t-lhich programs have satisfied the acceptability and
tra11smission of information criteria.

Like other methods of measuring changes

iT) vwrk performance} it should be used in conjunction with control groups.

The rating technique is not as satisfactory as those which directly measure changes in work performance.

In,'4y¥,sence, it is a judgment about changes

in work I\t:;rform8nce Dnd, like all judgments, is subject to the individual

1
standards, bias, and personal opinions of the judges.
standr~rds

However, when rating

have been thoroughly explained to the raters and are understood more

or less alike by them, the rating technique is reasonably satisfactory for use
in determining whether a given program has succeeded or- failed.
Evaluatin~

Teaching Methods.

There is close to universal agreement be-

tween authorities in the field of education that the worth of various teaching
methods is best determined by the amount of information conveyed to and retained by students.

The primary criterion for the evaluatidn of teaching

methods, then, is student learning.
Two general approaches may be taken towards evaluating teaching methods.
First, a given method may, without reference to other methods, be judged in
accordance with a
used

too

pre-establisl~d

standard of adequacy_

Secondly, a method

teach certain subject rna tter may be compared with another method used

to teach the same subject matter.
the superior of the two.

The second approach is usually considered

It goes beyond the first by showing not only which

methods are adequate, but also 1,vhich one of' a number of methods is best suite
for teachifl..g a given subject.
The a.uthor found that four types of evaluational teclmiques are used
genera.lly to determine the effectiveness of teaching methods.

These are;

(1) testing, (2) ratings by instructors, (3) ratings by participants, and
(L~)

ratings by ou ts-ide observers.

In practice, the second and third tech-

ni.ques are not. used with the comparative approach.

The first and fourth

t<3ch.,'1iques, hovlever, are often used with both the comparative and the preestablished standard approaches.
The use of test scores to evalu9".te,. the effectiveness of teaching methods
has long been recognized as one of the more adequate evaluational techniques o
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Its nature is such that it may be used with equal facility to determine
whether a given method has attained a pre-established standard of adequacy or
wr.ich of two or more methods is best suited for teaching a given subject.

Of'

all the evaluational techniques, it is the one used most frequently for comparisons between teaching methods.

Its use for this purpose is thoroughly

documented in educational literature.
The use of ratings by instructors as the basis for evaluating the effectiveness of teaching methods is a less desirable technique than
test scores.

tl~

use of

Frequently, no effort is made to see that all instructors under-

stand the rating procedure alike.

As a result, each has his own opinion about

what is needed for a given method to reach a pre-established standard of adequacy.

If the relative effectiveness of two or more methods is to be

deter~

mined on the basis of this teclmique, the difficulties are multiplied.

The

resulting comparative ratings may tend to amount to little more than an
aggregation of personal opinions.
Evaluating teaching methods by using outside observers trained in the use
of f,tandardized rating guides, is a technique which overcomes or minimizes to
a great extent the difficulties noted in ratings by instructors.

Most often"

there is adequate consistency (rater reliability) between ratings made by
different observers of the same technique.

However, since the technique con-

sists of passing judgment upon what appears to have been learned, rather than
measuring directly what has been learned, it is considered somewhat less satisfactory

than techniques involving the use of tests.

The least satisfactory evaluational technique is that which involves the
use of ratings by students.

The

stud~tris

not a trained observer.

Even when

he makes the effectiveness of t.eaching methods a paramount consideration in
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the formation of his judgment, his evaluation necessarily rests upon private
standards of effec·tiveness.

The greatest objection, however, is that the

student may not use the effectiveness of teaching methods as the primary basis
for his judgment.

This objection is not at all farfetched.

A sizable number

of published reports disclose instances where such judgments were based on the
entertainment qualities of teaching methods rather than their effectiveness.
Rating Seale.

The author devised a scale for the purpose of rating the

proeedural and technical effeetiveness of evaluational plans used by eompanies
in the sample.

Each company was aSSigned a proeedural seore of sixty from

whieh deductions were made for failure to evaluate specified types of programs
and teaching methods, or for failure to evaluate repeated programs or use
evaiuational data as the basis for administrative decisions about changing,
contL:"l:.J::i.ng or discontinuing programs and teaching methods.
In determining the relative weight to be given for failure by a company

to cover specified t;ypes of programs or teaching methods in its evaluational
plan, it was decided that the rank order of deductions would be, from least to
most., as follows:
I ..

Short ad hoc programs.

Long ad

h££

programs.

Short repeated programs.
Long repeated programs.
Teaching method':>.
T1H~

rank order of deductions, from least to most, for failure to use

evaluational data as the basis for administrative decisions is:
1.

~)hort

24>

Long repeated programs.

repeated

programs~",~

i
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3. Teaching methods.
Equations were devised to compensate for variations which might be introduced by companies having in their management development program less than
the maximum possible number of elements (programs, teaching methods, possibility of using evaluation data, etc.) which can be included in such programs.
In constructing the equations, it was assumed that the smaller the variety of
management development program elements, the more serious becomes failure to
include any given element in an evaluation plan.
The techniques used by companies to evaluate inside and outside programs
and teaching methods were rated separately in accordance with their ability to
measure attainment of the three general program criteria.

The order of pro-

gram evaluation techniques in relation to the improvement in work performance criterion, is from least to most valuable, as follows:
1.

Questioning participants, testing participants without use

of control groups, and rating without use of control groups.
2.

Measurement of work performance without the use of control

groups.

3. Testing or rating participants with the use of control
groups.
4.

Measurement of work performance with the use of control

groups.
The order of program evaluation techniques, (from least to most valuable)
according to their capacity to measure attainment of the transmission of information criterion, is as follows:
1.

~4

r

Questioning participants .ahd rating or measuring partici-

pants' work performance, with or without the use of control groups.
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2.

Testing participants either with or without the use of

control groups.
The order of program evaluational techniques, (from least to most valuable)
according to their capacity to measure attainment of the acceptability criterion, is as follows:
,I.

Testing, rating or measuring work performance, with or

without the use of control groups.
2.

Questioning participants.

Techniques used to evaluate teaching methods were ranked in accordance
with their ability to measure student learning.

Their rank order, from least

to most effective, is as follows:
1.

Ratings by students, no comparisons.

2.

Ratings by instructors, no comparisons.

3. Ratings by outside observers, no comparisons.

4.

Tei3t

scores J no comparisons.

5. All types of comparative techniques.
1\..

numb~~r

of equations were devised for the purpose of combining technical

scores assigned to tectilliques used separately .in the evaluation of inside and
outside programs and teaching methods.

In addition, a conversion factor was

used to give equal weight to technical scores when they were combined with
procedural scores to produce a score representing the over-all effectiveness
of evaluational plans.
General Find?-!!gs.

Sixty-nine per cent of the companies in the sample

responded to the questionnaire.

Of these, the great majority report that they

have both inside and outside formal

m~~ement

development programs.

Cornuanies in the sample tend to be i.nvolved with a greater variety of

3.52

inside programs than outside programs.

Most rely to a greater extent upon

outside concerns for ad hoc programs than they do upon their own training
organizations.

Conversely, most companies rely more heavily upon their own

training organizations to handle repeated programs than they do upon outside
concerns.
Most companies with formal management development programs have plans
for evaluating the programs.

For the most part, evaluation plans cover

nearly all types of programs with which the companies are involved.

Despite

this, a sUbstantial minority of companies with evaluation plans do not use
evaluation data as the primary basis for administrative decisions about
continuing, modifying or discontinuing programs.
Approximately three-fourths of the companies with inside programs said
that they evaluate teaching.

Somewhat more than half of this group reported

using evaluation data as the primary basis for making administrative decisions about continuing, discontinuing or modifying teaching methods.
Companies tended to exclude from their evaluation plans a higher proportion of all types of outside programs, except long repeated programs, than
they did types of inside programs.

Moreover, even where the various types of

outside programs participated in by a given company were included in the evaluation plan, the company tended to rely less upon evaluation data from outside
repeated programs for use as the basis for administrative decisions than it
did upon data taken from evaluations of inside repeated programs.
The average combined score for companies in the sample was 67.8 out of a
maximum possible score of 120 points or 56.5% of the maximum possible score •
._-.J~'"

r

The distribution of combined scores for. ihdividua 1 companies clustered at
pOints above and below the mean with the cluster above the mean being slightly
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smaller than the one below the mean.

A positive relationship appears to exist between procedural and converted
technical scores.

Companies who scored in the top range for procedural scores

(56-60 points) tended strongly to earn high converted technical scores. Those
who fell in the lower ranges for procedural scores tended strongly to earn low
converted technical scores.

Those who scored in the intermediate ranges for

procedural scores tended to earn intermediate converted technical scores, but
not necessarily in accordance with their standings in the procedural score
ranges.
This relationship indicates that the technical and procedural aspects of
eva1uational plans are interdependent.

That is, if the plan is procedurally

sound, it will tend to be technically sound and, conversely, if it is procedunilly deficient it will tend to be technically deficient.

This, in turn,

is a strong indication that the technical and procedural effectiveness of any
eva1uational plan depends upon either a single factor or upon a number of
closely related (and probably mutually dependent) factors.
There were wide variations from company to company in the proportion of
persons with advanced academic degrees in work-related fields who held responsible positions in management development departments.

A little more than

half of the companies were without persons holding advanced degreese

Of those

companies with persons holding advanced degrees, the proportion of advanced
degrees ranged all the way from five per cent to one hundred per cent.
The recruitment policies followed by companies seeking new personnel
fill poSitions in management development departments also varied widely.

to
Four

companies require advanced degrees in work-related fields as a prerequisite to
·-~"'''.r

employment.

The remainder do not have this requirement.

Companies in the

sample were evenly divided between those who prefer new employees to have
academic degrees in business-related fields and those who prefer them to nave
academic degrees in management development--related fields.

However, those

companies who prefer to hire persons with work experience in management development-related fields outnumbered slightly those who prefer to hire persons
with experience in business-related fields.
Of those companies which answered questions relating to acceptance of formal management development programs by top management, a sizable majority
indicated that most of their top management believe that management development programs contribute more to the welfare of the company than they cost.
The financial stability of management development programs appears to be
equal to or better than that of other phases of company activity.

Companies

in the sample indicated that when expenses are cut generally, management
development program budgets usually are not cut so heavily as other items of
expense.

However, within the training budget, there is a strong tendency to

make larger cuts in expenditures for outside management development programs
than in those for inside management development programs.
The acceptance of formal management development programs by members of
top management appears to be directly related to the financial stability of
formal management development programs.

Those companies which reported the

highest proportion of acceptance, also reported the greatest degree of stability.

Those which reported the least amount of acceptance, reported the least

degree of financial stability.

Those which reported acceptance falling in the

middle range, reported financial stability in the middle range •
Procedural Effectiveness.

The

. . ., 4

r

av~rage

procedural score for companies whic

furnished answers to all questions bearing upon procedure was rather 10w--42.8
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points out of a possible sixty points (71.3% of maximum possible score).

The

range for procedural scores extended from fifteen points to sixty pOints.
distribution of procedural scores was skewed on the high side.

The

One-third of

the companies earned procedural scores falling in the fifty-six to sixty score
range.

The remaining companies were fairly evenly distributed among all but

the very lowest score range.
There is a very strong tendency for companies to include with1n the cover_
age of evaluation plans all types of management development programs in wh1ch
they are involved.

Out of a possible score of ten po1nts, companies in the

sample averaged 9.6 p01nts on program coverage.

The tendency for companies to

evaluate teach1ng methods within their control is not quite so strong.
panies in the sample averaged

Com-

7.4 points out of a possible score of ten points

for coverage of teaching methods.
The tendency among companies to use evaluation results as the bas1s for
making adm1nistrat1ve dec1s10ns about cont1nuing, mod1fying or d1scont1nu1ng
spec1f1c programs and teaching methods is considerably weaker than the tendency to evaluate.

Of those companies which reported evaluating short and long

repeated outside programs, only 54.4% and 64.3%, respectively, said that they
use evaluation data from these sources' as the primary basis for administrative decisions.

The tendency to use for this purpose data taken from evalua-

tions made of inside programs 1s somewhat, but not greatly, stronger than 1t
1s for outside programs.

Of those companies Which reported evaluat1ng short

and long repeated inside programs, 62.5% and 65.6%, respectively, said that
data from these sources are used as the pr1mary bas1s for admin1strat1ve dec1s1ons.

A somewhat higher proportion (68.8%) of the companies which evaluate

teaching methods indicated that data taken from evaluations are used as the

primary basis for administrative decisions about particular teaching methods.
Technical Effectiveness of Evaluation Methods.

The average company

earned a converted technical score of 26.2 points out of a maximum possible
score of sixty points (43.7% of the maximum possible converted technical
score).

Distribution of converted technical scores for individual companies

clustered at points above and below the mean.

The cluster above the mean is

somewhat smaller than the one below the mean.
Companies in the sample earned 4.3 pOints out of a possible nine points
for techniques used to evaluate outside programs and 4.7 points out of a possible nine points for techniques used to evaluate inside programs. There are
indications that more pains are taken with evaluations of inside programs than
outside programs.

A wider variety of evaluational techniques is used and, as

the scores indicate, those techniques tend to be more effective.
The types of evaluation techniques reported, indicate that companies
who evaluate formal management development programs are concerned primarily
with (1) whether the program is acceptable to the participants and (2) the
degree to which the program affects Job performance.

They appear to be signi-

ficantly less concerned about the amount of information transmitted by the
program to the participants. The lack of emphasis on this point is, in the
author's opinion, a serious defect inasmuch as it means that one of the most
important means by which the weaknesses of programs may be identified is being
neglected.
Evaluation techniques used by companies in the sample are quite adequate
for measuring attainment of the "acceptability" criterion.
.

.,~

Techniques used to

r

measure attainment of the "transmission. ·of information" criterion likewise are
adequate; however, more likely than not, no effort will be made to measure the
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effectiveness of programs in terms of this criterion.

Usually some effort is

made to determine the extent to which programs affect job performance; however, the evaluational tools selected for this purpose frequently prove to be
ina de qua te.
The majority of companies make efforts to evaluate teaching methods within their control.

However, the evaluation techniques usually employed will

do no more than tell whether a particular teaching method meets a predetermined standard.

They will not, as a rule, show which of two or more methods

is superior for use with a given subject.
Evaluation Effectiveness; Acceptance

~

Stability.

The effectiveness

of evaluation plans has a definite influence upon the degree of acceptance
of programs by top management and the financial stability of programs.

The

influence is felt most strongly at the upper and lower ranges of effectiveness.

Companies whose evaluation plans ranked in the upper one-fifth of

combined score standings had stability and acceptance scores which were nearly
thirteen per cent higher than those of companies whose evaluation plans
ranked 1n the lowest one-fifth of combined score standings.
Generally speaking, evaluation effectiveness exerted slightly more influence upon acceptance scores than upon stability scores.

Companies which

ranked in the upper one-half of comb1ned score stand1ngs had, on the average,
acceptance scores 4.4% h1gher than those in the lower one-half.

However,

there was no difference in average stab1lity scores between compan1es which
fell in the upper and lower halves of combined score standings.
One may conclude that evaluational effectiveness has a direct and very
'4.,,4

r

nearly proportionate effect upon acceptance of management development programs
by top management.

However, it has little influence upon the financial

stability of programs except at the very highest and lowest levels of effectiveness.
Effect of Advanced Degrees.

There is no progressive relationship between

the percentage of persons holding advanced work-related degrees employed by a
given company and the effectiveness of that company1s evaluation plan.

How-

ever, there is a significant difference in the effectiveness of evaluation
plans of companies which employ persons (regardless of number) holding advanced
degrees in work-related fields and those who do not.

The former group aver-

ages higher procedural, technical, and combined scores than the latter.

It

appears that the split between companies wh1ch employ persons holding advanced
degrees and those who do not, accounts for, in all probability, the clustering
of various types of scores at points above and below the mean.
As mentioned earlier, evaluation plans must be either ver,y good or very
poor before they can exert a substantial influence upon the acceptance and
financial stability of management development programs.

The average effective-

ness of evaluation plans of both companies wh1ch do and do not employ persons
holding advanced degrees does not lay at either extreme.

Consequently, 1t

was found that the acceptance and financial stability scores for the two
groups were the same.
Effect of Recruitment Policies.

Companies which mentioned persons holding

degrees in profession-related (management development-related) areas as their
first choice for recruitment, tend to have considerably less effective evaluation plans than do companies which mentioned persons holding degrees in
business-related areas as their first choice for recruitment.
-,,~

the former tends to have somewhat

r

highe~acceptance

Despite this,

scores than the latter

although the latter exceeds the former in financial stability scores.
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Companies which mentioned as their first choice for recruitment persons
with work experience in profession-related areas tend to have slightly more
effective evaluation plans than do companies who mentioned as their first
choice for recruitment persons with work experience in business-related areas.
Both have the same acceptance scores.

However, management development pro-

grams of the former group show greater financial stability than those of the
latter group.
It is rather difficult to make anything out of the data on professionoriented and business-oriented recruitment policies followed by various
management development departments.

The major reason for this appears to be

that the number of companies which gave sufficient answers to permit comparisons between recruitment policies and evaluation effectiveness, acceptance
and financial stability was too small to prevent one or two atypical compan1es
from d1storting the picture.

However, desp1te conflicts and distort1ons, 1t

appears that the tendency to evaluate inheres more in the business-oriented
attitude (taken here as the motive force behind bus1ness-oriented recruitment
policies) than it does in the profession-oriented attitude.

The tendency to

evaluate stands the business-oriented management development department in
good stead during times of economic crisis by enabling it to answer questions
about the economic value of the programs to the company with more assurance
than its profession-oriented counterpart.

As a consequence, its programs

usually have greater financial stability than those of profession-oriented
departments.

On the other hand, programs given by business-oriented depart-

ments are not as widely accepted as those given by profession-oriented
departments.

'.".~

r

A possible explanation for this is that since persons with

business-or1ented attitudes are more familiar to top management, the latter

feels more free to criticize their work.
Conclusion.

The employment of one or more persons with advanced academic

degrees in work-related areas on responsible positions in management development appears to be a key factor in the design and use of effective evaluation
plans.

In addition there are some indications that using persons with advanced

degrees who have had work experience in other areas of management tends to
increase further the effectiveness of evaluation plans.
Whether or not a given management development department is businessoriented or profession-oriented also appears to influence the effectiveness of
evaluation plans.

Those departments which are business-oriented definitely

tend to use more effective evaluation plans.
The evaluation plans of companies in the sample thoroughly cover inside
and outside programs of various types and teaching methods.

As a rule, tech-

niques used to evaluate programs can determine, quite adequately, the degree
to Which the programs are acceptable to the participants.
pear to be two major weaknesses in evaluation plans.

However, there ap-

Although most companies

make serious efforts to determine what effect programs have had upon work performance, the techniques used for this purpose are, for the most part, methodologically weak.

The second weakness is that most companies neglect techniques

which, by isolating weak points in programs or comparing the relative effectiveness of different teaching methods, make it possible to improve systematically programs and teaching methods.

The rather prevalent distrust of using

evaluation data as the basis for important decisions about the fate of programs and teaching methods appears to grow naturally out of the use of inadequate evaluational techniques.
It should, nevertheless, be kept in mind that the use of formal programs

for management development is a relatively new thingq
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Until such time as it

becomes accepted as a normal facet of corporate activity, those who have
charge of programs will naturally concentrate more upon justifying the existence of programs and making them acceptable to participants than upon systematically improving the quality of programs.

However, with the passage of time,

we may hope to see a diminishing of this defensive attitude and the rapid
growth of one
of programs.

wr~ch

seeks to find new and better ways of improving the quality
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APPENDIX I
CORPORATIONS INCWDED Ilf SAMPLE
-A-

Allied Chemical Corporation
Allis - Chalmers Manufacturing Company
Altuninum Company of America
.American Can Company
American Cyanea1d Company
Ameri can Motors Company
America.n Radiator and Standard Sa.n:I. tary Corporation
American Smelting and Refining Company
AJner1can Tobacco Company
Anaconda. Company
Armco Steel Company
Armour and Company
Atlantic Refining Company
-B-

Bendix Corporation
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Boeing Airplane Company
Borden Company
Borg-Warner Corporation
Burlington Industries Incorporated

-cCa.nwbell Soup Company
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Chrysler Corporation
Cities Service Company
Coca - Cola Company
Colgate - Palmolive Company
Continental Can Company Incorporated
Continental Oil Company
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Corn Products Company
CroWll Zellerbach Corporation
-D-

Deere and Company
Douglas Aircraft Company Incorporated
Dow Chemical
E. I. Dupont de Nemours Company
-E-

Eastman Kodak. Company
-F-

Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
Ford Motor Company

-GGeneral Dynamics Corporation
General Electric Corporation
General Foods Corporation
Ge:J.eral Mills Incorporated
General Motors Corporation
General Telephone and Electronics Corporation
General Tire and Rubber Company
B. F. Goodrich Company (The)
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
W. R. Grace and Company
Gulf Oil Corporation
-1-

Inland Steel Company
Internation&.l Business Machines Corporation
International Harvester Company
International Paper Company
International Telephone and Telegraph Company
-.r-4.,'~ r

Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation
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·-K-

Kennecott Copper Corporation

-LLockheed Aircraft Corporation
-M-

Martin Conwany
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company
Monsanto Chemical Corporation
John Morrell and Company
-N-

Nat.1.onal Cash Register Company
National Dairy Products Corporation
National. Lead COI!'.pany
National Steel Corporation
North American Aviation Incorporated
-001il!. Mathieson Chemical Conwany
Owens - Illinois Glass Company
..p-

Ph:L1J.ips Pet:roleum Company
Pii,tsburg..'I} Plate Glass Company
Procter ano. GalnriJ.C Company
Pt}.re Oil C::;;mpany

r~a:,Ji,(~J Co:!:por~'::\,ti.;)n

eff' AI18I'Dica

Ralston f'Llrina Company
RaytheoLl Company
Republlc Steel Corporation
R, J. Re;y-no]j13 Tobacc;~p~ompany

I
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-S-

st. Regis Paper Company
Shell 011 Cmqpany
Sinclair Oil Corporation
Singer Manufacturing Company
Socony Mobil Oil Company
Sperry Rand Corporation
Standard Oil Company of California
Standard Oil Company of Indiana
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
J. P. stevens Company Incorpora.ted
Sun Oil Company
Sunray Mid - Continent Oil Company
S'Wift and Company

-TTexaco Incorporated
Tidewater Oil Company

-uUnion Carbide Corporation
United Aircraft Corporation
Uni ted Merchants and Manufacturers Company
U:rl.ted Sta.tes Rubber COIlWany
United States Steel Corpora.tion
-W-

Western Electric Corporation Incorporated
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Weyerhaeuser Company
Wilson and COJlq)any Incorporated
-y-

Youngstown Sheet and. Tube Company

(~e)
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APPENDIX II

I am writing you about a studT I am making on techniques used by industry
to evaluate the results of formal management development programs and the effectiveness of training methods used in the programs.
The purpose for the study is twofold. First, it will be used as a thesis
written to fulfill part of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science in
Industrial Relations at Loyola University. Secondly, the study should be of some
benefit to my employer, the Illinois Central Railroad, which is presently considering initiating a formal management development program.
The study represents one of the first comprehensive efforts made to ascertain and evaluate techniques actually used to measure the effectiveness of formal
management development programs and training methods. The conclusions drawn by the
study should be of value to persons interested in the control aspects of management
development programs.
The study is under the direction of my advisor at Loyola University and
is being carried out with the help and active encouragement of the Illinois Central
Railroad. The best method of securing data for a study of this type would be the
interview. However, because of the scope of the study, that method presents insurmountable problems. Accordingly, the attached questionnaire represents the most
practicable method available. Information given in reply to the questionnaire will
be held in confidence and the names of companies participating in the study will not
appear in the final paper.
Would you please have the questionnaire completed and returned to me at
the address shown above. Thanking you in advance for your time and trouble,
Very truly yours,

<.r~
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. It is desired that person answering questionnaire either be in charge otmanagement development or be the immediate subordinate of person in charge of management
development.
2. The symbol "X'· is to be used in answering multiple-choice questions.
one item appearing in such questions may be checked.

More than

3. Please staple attachments directly to completed questionnaire.

4. Defini tions :
A.

Control group--group composed of persons not participating in management
development program. It should be similar in most other respects to participant group. It is used as a basis for determining improvement in participant group.

B.

Management development program--formal program, akin to class work, designed
to improve managerial performance at present level or to prepare individuals
for greater managerial responsibilities.

C.

Management development, responsible positions--other than clerical positions.
Includes relatively complex technical duties or supervisory responsibilities
aver technical positions. Positions must be directly concerned with planning,
administering or conducting management development programs.

D.

Participants--individuals who attend management development programs in role
of students.

E.

Program,!!!

F.

Program, inside--management development program conducted for managerial employees by respondent company.

G.

Program, outside--management development program attended by managerial employees of respondent company, but conducted by organization outside the
company, !.~., AKA seminars, university programs, etc.

H.

Program, repeated--program attended by successive groups of partiCipants.
Differs from ~ ~ program in that it is conducted more than once.

I.

Test, reliability--the consistency of scores obtained by the same individuals
on different occasions, either before attending a program or after attending
a program but not before ~ after attending a program, on-a given test.

~--special

purpose program which is given only once.

J. Test, validity--the degree to which the test actually measures what it is
supposed to measure. Determining the validity of a test usually involves
comparing test results with an inde~ndent,
external criterion of that which
tr..
the test is designed to measure or preaict.
-"',~

5.

Please attach whatever descriptive liberature your company may have prepared
dealing with management development programs conducted by it.
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2.

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
Name of Company___________________________________________________________
Does your company conduct or participate in management development programs?
Yes
No
(If the answer to this question is "no", the remaining questions
shoUIdJnot be answered).

3. When your company recruits new employees to work with management development
programs, emphasis is placed on securing men with work experience in the following fields (please list in order of preference):
A 0 ________________________________________________________________________ 0

Bo ________________________________________________________________
Co ________________________________________________________________________ o

Do ________________________________________________________________________ o
Eo________________________________________________________________________

and with academic degrees in the following fields (please list in order of
preference):
Ao________________________________________________________________________
Bo ________________________________________________________________

C.

n

-------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________________________________

o

o

Eo _______________________________________________________________________ o

4.

Is the possession of an advanced degree a prerequisite to employment on responsible positions with management development programs? Yes
No
• If
answer to this question is "yes", please indicate in which of the following
areas an advanced degree is required: Personnel
; Industrial Relations
Education
; Sociology
Psychology
; Others (please specify

r-

5. Approximately what percentage of employees presently holding responsible positions in management development programs have earned advanced degrees in the
work related areas enumerated in question 4?

_---..1%

;
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II.

1.

OUTSIDE MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS OTHER
THAN THOSE LEADING TO FORMAL DEGREES

2

Does your company participate in outside management development programs?
Yes
No

---

2.

If answer to question 1 is "yes", please answer the rema~m.ng questions in this
section. Check which of the following types of outside programs are participated
in by your company:
A.

.M h2£

B.

Repeated programs requiring twenty hours or less of participants' time.

C.

Ad

D.

Repeated programs requiring more than twenty hours of participants' time.

~

programs requiring twenty hours or less of participants' time

0

programs requiring more than twenty hours of participants' time.

E o _ Others (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. Have any of the foregoing types of programs been evaluated in order to determine
whether they have achieved their objectives?

4.

If answer to question

Yes

No

0

3 is "yes", please check appropriate blanks below.

..~ype

of Program

~hortad

hoe

~ort repeated
iL'0ng

ILong

ad hoe
repeated

5. Which

Frequently
EValuated

Occasionally
Evaluated

Never
Evaluated

Evaluation results
primaEl determinent
of whether program
will be continued o

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

-- -

No

No

-

--

of the following methods are used to eValuate outside programs:

A.

Examination of participants on subject matter of program before
commencing and after completing programo

B.

Same technique as described in "A II except that improvement in
performance of participant group is compared with improvement of
non-participating control group ....o.• r same time span
0
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Co

Measurement of participants' job performance after completion of
program and comparing results with job performance before commencing
program
0

Do

Same technique as d~~cribed in "C" except that improvement in performance of participant group is compared with improvement in performance
of non-participating control group over same time spano

E.

Questioning participants to determine their opinion of value of
programo

Fe

Questioning participants! superiors about whether they feel partici=
pants have benefited from program.

G.

Questioning participants' peers about whether they feel participants
have benefited from program.

H.

Others (please specify)

NOTE:

This is one of the most important questions in the questionnaire. Please
attach, if possible, copies of actual evaluational reports and memoranda
describing evaluational methods and techniqueso If tests are used, please
describe the methods b.Y which they were checked for reliability and validityo
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III
1.

INSIDE MANAGINENT

DEVlLOr~NT

Does your company conduct inside management
Yes
No

PROGRAM

developm~nt

programs?

--

2.

If answer to question 1 is "yes" , please answer the remaining questions in this
section. Check which ot the following types of inside progra.are conducted
by your company:
A, _______ Ad hoc programs requiring twenty hours or less of participants'
time.
B, _______ Repeated programs requiring twenty hours or less ot participants'
time.
C. _______ Ad hoc programs requiring more than twenty hours of participants'
time.D, _______ Repeated programs requiring more than twenty hours ot participants'
time.
E. ______ Others (please specity} _________- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,.

Have any of the foregoing types ot programs been. eva+~ated in order to determine
whether they have achieved their obJective.? Yes
~

If..

It answer to q:aestion , 11 ",..es" , please check appropriate blanks below.

.o__ _____

Type of Program

Short ad hoc
Short repeated
Long ad hoc
Long repeated

5,

'requen.tly
Ivaluated

Occasionally
Evaluated

Yes

Yes

--

-

No

-- --

--

--

Which of the follQwing

No

-

method~

---.-

-

lever
Ivaluated

Evaluation results primary
determinent at
whether program
will be continued

Yes

No

Yes

--

----

-

--

-

No

--

are used to evaluate inSide programs:

A,

Ixamination ot participants on subject matter
commencing and atter oompleting program.

B.

Same techn1que as describe~..).lJ. "A" except that 1mprovement in
performance of participant group 1s compared w1th improvement
in performance of non ..partic1pa'Uns; ;c;ontrol group over same time
span.

of,,~sram; bel'(i1'e
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C.

Measurement ot participants! job pertormance atter completion ot
program and comparing results with job performance betore commencing program.

D.

Same technique as described in "CIt except that improvement in pertormance ot participant group is compared with improvement in pertormance ot non-participating control group over same time span.

I.

Questioning participants to determine their opinion ot value ot
program.

1'.

Question+ng partioipants' superiors about Whether the.y teel partici ...
pants have benetited trom program.

G.

Questioning participants' peers about Whether they teelparticipants 1
have benetited from progr~.

H.

Others (please specity) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

-

NOTI: This is one ot the most important questions in the questionnaire.
. Please attach, it possible, copies ot actual evaluational reports and
memoranda describing evaluational methods and technlques. It tests are
used, please describe the methods by which they were checked tor reliability
and validity.

6. Are educatlonal techniques, 1.e., case studles, lectures, incldents, role
playlng, etc., evaluated tor-effectiveness?

Yes

No

-----

7. It answer to questlon 6 ls "yes", which ot the tollowing metpods are used
to determine the eftectiveness ot educational techniques:

A.

Examination ot participants ot

B.

Examinat10n ot participants and comparison ot results w1th those
derived trom examinations on same subjects g1~en particlpants
subjected to ditterent techn1ques.

C.

Questioning participants to determine their reactions to various
techniques. .

D.

Others (please specity)

~ubject

matter ot program.

--------------------------------------------

NOTIS: Please attach, it possible, copies ot actual evaluatlonal reports and
memoranda describ1ng the1r Use.
4.,.~

r

8. Are evaluations used as prlmary criteria· in determining whether a part1cular
method w1ll be continued, moditied or discont1nued?
Yes
No _ __
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IV S!{QILI!Y 0' PROGRARS
1.

The following proportion of top-level company offioers believe that management development programs contribute more to the company's welfare than
they cost: All
Most
More than halt '
Half
Less
than half
Few
lone_..."....-

2.

When it is necessary for your company to reduce expenditures, approximately
to what degree are expenditures tor management 4evelopment cut relative
to other company activities suon as research, advertising, public relations, maintenance, etc.? 10 cut
; much less
much more _ .........._
slightly less
; slightly more
; the same _ _-_

3.

When expenditures for management develoRment are reduced, "outside programs
are reduced in comparison with 1ne!4e progr8J1l8 to the following degree:
The same
; le8S
; more

--......-
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